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The Director General’s Report
The Director General’s Report is an integral part of the Annual Report of the European
Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL). It covers highlights of one academic year, in this case
the second half of 2003 and the first half of 2004.

This Report focuses on four items:

• 30 years at EMBL: A Look at our Origins

• Strategic Forward Look: A Look to the Future

• Outreach

• EMBL: The Laboratory

• 2003 Reviews of EMBL’s Scientific Units
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I. 30 years at EMBL: A Look at our Origins

EMBL was founded in 1974 on the principles
of scientific independence, opportunity for
young creative thinkers, interdisciplinarity,
internationalism and collaboration. This year
marks the 30th anniversary of EMBL, and the
same principles remain at the core of EMBL
today. Over the years, the Laboratory has
grown and evolved while keeping to its origi-
nal missions.

The European Molecular Biology Laboratory
was conceived in 1962 when Leo Szílard,
Victor Weisskopf, James D. Watson and John
Kendrew met in Geneva to discuss the possi-
bility of establishing an international labora-
tory for molecular biology. A meeting in
Ravello, Italy, one year later laid the ground-
work for the establishment of the European
Molecular Biology Organization (EMBO),
which would put in place a program of
advanced practical courses and fellowships
and promote the creation of a laboratory. In
1968, the European Molecular Biology
Conference (EMBC) was founded, associat-
ing 14 governments with EMBO, providing
stable funding for the fellowship and training
programs. Planning proceeded to the next
level a year later, when the first proposal for a
Laboratory was drafted during a meeting at
Lake Constance. The concept included out-
stations and a strong emphasis on technology
development and service functions. In 1971,
Heidelberg was chosen as the site for the main

laboratory, and in 1973 a draft accord was
signed by the delegates of the participating
countries to establish a European Molecular
Biology Laboratory, an agreement which was
formally ratified in June 1974. This estab-
lished EMBL as a legal entity, and the EMBC
appointed Sir John Kendrew as the
Laboratory’s first Director General. The con-
struction of the Heidelberg Lab began in
1975 and an official agreement was signed
with German officials to establish an EMBL
facility at the DESY synchrotron ring, creat-
ing the first EMBL Outstation in Hamburg.
A year later the Grenoble Outstation was offi-
cially created at the site of the ILL. The
Heidelberg Lab was completed in 1978, and
the first scientists moved into the new facili-
ties.

The 25th anniversary of the main lab in
Heidelberg was celebrated in June 2003
with an official ceremony, attended by more
than 150 guests, including European and
national politicians, alumni and representa-
tives of several local and national scientific
and civil organizations. All present express-
ed their strong support and appreciation of
the Lab. Speeches were given by Eero
Vuorio, Chair of the EMBL Council, Erwin
Teufel, Minister President of the State of
Baden-Württemberg, Christopher Mat-
schie, Parliamentary Secretary, Federal
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Figure 1. Recruitment of EMBL Faculty between 1994 and 2004: In the last decade the
majority of faculty members have been recruited from EMBLmember states, but a growing
number of young scientists have been recruited from the US.

Germany 21
United Kingdom 19
France 7
Italy 1
Spain 3
Austria 1
Denmark 1
Finland 2
Greece 1
Ireland 1
Norway 1
Sweden 1

Switzerland 3
The Netherlands 1
Accession Countries -
Russia 1
Ukraine 2
USA 20
Canada 2
Morocco -
Oceania 1
Pakistan -

Total 89

Country/Region Faculty Recruited
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Ministry of Education and Research, Beate
Weber, Lady Mayor of Heidelberg, Peter
Hommelhoff, Rector of the University of
Heidelberg, Peter Gruss, President of the
Max Planck Society, Director General Fotis
C. Kafatos, and Philippe Busquin, Europe's
Commissioner for Research. Guests were
invited to participate in the Laboratory’s
Open House event that took place the fol-
lowing day.

Today EMBL has more than 1,200 employees
of 60 different nationalities, operates in four
countries and has more than 3,000 alumni
that have spread throughout Europe and the
world. Recruitment of faculty, students to the
International PhD Programme and other staff
has led to a remarkably diverse staff at EMBL.
The member states are well represented, and
the Laboratory also employs nationals from
elsewhere in Europe and the world.

EMBL was conceived as an international,
interdisciplinary organization that would

employ young people for a limited time, pro-
vide services to the research community, train
scientists at all levels and develop new meth-
ods and technologies. The original missions
are still valid and have been recently amended
by the addition of a fifth: technology transfer.
Over the past 30 years EMBL has delivered
successfully on all of these missions and has
become a model for other organizations, both
national and international.

Over the past three decades the Laboratory
has grown to become a center for molecular
biology that is recognized throughout the
world for its contributions to and continuing
excellence in this field. The practice of
employing scientists only for a limited time
has resulted in a large, global network of
EMBL alumni that are transferring EMBL’s
mission to their home countries and helping
to build excellent national institutions
throughout Europe.

vi

II. Strategic Forward Look: A Look to the Future

As EMBL enters its fourth decade, a strategic
paper has been developed to provide informa-
tion and to garner feedback from theMember
States and the scientific community. The
Strategic Forward Look (SFL) was written by
the Director General and Iain Mattaj in con-
sultation with a Steering Committee appoint-
ed by EMBL Council. It was endorsed by
EMBL Council inNovember 2003 and repre-
sents a roadmap for the next decade as well as
guidance during the transition period as the
Director General changes. The following sec-
tions have been taken from the SFL.

1. The Missions of EMBL
EMBL is a large-scale project for Europe. It
was set up in order to promote molecular biol-
ogy across Europe, and to provide an attrac-
tive alternative to the United States as a work-
place for Europe’s leading young molecular
biologists.To accomplish this, EMBL has pur-
sued four major missions which should be re-
confirmed as part of the SFL:

a) To be a flagship laboratory for basic, inves-
tigator-driven research in molecular biolo-
gy.

Figure 2. The number and geographical breakdown of students enrolled in EMBL’s
International PhD Programme. EMBL Member States (blue, 143); European non-Member
States (red, 24); Rest of world (yellow, 12). Total 179.
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b) To develop and help disseminate cutting-
edge technologies and instrumentation for
molecular biology.

c) To provide facilities and services for the
scientific community.

d) To provide advanced training to individual
scientists at all levels, from PhD students
to independent investigators.

From the beginning, it was therefore foreseen
that EMBL would need to develop both criti-
cal mass and excellence in many facets of
molecular biology. Once these goals were
achieved, the Laboratory was intended to
develop a philosophy of looking outward into
the scientific community and to share widely
its knowledge and expertise, to the benefit of
molecular biology in all its member states.

2. How EMBL delivers on its 
missions

a) Basic Research

A detailed account of EMBL’s research
achievements are listed in the complete SFL
document. However, two critical points will
be made here.

EMBL has always subjected itself to external
scientific review. Its Units are evaluated every
four years by external experts convened by the
standing Scientific Advisory Committee
(SAC). SAC oversees EMBL’s scientific devel-
opment, giving advice to the Laboratory and
to EMBL Council. These external reviews
have consistently and strongly praised the
overall quality of research at EMBL.Objective
measures of scientific innovation, perform-
ance and impact are notoriously difficult, and
scientists tend to rely instead on peer assess-
ment and lists of achievements (SFL,
Appendix I.b.). Nevertheless, bibliometric
analysis does provide a widely used basis for
assessing institutional performance. Such
studies, carried out over the last decade or so,
have underlined that EMBL occupies a lead-
ing place among Europe’s scientific institu-
tions. The most recent, carried out by the
Institute for Scientific Information (ISI),
rated the impact of scientific publications
from research institutes and universities from
all over the world in the Life Sciences over the
last 10 years (1992-2002). EMBL performed
better than any other European institution (in
fact better than any other non-US institu-
tion). In parentheses, a worrying trend high-
lighted by such studies is the steady decline in

the relative performance of European science.
Only two of the top twenty institutions in the
ISI survey were European, whereas a similar
survey carried out by Science magazine 11
years ago showed five European institutions in
the international top ten. The period lying
between the surveys coincides with the enor-
mous widening in the gap between spending
on basic research in the US and in Europe (as
a percentage of GDP), and the change in
comparative performance is a predictable con-
sequence of this difference in science funding
policy.

In the first decades of EMBL, molecular biol-
ogy was a reductionist science consisting of
many sub-disciplines. Today, in the post-
genomic era, we need to study and under-
stand biological phenomena and systems in
their full complexity, in terms of the sequence
and functions of the genomes of organisms.
This is an enormously ambitious task that
necessitates the integration of all the sub-dis-
ciplines of biology as well as the acquisition of
expertise from chemistry, physics, mathemat-
ics and computer science. Through its past
and current Scientific Programmes, EMBL
has developed an integrative, interdisciplinary
structure that is ideally suited to tackle the
challenge that lies ahead for the Life Sciences:
understanding complex biological systems.
More detailed information on this can be
found in the SFL.

b) Technology and Instrumentation

Instrument and technology development have
a long history at EMBL. Some of the first
experiments carried out in the Laboratory
involved the adaptation of radiation from a
synchrotron source for use with biological
material. Today, virtually all X-ray crystallog-
raphy utilizes synchrotron radiation. Other
areas of instrument development have includ-
ed DNA sequencing, cell fractionation, light
and electron microscopy methods, mass spec-
trometry of proteins, X-ray imaging plates,
synchrotron beamlines and automated cell
microinjectors. An area of prolific current
activity is in the development of software and
databases for the life sciences. (See SFL.)

EMBL’s activities in both basic research and
technology development potentially give rise
to intellectual property. This potential is
realised and developed in a proactive way via
EMBL Enterprise Management (EMBLEM),
a technology transfer company wholly owned
by EMBL. EMBLEM’s activities have resulted

vii
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in the formation of several EMBL spin-out
companies and a sizeable intellectual property
portfolio.

c) Facilities and Services

The most widely used services provided by
EMBL are the various biological databases
constructed, organized and run by its
Hinxton Outstation, the European
Bioinformatics Institute. Currently, roughly
130,000 different users consult these databas-
es each month, seeking information on any-
thing from DNA sequences, protein struc-
tures, gene expression profiles, human genetic
polymorphism or even comparative analyses
of entire genomes.Web-based services for pro-
tein sequence and structure analysis are also
provided by the computational biology
groups in Heidelberg. At two of its sites,
Hamburg and Grenoble, EMBL provides
access to world-leading sources of X-ray and
neutron radiation to hundreds of users from
the structural biology community per year. As
technologies allow biologists to follow molec-
ular events inside cells, and even organisms, in
real time, the Advanced Light Microscopy
Facility (ALMF) of EMBL in Heidelberg is
the centre of a series of nodes throughout
Europe, to which biologists can come to both
learn about and use the most appropriate cur-
rent technique to approach their specific
experimental problems. Other, smaller facili-
ties include those devoted to mass spectrome-
try, microarray technologies, DNA sequenc-
ing and protein production.

d) Teaching and Training

EMBL is a unique international training cen-
tre. Like other top-quality research institu-
tions, it provides a considerable number of
PhD and postdoctoral fellows with training of
the highest standard. Roughly fifty fellows in
each category leave EMBL per year for other
academic and industrial research centres or
universities. However, EMBL’s unique struc-
ture and mission ensure that its training activ-
ities do not stop there.The turnover system at
EMBL, where the vast majority of staff,
including research group leaders, receives con-
tracts for a maximum of nine years, ensures
that roughly a dozen highly trained, interna-
tionally respected research leaders leave
EMBL each year. The vast majority of them
move to senior research positions in the mem-
ber states, where they help strengthen and
internationalize the national research pro-

grammes.This unique human capital pipeline
is considered by many to be the most valuable
contribution made by EMBL to the European
scientific community. The turnover system
also benefits the Laboratory, since it provides
the opportunity to rapidly embrace new chal-
lenges by recruiting group leaders with the
desired expertise.

In addition to these intramural teaching and
training activities, EMBL, often in collabora-
tion with its sister organization EMBO,
organizes multiple training courses, work-
shops and symposia every year. No other
European research centre is as involved in
such activities. Although the majority of these
events are aimed at life scientists, a significant
and growing fraction have a wider audience.
Courses for school teachers, seminars and
meetings on Science and Society and a broad
informational outreach programme comple-
ment EMBL’s extramural teaching activities in
the purely scientific arena.

3. The Future of European
Molecular Biology and EMBL’s
place in it

In the period discussed in the SFL, 2006-
2015, European molecular biology will face
three major challenges. The first, the scientif-
ic challenge, is not Europe-specific. As
described in the SFL, the life sciences are
moving into a phase where reductionist stud-
ies will be complemented by integrative sys-
tems biology. This will require a commitment
to interdisciplinary collaborative research and
critical mass in a variety of disciplines. Over
the last decade, EMBL has been preparing
itself for this challenge and is well positioned
to meet it. It is recognized for excellence in
structural biology, biochemistry, developmen-
tal biology, cell biology, computational biolo-
gy and instrumentation. In its current scien-
tific programme it is gathering comparable
strength in genomics approaches. Integration
of these disciplines to address Systems Biology
will be the hallmark of the 2006-2015 period.
Systems Analysis sits at the intersection of
EMBL’s current strengths in experimental and
computational biology.Together with EMBL’s
collaborative, flexible culture, these provide
the ideal launchpad from which to advance
into Systems Biology.

The second challenge is international compe-
tition. The last ten years have seen an enor-
mous increase in spending on basic research in
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the life sciences in the US and Japan, Europe’s
major competitors in this arena. Although a
commitment to growth in research and devel-
opment spending was made by the Council of
Ministers in their 2002 Barcelona declaration
(from 1.9% to 3% ofGDP by 2010), the real-
ity is that public spending on research in
Europe has stagnated, and no robust initia-
tives to change this are in sight. The result is a
new brain drain from Europe to the US in the
life sciences. EMBL, with its scientific quality
and excitement, attracts some of the best
young researchers back to Europe and, via its
turnover system, helps repatriate most of
them. This contribution to European
Molecular Biology is, unfortunately, likely to
become more necessary than ever in the com-
ing period.

The third challenge is intra-European. The
European Community is set to expand its
membership to 25 countries. It is essential for
the well-being of the continent that knowl-
edge-based economies are quickly established
in the new member states. EMBL’s willingness
to serve the scientific community will enable
it to play an important role in promoting the
life sciences in an expanding Europe, just as it
has helped establish bridgeheads of molecular
biology excellence in those of its current
member states whose national research com-
munities were weaker.

By remaining a flagship for European
Research in the Life Sciences, EMBL intends
to continue to help its member states face
these three new challenges. A new instrument,
institutional partnerships between EMBL and
research centres in the member states, will be
used to amplify the positive interactions
between EMBL and the external research
community, further increasing the benefits of
the Laboratory for Europe.

4. Synopsis of EMBL’s vision for the
future

The current cutting edge in biology is func-
tional genomics. With genome sequences
available, the powerful discovery tools of high-
throughput (“omics”) science must now be
fully integrated with reductionist experimen-
tal biology: structural, molecular, cellular,
developmental and beyond. This integration
is an absolute prerequisite in the effort to
understand how complex biological systems
function.

Genomics and functional genomics are giving
biology the lists of components in the cellular
machinery, and are assigning the components
to particular machines. What lies ahead is to
fully comprehend how the machines operate
and interact with one another within the inte-
grated assembly lines of the cell. This is a task
for Systems Biology, the new revolution that is
already taking shape. It aims at complete
understanding of living systems across the
multiple levels of biological organization,
from the molecule to the cell and from there
to the organism. In doing so, it is moving
modern biology beyond its reductionist roots
towards integrative biology; toward a new
physiology anchored in molecular-level
understanding; and towards a convergence
with medicine. In this phase, the boundaries
between the fields of life sciences are dissolv-
ing. Biology is becoming highly interdiscipli-
nary. It is moving toward a quantitative, rigor-
ous understanding of complex systems. To do
so, it must integrate bioinformatics, computa-
tional biology and theory with experimental
biology. The use of tractable model systems
will facilitate the effort, but many of the
insights gained will be shared across organ-
isms, all the way to humans, because of the
unity of life through evolution. In this phase,
even more than in the past, flexible, multidis-
ciplinary institutions with critical mass and
with the ability to both pioneer and efficient-
ly implement new ways of operating will be
essential.

EMBL, Europe’s intergovernmental laborato-
ry of the molecular life sciences, is a major,
multi-site facility dedicated to the develop-
ment of molecular biology in Europe. It is
well suited to address the major new challenge
of Systems Biology, building on traditional
strengths in the biology of model organisms,
from the molecular to the organismic level
and in computational biology. It will capital-
ize on its flexibility, its youthfulness, its inter-
activeness across disciplines and its distinctive
scientific culture: a culture that blends ambi-
tion, insistence on excellence, cooperation
and openness. As in the past, EMBL will be
extensively integrated with the scientific com-
munities of the member states, through its
stellar training programmes and alumni, but
also through the new initiative for interinsti-
tutional partnerships. This will allow the
member states to share in the benefits of this
exciting new phase of EMBL’s science, justify-
ing the investments that will be required.

EMBL ANNUAL REPORT 2003/2004
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1. Partnerships
EMBL partnerships are close cooperative affil-
iations between EMBL and external institu-
tions of comparable standard, vision and
international orientation. They were author-
ized by the 2001-2005 Scientific Programme,
and are being developed carefully to ensure
success. They are working relationships at the
institutional level, not amatter of certification
or of standard collaborative links between
individual scientists.They are based on shared
institutional goals, synergy or complementar-
ity, not on net transfer of resources. Their aim
is to leverage the successful EMBL model and
competences, together with the strengths of
the partners, to create an interlinked system of
excellent institutions and thus enhance the
development of the molecular life sciences in
Europe and the world. In many ways, the
envisaged network of institutions would bring
EMBL to the member states, paralleling and
reinforcing the impressive network of EMBL
Alumni created by our turnover system. In
this phase we are working carefully on the
process of establishing new collaborations, to
ensure that the partnerships are science driven
and generate scientific added value.

a) Partnership with the Sars Centre

(see Appendix 1: Contract between the
EMBL and the SARS International Centre for
the Establishment of a Partnership in Marine
Molecular Biology)

The Sars Centre in Bergen, Norway, was
established in 1997 as an internationally ori-
ented institution to promote molecular stud-
ies of the unique living resources of the sea.
An institutional partnership agreement
between the Sars Centre and EMBL was
signed on June 19, 2003, after the Norwegian
Ministry (with the endorsement of the
Research Council) and the University of
Bergen (with which the Sars Centre is associ-
ated) had agreed to a 10-year funding plan,
and authorized increasing the Centre’s size to
eight groups. Its Director and three of four
current group leaders are nationals of other
countries.Members of the EMBL faculty have
served on the Sars Centre SAC, helping struc-
ture the focus and sustain the standards of the
institution. A turnover system for group lead-
ers is in place, and the research programme
emphasizes genomics, cellular and develop-

mental biology of model organisms (currently
zebrafish and a fascinating planktonic chor-
date, Oikopleura).

A joint scientific retreat was held inNovember
2003 in Tysfjord, Norway, with group leaders
from both the Sars Centre and EMBL, to
stimulate exchange of information. In-depth
discussions to identify new areas for collabo-
ration were held, and the symposium was
extremely beneficial for both sides. The Sars
Centre has made a breakthrough in retroviral
enhancer trapping technology, and common
interests were identified to form the basis for a
collaboration with two EMBL groups. Several
other collaborations are under development
and will involve the exchange of postdocs
between the two institutions. One benefit of
the interaction of the Sars Centre with EMBL
is the distribution of knowledge on lesser
known but very interesting model organisms
to the broader scientific community. The two
institutions are considering how the Sars
Centre might obtain access to excellent PhD
students through EMBL, by approaching
applicants to the EMBL International PhD
Programme who were judged well qualified
but could not be admitted for lack of suffi-
cient positions at EMBL. The Sars Centre
Director is currently looking into securing fel-
lowships for this purpose. In future collabora-
tions, EMBL could provide technical support
for imaging and expertise in bioinformatics.
Collaborations on the genomics of Oikopleura
are also under discussion. Retreats will be
organized once a year to discuss the progress
of ongoing projects, and identify new areas for
collaboration. Overall, we consider this suc-
cessful collaboration a prototype for future
partnerships.

Two other partnerships are discussed in the
Lab Notebook section of this Annual Report:
The Partnership for Structural Biology in
Grenoble and the Molecular Medicine
Partnership Unit in Heidelberg.

2. New Member States
The Laboratory welcomed Ireland as its sev-
enteenth member state during the summer
EMBL Council meeting in June 2003. Ireland
joined EMBL after a Technology Foresight
exercise launched by the Irish Council for
Science Technology and Innovation resulted
in a recommendation to invest in the develop-

III. Outreach
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ment of a knowledge society. Biotechnology
was chosen as a key focus area, and the Irish
development plan comprises 2.5 billion € to
be invested in basic research, education, the
development of infrastructures in universities
and industry, and attracting research and
development activities from abroad. Expert
consultants advised the Irish Government that
joining EMBL would provide the best value
for money and should be the top priority with
respect to Ireland joining intergovernmental
organizations, and the Government agreed.
Membership in EMBL allows Ireland to par-
ticipate in the development and future direc-
tions of the Laboratory and gives scientists in
the country wide access to EMBL services and
programmes.

3. EIROforum
The EIROforum is a coordinating body
assembling Europe’s seven intergovernmental
large-scale research facilities. EMBL’s term as
chair ended in June 2003. A focus of the reg-
ular meeting in October 2003 under the
chairmanship of EFDA-JET was the
European Constitutional Convention and
input to the Constitution regarding changes
to Article III-146 (see letters to Mr. Valéry
Giscard d’Estaing, President of the European
Constitutional Convention, and Mr. Franco
Frattini of the Italian Foreign Ministry in
Appendix II). Participation in the discussions
concerning the formation of the European
Research Council remains a very important
topic on which EIROforum can provide valu-
able input based on their experience. The
member institutions signed a joint “Statement
of Intent” (see Appendix II) with the EC that
reinforces the collaborative spirit linking the
EIROforum organizations and the EC. Four
thematic working groups (Outreach and
Education, Instrumentation, Grid Technology
and Human Resources) have closely regarded
themes of common interest for our organiza-
tions. The group for Outreach and Education
most recently submitted a grant proposal
(ESTI) for a joint project in education. This
will address crucial needs of European science
teachers and help bridge the gap between cur-
rent research and schools. The project has
been selected for funding, and is currently
under negotiation with the EC. A past project
has been the “Physics on Stage” science festi-
vals; in the future, these will become “Science
on Stage” to include activities from the life sci-
ences and other fields of EIROforum research.

4. Science and Society
“Science and Society” at EMBL has continued
over the last six years as a distinct area of
organized activities. The principal aim of this
initiative is to promote a better and broader
understanding of the global relevance of the
development of the life sciences in recent
times. We promote and organize a variety of
events aimed both at local and international
audiences. A wide range of experts, as well as
members of the public, are invited to take part
with the aim of engaging in an on-going dia-
logue. It is commonly acknowledged that the
life sciences have an enormous potential for
further development and practical applica-
tions to improve the quality of life all over the
world. However, a popular consensus needs to
develop around questions of how to assess and
deal with various repercussions of that devel-
opment. The new ways in which science is
now being applied for the production of
knowledge and economic wealth must be
carefully adjusted to public interests and the
value system in each society. It is the responsi-
bility of all, scientists as well as non-scientists,
to engage in ongoing efforts at carving out a
shared understanding of science. Our Science
and Society activities at the EMBL are moti-
vated by such concerns. An overview of
EMBL’s Science and Society activities in
2003-2004 can be found in the Lab
Notebook section of this report.

5. Science for teachers
Education is one of the central missions of
EMBL and our activities are not limited to
training scientists. In 2003, EMBL estab-
lished the European Learning Laboratory for
the Life Sciences (ELLS), which is partly
funded by the EU to provide continuing edu-
cation for science teachers as well as training
scientists to teach. Several practical courses
have taken place in four different European
countries and we are building a network of
contacts to national European teacher organi-
sations. Many scientists at EMBL have been
involved in teaching activities and in prepar-
ing teaching material, very often based on the
cutting-edge technology used in their labs.
The practical courses provide a unique oppor-
tunity for science teachers to experience state-
of-the-art research and to be provided with
take home activities for their schools.

xi
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6. Open House
Parallel to the formal celebrations of the 25th
anniversary of the Heidelberg Laboratory an
Open House was organized on June 29, 2003,
for the public. A tremendous effort was made
by  both the scientific and the administrative
EMBL staff to prepare for this event. More
than 1,200 visitors came and participated in
demonstrations and hands-on activities,
including a programme for children, devel-
oped and prepared by EMBL staff. The event
was a great success and significantly raised
local interest in the EMBL.

7. Technology Transfer
Despite the generally unfavourable current
market conditions, EMBLEM’s performance
continues to exceed plan, both in turnover
and in the number of executed license con-
tracts, processed invention disclosures and
filed patent applications. It is widely recog-
nised that for technology transfer activities to
become profitable, initial investments are
required. However, it is not unreasonable to
expect the net proceeds of the technology
transfer activities managed via EMBLEM to
reach break-even for EMBL in the coming
year or two, and for the overall picture in
terms of balance sheet to become positive by
2006 or 2007. One EMBL spin-off company,
Anadys Pharmaceuticals Inc., entered the
market in 2004 and we can expect a return
over the next years. We continue to spin off

new companies where opportunity occurs and
during the last year two new start-up compa-
nies have been formed to exploit inventions
made at EMBL. Additionally we continue to
make seed investments in the EMBL
Technology Fund (ETF) alongside highly
respected local and international investors.
These investments are managed by full-time
professional fund managers who have an
expert knowledge of the life science market,
and considerable financial acumen. 

8. Endowment fund
In summer 2003 the EMBL Endowment
Foundation (EMBLEF) was established to
promote innovation in all aspects of EMBL’s
mission: research, training, the development
of innovative methods and instrumentation,
and the provision of scientific services. The
initial start-up volume of the fund is
200,000€. By agreement with EMBL
Council, EMBLEF will be the beneficiary of
equity derived from intellectual property of
EMBL, and will also engage in fundraising
activities. It will provide timely support for
projects beyond EMBL’s regular budget and
will help to create opportunities for contribu-
tions to new research projects, initially in six
fields: the integration of computational
approaches into experimental biology, the
training of young scientific talents, building
science in the developing world, global health,
degenerative diseases, and the interface
between nanotechnology and biotechnology.

1. Interdisciplinary Research
EMBL has always encouraged interdiscipli-
nary research and its cooperative culture leads
to easy crossing of Unit boundaries in terms of
access to new technologies and facilities, as
well as promoting extensive collaborations
amongst scientists. However, there are two
important challenges: the geographic disper-
sion (four Outstations as well as the Main
Laboratory), and the shifts in the fabric of
biology itself in the direction of interdiscipli-
narity, crumbling disciplinary boundaries and
a more integrative approach. The changes are
already clear in the era of functional
genomics, and will become even more pro-
found as we move into Systems Biology, as
foreseen in our Strategic Forward Look. We

have anticipated and begun to address these
challenges with new instruments. In the
course of the past year, measures that have
been discussed extensively, both externally
and internally, have been implemented at
EMBL to facilitate interdisciplinary research:
joint appointments and research centres. 

Ten joint appointments have been created to
facilitate communication between Units,
including the Outstations. Group leaders that
hold joint appointments typically participate
in meetings of two units and if they choose to
do so they are reviewed in both units. 

The research centres integrate activities across
disciplines and Units. Four centres have been
established:

IV. EMBL: The Laboratory
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• Centre for Computational Biology

• Centre for High-Throughput Functional
Genomics

• Centre for Disease Mechanisms

• Centre for Molecular and Cellular
Imaging

Centres are potentially transient structures
that are formed and dissolved according to the
changing needs of the EMBL research com-
munity. They have the common aim to seize
novel scientific opportunities and systemati-
cally promote interdisciplinary projects; they
aim to bring together EMBL scientists at all
levels (students, postdocs, staff and faculty
members), who have different backgrounds
but share interests across intellectual and orga-
nizational boundaries. In the area of methods
and technology, they will facilitate technology
exchange and will give intellectual input into
core facilities when appropriate. Intra-EMBL
training will be an important function and
will contribute to the rapid diffusion of meth-
ods and novel approaches throughout the
Laboratory. The development of novel tools
and methods and the adoption and dissemi-
nation of novel developments both within and
outside EMBL will be at their core. Centres
will emphasize quantitative biology and the
development of new standards.

2. New Facilities
a) PSB Building (Grenoble)

The Partnership for Structural Biology was
established in November 2002 with the ESRF,
ILL and the IBS (Institut de Biologie
Structurale), a joint institute of CEA and
CNRS. The Université Joseph Fourier (UJF)
in Grenoble will participate in the construc-
tion of a new building that will be shared
between the PSB and the newly established
Institut de Virologie Moléculaire et
Structurale (represented by UJF, CEA and
CNRS). The IVMS will not be part of PSB,
but by sharing a larger building both PSB and
IMVS will save funds. It can be expected that
this model cooperation, in line with the
European Research Area, will contribute sub-
stantially to the competitiveness of European
science in the strategically important domain
of structural biology and structural pro-
teomics. The ground-breaking ceremony for
the building will take place in June 2004, and
completion of the building is expected for
2005.

b) Monterotondo Mouse House

This mouse unit has been designed by Nadia
Rosenthal and constructed in a novel, highly
efficient and innovative manner, to excellent
standards, with CNR funding and under mas-
terful problem solving and supervision by per-
sonnel of CNR’s Istituto di Biologia Cellulare.
We would like to express our gratitude to the
CNR as well as the Director of IBC, Glauco
Tocchini-Valentini, and Emilio Mattoccia, his
key associate, for a superb job. It is also appro-
priate to thank the Coordinator, scientists,
staff and students of EMBL-Monterotondo
for their positive spirit, their patience and
substantial contributions to the infrastructure
that will be needed to operate this Unit.
EMBL’s investment in the equipment infra-
structure will yield significant benefits in
terms of running costs, quality of animal
resources, and ability to pursue cutting-edge
research with both internal and external fund-
ing.

c) New Electron Microscopy facility
(Heidelberg)

Team Leader Claude Antony, recruited from
the Institut Curie in Paris, is establishing the
Electron Microscopy (EM) core facility in
Heidelberg. The space available for EM has
been reorganized for greater efficiency, per-
mitting us to accommodate the new Tecnai
TF30 Polara electron tomography instrument
that has been obtained, thanks to funds that
were kindly made available by the German
Ministry of Education and Research, match-
ing EMBL’s own contribution. We discontin-
ued an obsolete instrument (Philips CM12)
with the proceeds contributing to the pur-
chase of a new electron microscope (Morgani)
that will be very useful for cell biology orient-
ed research. The purchase of a High Pressure
Freezing unit, that we have currently on loan,
is anticipated next year.

d) Five years of the Advanced Light 
Microscopy Facility (ALMF) 
in Heidelberg 

The ALMF is celebrating its fifth anniversary
this year and has hosted more than 350 users
from all over Europe. The facility not only
provides access to cutting-edge technology
but also plays an important role in technology
development. Guidance and advice is provid-
ed to a growing network of imaging facilities
and users within the European Light
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Microscopy Initiative (ELMI) that EMBL
helped organize. The development of a Total
Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF)
microscope, in collaboration with Olympus,
is planned for this year. The TIRFM is a
microscopy tool for the visualization of
molecular interactions on surfaces, which is of
fundamental interest in cell and molecular
biology. The problem is to distinguish mole-
cules on the surface from those in the sur-
rounding medium, which might be far superi-
or in number and undergoing rapid exchange.
Normally, with “wide-field illumination,” this
would create an overpowering background
fluorescence. The extraordinarily small depth
of field of TIRFM assures that only fluo-
rophores bound to the surface are detected. 

e) Chemical Genomics facility

Chemical Biology is one of the most impor-
tant interfaces for the future, and science at
EMBL is often at the interface of biology and
chemistry. We have a single, very active
Chemistry group, as foreseen in the Scientific
Programme. However, it is now clear that bio-
logical research at EMBL would benefit sig-
nificantly from additional capacity in chem-
istry. EMBL has been producing many bio-
logically validated targets for which high-
throughput assays can be developed. Thus far,
this could be done only in collaboration with
industrial partners that usually limit access to
their compounds for academic research. A
joint facility has now been established with
the German Cancer Research Center
(DKFZ), with equal investment and equal
access for each institute. For EMBL scientists,
this is a unique opportunity to combine the
excellent biology at EMBL with chemistry,
with the goal of generating novel small molec-
ular tools for biological research and poten-
tially drug precursors. EMBL’s ability to gen-
erate tool compounds will be an important
asset to the Laboratory, permitting functional
and systematic “chemical biology” research in
the academic environment. The facility
should provide access to a library of approxi-
mately 50,000 diverse drug-like compounds
as well as robotics and detection devices to
perform a range of in vitro and cellular assays. 

3. PhD Programme 
The EMBL International PhD Programme
has had a very positive academic year in many
respects. In spite of a general decline in the
number of PhD student applicants across

Europe, the EMBL programme received a
near record number of applications from the
member states and the rest of the world. This
allowed us to continue to recruit outstanding
young talents. Unfortunately it also meant
having to turn down many highly qualified
candidates. In addition to awarding two
“Louis Jeantet Fellowships” for students from
Eastern Europe (the initial five-year agree-
ment with the Foundation was renewed in
2003), we were also able to award for the first
time a “Jeff Schell Scholarship,” kindly made
available by the Darwin Trust in commemora-
tion of Jeff Schell, a towering figure in
European molecular biology. We have contin-
ued to develop our network of partnerships
with European universities to award “Joint
PhD Degrees”. We are particularly happy that
the Universities of Bergen and Copenhagen,
and the Danish Technical University have
joined our partnership network, which now
establishes a strong Scandinavian representa-
tion. We are grateful to Matthias Hentze and
Anne Ephrussi for their inspired and generous
leadership of the Programme, and to the grad-
uate programme administrators for a splendid
performance.

4. Major externally-funded projects
Current EMBL scientists as well as alumni
continue to play an active role in catalyzing
collaborations that are funded by major
grants. Among the largest projects coordinat-
ed by EMBL Group Leaders (in Hamburg,
Heidelberg and Hinxton) are the following:

a) Biocrystallography on a Highly Integrated
Technology Platform for European
Structural Genomics (BIOXHIT) 

This Integrated Project is coordinated by
Victor Lamzin, Deputy Coordinator of
EMBL-Hamburg. EMBL scientists from the
Hamburg, Grenoble and EBI outstations are
involved in the project, which is funded with
almost 10M€ for the development and
implementation of structural genomics tech-
nology using X-ray crystallography. EMBL
will receive approximately 3M€. The project
started in January 2004, and will run over 4
years. 
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V. 2003 Reviews of EMBL’s Scientific Units

b) A European Network for Integrated
Genome Annotation (BIOSAPIENS) 

This Network of Excellence is coordinated by
Janet Thornton, Director of EMBL–EBI.
Several groups at EMBL-EBI are participating
in the genome annotation project as well as
scientists at EMBL-Heidelberg. The Network
is funded with 12 M€ of which 2.5 M€ have
been allocated to EMBL. The project start was
January 2004, and it will run over 5 years.

c) An integrated approach to cellular signal-
ing and control process (COMBIO) 

This STREP project is coordinated by
Structural and Computational Biology
Programme Coordinator Luis Serrano, and
involves several group leaders from EMBL-
Heidelberg. The total funding is almost 2M€

and EMBL receives 675,000€. The project
started in March 2003, and will end three
years later.

EMBL Units are reviewed in depth quadri-
annually by expert international panels organ-
ized by the external Scientific Advisory
Committee. To ensure frankness, the review
reports are submitted in confidence to
Council and the Director-General. The for-
mal responses of the Director General to the
reports are made public, to communicate the
adjustments made by the Laboratory in
response to the reviews, when needed.

Director General’s Response to the
Hamburg Outstation External Review
Panel Report, EMBL Hamburg 24-25
March, 2003

1. I am extremely grateful to the panel and its
Chair for this impressive report of a most
thorough review of EMBL Hamburg. Its
clear, nuanced and detailed messages will
be of tremendous help, both for EMBL
and for the Outstation, in making the
right decisions at this critical juncture in
the history of the Outstation.

2. It is obvious from the report that the rela-
tively modest investments made by EMBL
in this Outstation, thanks to the increased
funding that was granted by the Member
States in 2000, resulted in exceptional
value for money. I wish to congratulate the
Head and Deputy Head of the Outstation,
and all the staff, for a job well done.
Thanks to their efforts, and despite the
aging infrastructure, the Outstation has
experienced a renaissance and gained the
full confidence of the user community.
This has put the Outstation in a
favourable position to meet the critical
challenges and opportunities of the com-
ing years.

3. The clearest challenge, and a unique
opportunity, is for the Outstation to devel-

op and operate new state-of-the-art beam-
lines for the biological research communi-
ty, capitalizing on the conversion of the
PETRA ring into a third-generation type
synchrotron facility, beginning in late
2006. As the Panel makes clear, these
developments will be essential for the
future of the Outstation but, given the
outstanding support provided to its users,
they will also be essential for the scientific
community.

4. EMBL fully intends to follow the Panel’s
advice and begin planning for these devel-
opments without delay. While substantial
new internal resources could only be con-
sidered by Council as part of the next
Scientific Programme and Indicative
Scheme, we will work with the Outstation
to redeploy resources for planning purpos-
es, to the extent possible, and to seek exter-
nal funding as appropriate.

5. We also intend to develop a close collabo-
ration with DESY, in the perspective of a
new far-reaching partnership for fundrais-
ing and future developments. Such a part-
nership will clearly be of mutual benefit,
given the complementarity of the institu-
tions and our record of mutual trust and
support. Taking into account ongoing
contact between DESY and ESRF for clos-
er cooperation, EMBL and its partners at
these two sites should be able to create
facilities and a support environment sec-
ond to none in the interest of European
science.

6. This perspective also relates to the future
opportunities for the use of free-electron
laser facilities in biological research. As the
Panel notes, in the coming years Hamburg
will become the focus of extraordinary
developments in synchrotron- and acceler-
ator-based light sources. While the time-
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course will be later than for the conversion
of PETRA, EMBL intends to be involved
in a proactive manner in exploring oppor-
tunities and encouraging these develop-
ments. 

7. The Panel has provided detailed, valuable
reviews of specific aspects of the EMBL-
Hamburg operation, and of individual fac-
ulty members. This important part of the
review has already been discussed with the
Head and Deputy Head of the Outstation
and the respective key personnel. It will
play an important role in charting the
future, but in the interest of not detracting
from the central focus of this review and
response, it will not be discussed further
here. I only wish to express my delight at
the strong appreciation that was expressed
for nearly all aspects of the Outstation’s
activities, and to quote the main conclu-
sions of the Report other than those con-
sidered above:

• The Panel congratulates theOutstation
scientific staff for its impressive
progress in the various fields of research
currently under investigation at the
Outstation. Especially noteworthy are
the unique developments in new analy-
sis methodologies represented by
ARP/wARP and the small angle scat-
tering data analysis suite.

• We find that that the quality of the
support of the user community in
macromolecular crystallography, small
angle x-ray scattering and x-ray absorp-
tion spectroscopy has shown improve-
ment over the past four years and is
outstanding. There have also been
innovative developments in software to
facilitate user access and experimental
data collection optimization.

• The Panel acknowledges the successful
attempt using mainly external funding
to establish structural proteomics proj-
ects at theOutstation and recommends
that they be focused to enhance the
impact of in-house research projects.

• Ιn addition to macromolecular crystal-
lography, the Outstation has unique
and excellent programs and facilities
that enable the study of non-crystalline
biological systems. These efforts in
small angle X-ray scattering and X-ray
absorption spectroscopy are not found
in such an effective way at other syn-

chrotrons in Europe. It is important
that these activities be sustained now
and be transferred to the future
PETRA III beam lines.

Director General’s Response to the
EMBL-EBI External Review Panel
Report, Hinxton, 22-24 April, 2003
1. I am grateful to the Panel and its Chair for

an incisive review of the EBI, its multiple
missions and its performance. Based on
their assessment of the very substantial
written report prepared by the EBI leader-
ship and staff for the purpose of the
review, and the intensive site visit and
deliberations of this distinguished expert
panel, the review has provided an excep-
tionally important “big picture” Report. I
am confident that the Report will prove
invaluable to EMBL Council, the other
major funders of the EBI, and the leader-
ships of EMBL and EMBL-EBI in chart-
ing the future. 

2. The Panel considers the EBI a unique
resource, world-class and central to the
future of modern biology in Europe. It has
concluded that the overall international
status of the EBI is outstanding in Service,
Research and Training (while noting that
the Training Program is still limited). This
is the strongest possible endorsement for
this important component of the EMBL
system, which is barely 10 years old and
has had to deal with funding bottlenecks
that could easily have crippled its perform-
ance.

3. The Panel unanimously proposed a 3-way
split between EMBL, the EU, and research
funding agencies as a reasonable funding
model for the future. In particular, it
viewed the essential requirement for con-
tinued and much enhanced support as an
obvious opportunity for the EU to become
a major player in the bioinformatic servic-
es that are crucial for the future of biology,
and that are in huge and growing demand
amongst the scientific community. The
Panel pointed out that this would ensure
added value to the research grants from the
EU to the community at large. It also
noted that the US counterpart of the EBI,
the NCBI, receives stable (and substantial)
federal funding, permitting more strategic
planning. It urged that the European
Commission be approached to explore the
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possibility of a stable partnership with
EMBL, consistent with the spirit and aspi-
rations of the European Research Area.
With the essential support of the EMBL
Council, I would be delighted to carry this
bold recommendation forward.

4. The Report, necessarily focusing on the
recent past, has recognized the enormous
contributions of the EBI leadership to this
success story. I am delighted that the
Director, Prof. Janet Thornton, was
deservedly commended for her impressive
vision on the future of bioinformatics, her
focused and effective leadership, and the
clear enhancement of all the major mis-
sions of the EBI since her recent recruit-
ment. Support for her and her vision, both
inside EMBL and outside, is vitally impor-
tant for the future.

5. The Associate Director, Graham
Cameron, was given enormous and well-
deserved credit for the exceedingly effec-
tive delivery of services, his foresight, and
his responsiveness to the changing require-
ments, opportunities and challenges for
management of the services. Imust add for
the record that the success of the EBI has
roots in the previous period, when
Graham Cameron and Michael Ashburner
led the EBI in tandem and (against almost
overwhelming odds due to the funding
limitations) succeeded in managing, nur-
turing and holding the EBI together. They
orchestrated the largest ever injection of
funds into the EBI, and cooperated in
starting many of the activities that are now
recognized as outstanding. In addition,
Michael Ashburner helped bring the EBI
to the UK and marshalled support for it at
key junctures. He also linked the EBI with
the international Gene Ontology consor-
tium and brought his enormous knowl-
edge of Biology and genomics to bear, pro-
viding essential scientific input into the
services, despite our inability to fund new
research groups. Graham Cameron has
worked with foresight, skill and dedication
for 20 years (beginning with the original
concept) to create and nurture the EBI as
a major component of EMBL. Both Prof.
Thornton and I see him as essential for the
next phase of the EBI, and consider it most
important that he be acknowledged and
appreciated as much outside the EBI and
EMBL as he is inside.

6. An important guide to the future is the
endorsement of Dr. Thornton’s vision,
where the research and service activities
gradually will become much more actively
interleaved. As the Report states, the for-
mal EBI breakdown research/service does
not accurately reflect the actual split, and
cannot be used to characterize the EBI
activity overall. It is recognized that a sub-
stantial amount of research is carried out
within database oriented EBI groups
(based on grants), and the Birney and
Brazma groups are noted as examples of
very high quality research carried within
projects which overall are classified as serv-
ice and infrastructure.

7. The Report indicates that partnerships
with major funders (in addition to the EU)
would be highly desirable. The Ensembl
project, led on the side of EMBL by Dr.
Ewan Birney, is pointed out as the best
example of collaboration between the EBI
and the Sanger Institute. EMBL will
approach the Wellcome Trust in light of
this report, as recommended, to explore all
options for further cooperation between
the Trust and the EBI, including renewal
of this highly successful endeavour.

8. In addition to Ensembl the Panel recog-
nised that the sequence databases (SWISS-
PROT, EMBL-Bank and associated
resources, now well integrated under the
able leadership of Dr. Rolf Apweiler,
together with Dr. Peter Stoehr) constitute
an essential component of the EBI.
Similarly, it identified theMacromolecular
Structure Database as an important strate-
gic asset for the EBI, successfully led by
Dr. Kim Henrick. The Genome, Sequence
and Structure databases were viewed as the
essential core services, which the most cen-
tral “secondary databases” such as the new
Array Express microarray resource may
join. The Panel unanimously recommend-
ed stable and continuous support from
200 EBI core service staff, a figure consis-
tent with our minimum estimate. It also
suggested consideration of a distributed
model for development of some of the spe-
cialized and secondary databases. It must
be emphasized that such a model is consis-
tent with the cooperative attitude of the
EBI. Building alliances will indeed be
essential as the flood of new information
accelerates. However, as a one-stop
provider of access to a broad range of
information resources, the EBI will have to
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demand robustness and appropriate stan-
dards, and ability to integrate third-party
databases into a sensible overall framework
for interconnected information resources.
Moreover, in addition to setting standards
and formats where (as the Panel noted) the
EBI has already taken leadership, the EBI
will need to pioneer selected key database
developments in the future as in the past.

9. It is clear that the EBI has to play a leading
role in bioinformatics training in Europe,
where the need and demand for training
bioinformaticians is enormous. For devel-
oping high quality plans in this direction,
several prerequisites are obvious. This
includes basic infrastructure and profes-
sional staff at the EBI; time commitment
from its scientists; and engagement of
human resources from additional
European bioinformatics research groups.
The suggested program for short or medi-
um term visits (of a few months) by both
young and more experienced scientists
would be a very worthwhile addition to
training at a higher level. Furthermore, if
there is interest in the member states, the
EBI could entertain additional ideas. For
example it might recruit special research
groups, funded by external agencies (espe-
cially from the member states), who would
work at the EBI for a single 3-year period,
as the first stage of an appointment that
would continue in the sponsoring country.

10.I am grateful that the Panel has strongly
highlighted the urgent need of a new
building and expressed its opinion, that
the original bid for the EBI submitted by
the UK carries with it an implied commit-
ment for essential expansion space. The
stakes are indeed extremely high as the
Panel states. The Director of the EBI, with
strong backing by the Director-General of
EMBL, is committed to carry this request
for space forward. She is especially focus-
ing on potential sources in the host coun-
try (beyond the seed funding that has
already been pledged by EMBL).

11.The Industry Programme was recognized
as an activity that has gained importance,
efficacy and effectiveness, and is already
providing a valid model for the integration
of other activities in the future.
Development of new activities within the
industry programme was encouraged.

12. The appropriate “big picture” orientation
of this review was accompanied by an

assessment of the performance and plans
of a number of key personnel, and provid-
ed further detailed input concerning some
of the activities. Unfortunately, time pres-
sures and the large size of the EBI
inevitably imposed some limitations on
this aspect of the exercise. In future
reviews, a larger panel with appropriate
allocation of review tasks to defined sub-
groups and an extra day for the review
should be considered.

Director General’s Response to the
Developmental Biology Programme
External Review Panel Report,
Heidelberg, 8-9 May, 2003
1. This succinct report from a panel of dis-

tinguished experts provides excellent input
for the further development of a key Unit
of the central EMBL Laboratory in
Heidelberg. We are grateful to the Panel
and its Chair for their intensive review and
the helpful report.

2. The Panel recognized this programme as
among the best of its kind in Europe and
the world. Its success is traced to the qual-
ity of its individual faculty members but
also their extensive interactions and collab-
orations with each other and other groups
at EMBL, as promoted by the institution-
al policy and culture.

3. The Programme includes 10 groups and
has been led by S. Cohen since its incep-
tion in 1996. Since the last review, four
successful Group Leaders have rotated off
to major appointments elsewhere, while a
talented group of four others has been
recruited. I echo the congratulations that
the Panel addressed to the Coordinator
and his colleagues, for building such a suc-
cessful programme, where excellent young
scientists can develop into internationally
recognized authorities, and young poten-
tial stars can develop. The individual
reviews identify key successes in both these
categories, and this input will be very help-
ful in guiding future decisions.

4. While success was recognized in a number
of cases, the Report identified as a special
strength the four groups that are mainly
devoted to studies in Drosophila (including
the three most senior groups in the
Programme). I concur with this conclu-
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sion, while also noting the strength and
promise of several other groups.

5. The Report recognized that the breadth of
the Programme provides important oppor-
tunities for intellectual cross-fertilization.
We always aim to recruit the very best sci-
entists, irrespective of precise specialty, but
with this provison we understand the
advisability of recruiting as the next new
group leader someone working on the
developmental biology of vertebrates. We
also agree that mouse work at the
Heidelberg Laboratory should not become
subcritical; appointment of a second
mouse specialist,meeting exacting require-
ments of quality, would also reinforce the

desired and positive interactions with the
Monterotondo Programme.

6. I wish to emphasize that the majority of
the Developmental Biology faculty mem-
bers have now integrated genomic-scale
approaches into their experimental
research projects. Together with the
recruitment of E. Furlong, whose work
heavily depends on information from
DNA microarrays, this makes the
Developmental Biology Programme an
excellent example of how EMBL is evolv-
ing in the Functional Genomics era,
towards the goals identified in the
Scientific Programme 2001 – 2005.

– Fotis C. Kafatos
Director General, EMBL
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The lovely, unassuming book shown above
is EMBL’s first Annual Report, written

by John Kendrew in 1975, and a copy of it
can be found in the Szilárd Library in
Heidelberg. It’s on the back side of the first
shelf as you walk in the door, first in a line of
27 reports. The report has gone through sev-
eral incarnations over the last three decades.
That’s fitting because while EMBL has
remained true to its original missions, the aim
of the report has evolved, becoming one of
many bridges we have been building between
the Laboratory and society at large. The
report attempts to explain our work in a clear,

understandable way to the public, who sup-
port EMBL and will ultimately benefit from
its work. It is intended to complement anoth-
er volume, the Research Reports, written for
a scientific audience by the research groups
themselves. That publication, found on the
CD-ROM in the back of this book, gives a
more complete, detailed picture of their
work. While this report is extensive, it only
captures a few of the groups, and a fraction of
their research.Hopefully it transmits a feeling
of what it is like to be at EMBL.

* * *

2
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One place to get a feeling for EMBL is on the other side
of the library. In spite of the fact that it’s nine p.m. on a
Sunday evening, the lights haven’t gone down; half a
dozen PhD students are putting the finishing touches on
their dissertations. Although deadlines are coming,
they’re fairly relaxed. Crucial experiments have been car-
ried out, most of the papers published, the work blessed
by group leaders and advisors. So when somebody sug-
gests taking a break, they all go – a Dane, an Italian, a
Spaniard, two Germans, and a Russian: a microcosm of
Europe, on their way to raid the coffee bar in the cafete-
ria, leaving behind a clutter of laptops, journal articles,
and notes. Taped to each table is a sign-up sheet; desks
are highly-valued real-estate during dissertation season.

You won’t find annual reports on those desks – by
nature, these books are destined to be overtaken a year
later, so they aren’t pulled off the shelves very often. For
a scientist, there’s little need to read what Nick Strausfeld
had to say (1975 Annual Report) about his struggles to
find different types of neurons under the microscope.
He recounts, for example, his dissatisfaction with the
preferred method of the day: staining the cells with sil-
ver. “In the electron microscope the interior of a marked
cell is completely obscured by the silver chromate-pro-
teinate deposit,” he writes. This made it impossible to
watch anything happening inside cells: it would be like
trying to study the internal organs of humans by looking
at a coat of armor. But there were new methods on the
horizon: organic dyes. These could be observed under a
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM).
Of course, you had to have such an instrument, and
building one was going to be a high priority of EMBL’s
new Instrumentation Group – once it had a Laboratory
to move into.

Today’s scientists have a wide variety of tools to investi-
gate nerve cells: the first two stories in this report
demonstrate spectacularly how far scientists have come.
Light microscopy has undergone a renaissance. Not only
is it possible to see where molecules are inside cells, but
new techniques permit scientists to watch what they’re
doing. Several stories in this book show how useful that
information can be in understanding everything from
the architecture of the cell to the processes that lead to
cystic fibrosis.

* * *

Behind good scientific work there’s always a story: usu-
ally a long one stretching over several decades, numerous
countries, often across many different fields of thought –
almost always a very interesting story.The splayed books
and journals on their desks represent students’ attempts
to weave their own work into one type of story: the con-
text of modern developmental biology, or the history of
an idea about how viruses evolve or other current themes
in science.

But there’s another layer of story behind research: for
example, an idea might be born during a discussion over
coffee in the cafeteria, or because somebody thought of
taking an old technique and applying it to something
new. This creative, anecdotal side of science emerges
when you ask scientists what they’re up to, why they got
interested in something in the first place, and what could
possibly motivate them to keep working on it year after
year.

Matti Saraste used to tell about going down to the mar-
ket to the butcher’s, to buy a cow heart. If you wanted to

3
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study muscle proteins, this was an excellent source, but

the heart had to be fresh, and that meant rising very

early in the morning. You weren’t limited to cows, of

course – you could get fabulous muscle proteins from

even larger animals.Matti recounted how John Kendrew

kept a big piece of whale muscle in the freezer. “Every

once in a while he would need some more and he’d go
saw a chunk of it off.”

Few people get to have this kind of a discussion with a
researcher, and that gap sometimes leads to a skewed
image of science and of its practitioners.This report tries
to capture an image of what scientists are like as it
describes what they are working on. It’s an unaccus-
tomed approach for most scientists. “Science is not a
quiet life,” as Max Perutz put it; researchers are among
the busiest people you’re likely to find. Even so, EMBL’s
staff have become enthusiastic participants in helping
bring their work to the public – through this report, our
Science and Society activities, and new initiatives aimed
at teachers and schools.

* * *

Institutions also have stories, and an annual report is
sometimes a good place to find them. At first glance,
that may be a daunting prospect. The 1975 report, for
example, begins in a very low-key way:

4

“This is the first of a series of annual reports on the
work of the EuropeanMolecular Biology. It is, how-
ever, anomalous in that it describes the research
activities not only during the year 1975 but also
prior to that year from the beginning of EMBL.
One such activity – the research using synchrotron
radiation at DESY in Hamburg – in fact started,
under other auspices, as long ago as 1970 and was
later taken over by EMBL. Apart from this, the sci-
entific beginnings were much more recent.”

But the real story of the year becomes obvious just a few
paragraphs farther down: 1974 and 1975 saw a great
political triumph – the fact that governments could be
swayed to support a huge initiative thought up by scien-
tists – accompanied by major technical obstacles. While
work was already well underway at the Hamburg
Outstation, it would take at least three years for the main
Laboratory to be built, and the fledgling organization
had to scramble to find space. Temporary accommoda-
tions – generously provided by the Max-Planck-
Institute, the DKFZ, and the University ofHeidelberg –
could only offer a quarter of the space that would be
available four years later, when the Heidelberg facility
was finished.

These limitations meant that “there have been many dif-
ficulties in the way of implementing this plan during the
build-up phase,” Kendrew writes. He goes on to say:

“The effects of shortage of space have been accentu-
ated by the fact that the staff have had to work in
three different laboratories in different parts of the
city. In this situation, it was difficult to achieve the
necessary ‘critical mass’ to enable particular activities
to ‘take off ’. In particular, work in instrumentation,
intended to be the largest single element in the
Laboratory, had to be begun at a very low level since
it was impossible to provide all the necessary special
workshops and technical facilities.”
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* * *

2004 is the 30th anniversary of the Laboratory. David
States wrote a thorough history of EMBL ten years ago
– EMBL 20 Years On – that would be hard to improve
upon. While this year’s annual report is not a historical
retrospective, it includes several short interviews with
some of our alumni. The EMBL alumni body numbers
about 3,000, many of whom have joined the Alumni
Association (report in the “Lab Notebook” section) and
are taking an increasingly active role in the Laboratory.

An annual report shouldn’t need a “how-to” manual, but
a bit of information about this book’s structure may
make it easier to read. Generally, each article is written
as a stand-alone piece, but the stories will be easier to
understand if they are read in clusters. The first eight
stories discuss how information passed along by mole-
cules reaches genes and what happens once it gets there.
The next few stories discuss what happens to RNAs –
the cell’s first expression of the information contained in
genes. A further theme is how particular proteins influ-
ence development and behavior, followed by several arti-
cles about how proteins are put together and what influ-
ence this has on cells and organisms. Then the report
turns to research that has direct medical relevance – par-
ticularly in fighting malaria, iron diseases, cystic fibro-
sis, etc. Finally, the last two stories discuss how structures
self-organize within the cell to carry out diverse func-
tions such as transporting molecules, or accomplishing
cell division.

Again, as extensive as this report is, it still captures only
a fragment of what is happening across the five sites of
the Laboratory. Only about half of the research groups
are represented, usually reporting on only one of many
projects going on in their labs. It would be easy write a
book of this length about the EBI, or each of the other
units, alone. The only consolation is that the Research
Reports fill in the gaps – and there’s always next year.

* * *

A Spanish PhD student groans as her cappucino sputters
out of the automatic machine without any coffee in it.
“It’s Sunday night and here we are in the lab,” says her
Italian colleague. “This is why we became scientists,
right? To spend our nights in the lab?”

“I’m not complaining about the work,” she says. “Have
I ever complained about the hours? But at least they
could have enough coffee for the machine.”

They’ve discussed the challenges of being a PhD student
at EMBL over and over. But in the past few months, the
topics have been changing – now they talk about Life
after EMBL, moving to new countries, new labs, chang-
ing the focus of their work. Some students are excited;
some are anxious. But there’s one thing they agree on: as
hard as it was sometimes, none of them would have cho-
sen to spend these four years anywhere else.

– R.H.
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How do cells switch
between programs of

division and 
differentiation?

Three years ago, if you had asked
Filippo Del Bene what he expected

upon becoming a student in EMBL’s
International PhD Programme, he probably
wouldn’t have said anything about an
apartment in Kyoto, or Barbra Streisand. As
it turns out, both played a small role in his
paper recently published in Nature.

He still isn’t sure whether the story will be the center-
piece of his dissertation or a prominent sideline.
“Filippo’s got a lot of projects going,” says group leader
Jochen Wittbrodt, with a smile.

Filippo’s interest in neurons led him to join Jochen’s
group; one focus of the team is how cells form the nerv-
ous system and structures of the eye. They’re studying
these processes in the small Japanese fish medaka,
housed in rows of aquariums in the Fish House. The
tanks sit on long metal shelves – a lot like a library,
except for the humidity, and the signs that help scientists
keep their fish straight (there are shelves named
Enterprise, Mr. Spock, South Park). And the smell of
fish.

Medaka and zebrafish have become increasingly impor-
tant as scientists extend what they have learned in the
fruitfly to model organisms that lie closer to humans on
the evolutionary tree. But fish are tricky to work with,
and it took years of effort to give them a solid footing in
laboratories. They now have a permanent home in
EMBL’s Fish House.

If you can’t find Jochen there, you might have to look
for him in Japan; he has been collaborating with groups
there to understand how genes guide development in
fish. A recent project has been to push for the comple-
tion of the medaka genome. Looking for specific genet-
ic characteristics meant screening thousands of embryos;
several members of the group would need to make
extended stays in Japan. “I ended up renting an apart-
ment in Kyoto,” Jochen says. “We called it the Screeners’
Commune.We’d send off teams of two to live and work
there for several weeks.”

7

Keeping a close eye 
on development
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Above: the developing eyes of the zebra-
fish, marked by a fluorescent protein. Left:
the eyes of Jochen Wittbrodt and Filippo
Del Bene
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Filippo had barely gotten his feet on the ground at
EMBL when he joined one of the shifts in Kyoto.
Staring at eggs and embryos for hours every day can be
a grueling experience, he admitted. “But you learn
things. When I started, I looked through the micro-
scope, and I saw a lot of cells. By the time we finished, I
could say, ‘This is the precursor of a fin or a muscle, this
is going to be an eye.’” And if you’re going to work on
fish, he says, Kyoto has its attractions.

Where did Barbra Streisand come in?

“That also had something to do with screening,” he
laughs. “But that was later.”

* * *
All cells on our planet know how to divide – after all, it’s
how they got here. But relatively few of them know how
to stop dividing and take on the strange, doughnut-like
shape of blood cells, or the straggling, tree-and-roots
forms of neurons.These two processes are usually mutu-
ally incompatible: cells shouldn’t specialize while they are
dividing, and vice-versa. If the two get confused, the
result may be tumors or serious defects in development.

So understanding why one process is abandoned in favor
of the other is central to questions about disease, evolu-
tion, and the way a single egg grows into highly complex
creatures with trillions of cells. Filippo and Jochen’s lat-
est work yielded the surprising discovery that a single
protein plays a role in both division and differentiation
– it even helps switch between them.

Cells start to specialize for different reasons. In some
cases this is an active process: they receive instructions
from molecules called transcription factors, which may
turn on several developmentally-important genes. The
result is a genetic program that changes the cell’s shape
and form; once triggered, there’s no going back.

An example is the transcription factor SIX3, which
Jochen has been watching for several years. In the right
place, at the right time, this protein tells cells to start
becoming optic nerves and a retina. The molecule’s
effects are so powerful that if it appears in the wrong
cells, a retina may form somewhere else – in the middle
of the brain, or in another tissue.

8

Above: the development of the medaka retina and
brain depend on a careful balance of cell division
and differentiation. In healthy embryos, like those
above, this process is guided by precise amounts of
the proteins Six3 and Geminin. 

Below: Brown spots show dividing cells in healthy
embryos (left) as compared to embryos in which
Geminin doesn’t function (right).
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Researchers have identified thousands of transcription
factors and believe there may be tens of thousands more.
Despite the growing list, many fundamental questions
remain: while a molecule’s effects might be obvious, it
has been difficult to figure out how most transcription
factors work, or precisely which genes are being acti-
vated.

A visitor to Jochen’s group named Kristin Tessmar-
Raible wanted to find out more about SIX3, so she per-
formed an experiment called a two-hybrid screen. This
would show what other molecules SIX3 could bind to –
often a strong clue about how a protein works. The
study revealed some interesting connections, but Kristin
left before she could follow up on most of them. Filippo
inherited the project and discovered that SIX3 could
bind to another molecule called Geminin. That was tan-
talizing because Geminin was known as an important
player in cell division.

Another way to get cells to differentiate is to prevent
them from replicating. Generic cells get restless if they
are inactive too long and they typically begin to special-
ize. Researchers at Harvard Medical School had shown
that Geminin locked up a molecule called CDT1, which
binds to DNA. This is one of the first steps of cell divi-
sion: CDT1 helps several other molecules assemble on
the DNA to launch the duplication of the genetic mate-
rial. Presumably, Geminin prevents CDT1 from getting
to DNA, or interferes with the assembly of the complex;

Further experiments showed that this effect depends on
SIX3 directly capturing Geminin, because Geminin
prefers binding to it than to CDT1. And the other way
around – Geminin prevents SIX3 from doing whatever
it needs to so that nerves can develop properly. The case
was sealed by an experiment showing what happens
when Geminin doesn’t work in cells that produce SIX3.
“Here the effects were just like what happens when there

9

Cells shouldn’t specialize while they
are dividing, and vice-versa.
If the two processes get confused,
the result may be tumors.

the result is that cells don’t divide. Then they differenti-
ate too early.

Jochen had already shown that cells in the developing
retina need SIX3; without it, they stop replicating and
die. Filippo conducted new experiments in which he
injected Geminin into cells in fish embryos. “Too much
Geminin has the same effects as too little SIX3,” he says.
“If there’s a little bit too much, the eyes and the forebrain
are much smaller, because the cells aren’t replicating. If
you add a lot more Geminin, the entire forebrain fails to
develop.”
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it in the retina; in other tissues, we can expect to find
other molecules managing the switches. The process
requires subtle shifts in the map of which proteins are
available at what times, at what amounts, in which cells.
More SIX3 allows cells to divide in the retina; more
Geminin stops reproduction and permits cell differenti-
ation.

* * *
That’s all fine, but what does a well-known singer have
to do with any of this?

“The reviewers who had to decide whether the paper
would appear in Nature were enthusiastic,” Jochen says,
“but they wanted a lot more experiments. Filippo had to
inject several thousand more embryos to show that SIX3
and Geminin were really functioning the way we
thought.”

“That meant eight weeks of sitting over the microscope,”
Filippo says. “You can’t survive that without music. I
really tried every style, a lot of singers.The only one that
helped was Barbra Streisand.”

is too much SIX3,” Filippo says. “There are too many
dividing cells, and the eye structures become dramatical-
ly larger.”

Building tissues – and organisms – requires continual
renegotiation between the processes of replication and
differentiation. The system that creates an eye walks a
fine line between them. SIX3 and Geminin accomplish

10

Top: microinjecting fish embryos. 

Left: the protein CDT1 (green) builds a complex of
proteins at a gene, and this starts a program of cell
division. If SIX3 and Geminin are both present, they bind
to each other (above), and this happens. But if there is no
SIX3 around, Geminin will bind to CDT1 (below), blocking
the formation of the compex and cell division. Then the
cells will differentiate. Switching back and forth between
these two processes is necessary to build an eye.

Right: Alena Shkumatava and Carl Neumann

Geminin

CDT1

CDT1

SIX3
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How do waves 
of signals direct 
the construction 

of an eye?

Sometimes when a scientist invites you
to peer into amicroscope, you have the

feeling you’re being asked to guess the title
of a painting by an abstract impressionist.
What looks like Jackson Pollock turns out
to be filaments in a cell infected by a virus;
Claude Monet’s water lilies are thousands
of cell clusters, about to become the pho-
toreceptors of a fly. But in CarlNeumann’s

A loud signal to differentiate
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lab, things are sometimes simpler. “That looks like an
eye,” you hazard. And that’s what it is: the retina of a
zebrafish.

A member of his group goes over to an aquarium on the
shelf, draws a few dozen fish embryos into a round dish,
brings them to a neighboring microscope.They’re small-
er than the commas in this book.

“The embryo I showed you is 46 hours old,” Carl says.
“The retina is well along, highly structured. Alena’s look-
ing at embryos that are a few hours younger. If you
looked at her fish, you’d hardly recognize anything.” He
smiles. “Alena would, though.”

The nice thing about zebrafish is that you can watch tis-
sues develop in the live animal. They have transparent
bodies, a feature that encouraged a lot of fruitfly experts
to switch animals a few years ago. It was a big step: flies
are much easier to deal with in the lab; you cook them a
batch of food and seal them up in a plastic tube. There’s

12

no crawling around behind tanks, learning a lot about
filters and plumbing.

But if you want to know how a retina develops, the best
thing to do would be to peer right into an animal’s brain,
watching all that wiring get hooked up.That’s what Carl
and his group are doing. They have discovered that a
retina is built in waves; now they’ve filmed the tide com-
ing in.

* * *
“A human retina has a lot in common with that of a
fish,” Carl says. “Both of them are formed from cells in
the early embryo. They develop out of seven major cell
types, arranged in three layers, in a specific pattern.
What we’re doing here is tracking the whole process,
live, under the microscope.”

He shows me an image in brilliant reds, yellows, greens,
an anatomy lesson. To the left is the lens; the right side
is embedded in the head, where nerves have to hook up
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ganglial cells (RGCs). They secrete a second molecule –
another wave-like signal – called sonic Hedgehog (shh).
Four years ago, while working as a postdoc in the lab of
EMBL alumna Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard, Carl
showed that shh is instrumental in setting up the struc-
ture of the retina.

“The cells that hear the shh signal also differentiate into
RGCs, so they secrete another round of shh,” Carl says.
“That triggers the next set of cells to become light-sen-
sitive photoreceptors.”

Differentiation isn’t automatic once cells have received
the signal; instructions have to be passed into the nucle-
us along a route that involves many other molecules.
Until now, scientists have thought that a specific tran-
scription factor, a gene-activating protein called ath5,
linked the signal and genes. They had discovered that
cells normally produce this molecule slightly ahead of
time, and it makes them sensitive to the signal; without
ath5, they are deaf to it, and won’t become RGC cells.

Alena Shkumatava and other members of Carl’s group
developed a strain of zebrafish in which a fluorescent
marker called GFP is attached to shh; this allows them
to watch the spread of the molecule under a laser micro-
scope.The first wave from the RGCs spread through the
tissue for about eleven hours, finally reaching the back
end of the retina.

“But we saw something else very interesting,” Alena
says. “So far scientists looking at the retina thought that

light-sensitive cells to the brain. From left to right there’s
a thin band called the ganglion cell layer (GCL), then a
thicker inner nuclear layer (INL), and an outer nuclear
layer (ONL). They form widening semi-circles, like
waves spreading from a stone dropped into water.

In this case it isn’t a stone, but a few key molecules seep-
ing through the tissue. They guide the development of
the layers, which contain different types of cells and have
different functions. Sensed by other cells, the signals
trigger genetic programs that will cause differentiation
into the seven types of cells, leading to the creation of
large structures, and finally a fully-functioning eye.

Over the years, scientists have decoded some of the sig-
nals. But because so many different things are happening
in this tissue at the same time, there are great gaps in our
knowledge. Carl and his group want to capture more of
the picture.

A key step is the formation of the optic stalk, a trunk of
cells extending from the interior of the brain. Cells with-
in the stalk secrete a key developmental signal. The cells
that sense it are transformed into neurons called retinal

Differentiation isn’t automatic once
cells have received the signal;
instructions have to be passed into
the nucleus along a route that
involves many other molecules.

Fluorescent probes expose a variety of proteins, cell
types, and structures in the eyes of developing fish. 
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Top: Cells in the developing eye secrete a protein called
shh that creates a wave-like pattern of new types of cells
and the structures of the retina. These structures don’t
form properly in animals whose cells don’t produce shh
(bottom). 

Opposite page: Dirk Schmidt and Mathias Treier.

shh was being produced mostly by the RGCs. But we
discovered another type of cell, called an amacrine cell,
that began producing the protein even before RGCs had
formed.” Unexpectedly, these cells didn’t need ath5 to
receive the developmental signal. They were also deeper
within the eye: in the inner nuclear layer, rather than the
ganglion cell layer, and were secreting shh at about the
same time as the other signal.

Was this second signal also triggering structural changes
in the eye?The scientists looked at strains of fish lacking
shh and discovered a number of defects. “Some of the
cell types seem to be missing,” Carl says, “and the organ-
ization of cells in the retina is also disturbed.”

This could explain earlier findings which showed that
fish without shh had too few photoreceptors. Another
round of experiments showed that the shh signal had to
originate near to its point of reception – most likely it
was being secreted by the amacrine cells. The optic stalk
was too far away.

Shh is essential, but how does it control each cell’s fate?
“Probably not too directly,” Carl says. “The same signal
can be interpreted differently, and that leads to various
cell types. Each cell’s fate depends on other factors, some
of which we have already identified.”

Instead, he says, cells seem to interpret shh as a loud sig-
nal to differentiate. What looks like a very abstract
painting in the early eye becomes a carefully-structured,
ring-like form thanks to the wave-like spread of a single
molecule. Carl and his colleagues have now shown that
it’s not one wave, but two.

“The same signal can be interpreted
differently, and that leads to various
cell types. Each cell’s fate depends on
other factors.”
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How does a 
missing signal 

lead to infertility?

In his book De la recherche de la verité
(1674), Nicholas Malebranche reawak-

ened an ancient Roman theory that each
egg cell in a woman contains a tiny, pre-
formed human being that grows through
a process of unfolding. And every egg
already contains its own eggs, each a pre-
formed “homonculus” of the next genera-
tion, and on and on.Thus the first human

Fretting about follicles
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“Actually, it’s probably a dialogue:
the oocyte is also sending signals
that tell the follicles how to develop.
But here, because the granulosa cells
aren’t functioning, they don’t
transmit the information. Messages
don’t get through from either
direction.”

held the seeds of all future humans.Within three gener-
ations, eggs would reach sub-atomic dimensions. That
may bother today’s physicists, but it wasn’t a problem for
the minds of the Baroque: without a theory of atoms,
there was no lower limit on size.

The Frenchman picked a curious time to reintroduce
this idea in Europe. Scientists were applying a recent
invention – the microscope – to questions of human
reproduction. A student of Anton Leeuwenhook, inven-
tor of the microscope, was about to discover sperm.
Inspired by Malebranche, sharp-eyed microscopists
peered intently at the heads of these “animicules”, claim-
ing to see detailed features of tiny folded humans. (This
seems to be a phenomenon of resolution – like what
happened two centuries later, when astronomers would
detect canals on Mars.)

At about the same time, Regnier de Graaf identified sac-
like structures in the ovaries that he thought were eggs.
In fact, they were follicles – a packet containing imma-
ture eggs called oocytes, surrounded by a layer of granu-
losa cells that nourish them. Scientists believe that all of
the oocytes a woman will ever have – about a million –
are made before she’s born, which probably would have
pleased Malebranche. Their packaging into follicles,
along with granulosa, is completed very shortly after
birth.The packages aren’t finished; most of them are put
into storage, and will only be brought to maturity in
batches starting at puberty. Maturation is triggered by
molecular signals entering the follicles, and the result is
eggs that are ready to be fertilized.

How long a woman is fertile depends on the number of
follicles she has at birth and how long they survive.

Mathias Treier and his lab have been investigating a gene
called Foxl2 that somehow influences these things. If the
molecule is defective in women, it causes infertility
through a syndrome called BPES. But no one knew why.

* * *
Dirk Schmidt and Catherine Ovitt from Mathias’ group
wanted to pursue the question in the mouse, whose
reproductive system is very similar to that of humans.
They knew two things: Foxl2 is a transcription factor
that regulates genes, and it is produced in ovaries.
(Interestingly enough, it is also produced in cells in the
eyelids, and people with the defective gene have charac-
teristically drooping eyelids).

The scientists developed a strain of mice which lacked
Foxl2 protein and instead produced b-galactosidase. The
activity of this molecule creates a blue color that shows
scientists exactly where Foxl2 is expressed. Then they
carefully watched the developing ovaries. “Cells start

A: Follicles from two-week old mice. The top tissue
comes from a mouse with functional Foxl2; the gene
doesn’t function in the lower sample. Granulosa cells in
the healthy mice swell and become cube-shaped. 

B: Healthy follicles (top) and follicles without Foxl2 at 8
weeks.

C: Dark spots indicate dividing cells; there are many more
in healthy (above) mice than in those without Foxl2.

A
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producing Foxl2 in the ovaries at the time when the
embryo is 12-and-a-half days old,” Catherine says.
“Foxl2 is expressed in cells that develop into granulosa,
the companion cells of the oocytes.”

Assembling the follicles starts off well in mice without
Foxl2, but then things start to go wrong. A healthy pack-
age contains a thin layer of granulosa wrapped around a
small oocyte.When the follicle gets the signal to mature,
the granulosa cells should swell up and become cube-
shaped, then divide. This seems to tell the oocyte it
should grow, too.

In animals without Foxl2, the granulosa never swell and
hardly divide. Oocytes should wait for this to happen
before growing, but they don’t. When the mice are two
weeks old, freshly weaned, all of the eggs seem to enter a
race to mature. They peak early on and die. By sixteen
weeks of age, the mice no longer have any healthy
oocytes or follicles. That’s half-way through the normal

span of fertility for most species of mice and the reason
why mice without Foxl2 are infertile.

“We followed up with more experiments to see how
defects in granulosa affect other molecules,” Mathias
says. “In healthy mice, their development appears to
trigger the release of various other proteins that some-
times brake, sometimes push along the maturation of
oocytes and follicles. Actually, it’s probably a dialogue:
the oocyte is also sending signals that tell the follicles
how to develop. But here, because the granulosa aren’t
functioning, they don’t transmit the information. Those
messages don’t get through in either direction.”

This leads to a loss of control of the whole system, he
says, and his group will continue to track the defects that
ensue. But they already have a likely explanation for the
loss of fertility in mice without Foxl2. Because there’s
nothing to hold oocytes back, they race towards maturi-
ty. It’s the price the cells pay for growing up too fast.

B C
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Unraveling the 
connections between

growth and 
cell death

Looking to a fly’s wings for the secrets
of life and death sounds poetic, like

looking for fear in a handful of dust, but it
has become a practical pursuit in the lab of
Steve Cohen. His group is working on
how cells form patterns in the bodies of
developing organisms, and along the way
they are discovering the functions of genes
that have control over cells’ fates.

Cells receive instructions in the form of molecules –
often secreted by neighboring cells – that tell them when
to divide, how to differentiate and behave, and when to
die. Curiously, the same molecule can trigger different
processes. That might not be surprising in cells which
are strikingly different from each other – say, a neuron
and a skin cell – because they produce very diverse sets
of molecules, creating completely new contexts for the
interpretation of signals.

But some messages can have dramatically varied effects
even in a single cell type. In recent years, for example,
scientists have discovered that many signals that tell cells
to divide can also trigger apoptosis, a genetic self-
destruct program. That’s useful for the same reason fire
extinguishers are stored close to the site of a likely fire. If
cell division gets out of control, it needs to be stopped
quickly to avoid serious problems such as tumors. The
best case would be to have a sort of “dead-man’s switch”
where cell division automatically shuts off, unless there
are very clear instructions for it to continue. Steve and
his colleagues think they’ve found an example of this.

David Hipfner, a postdoc in the lab, has been studying
genes that play a role in both processes. Division, differ-
entiation and death are tightly coordinated as an embryo
develops. Understanding the control systems that deter-
mine how a signal is interpreted, he says, will help us
understand what happens in diseases such as cancer,
where cell division has gone haywire.

Of life, death, 
and the wings of a fly

Left: David Hipfner and Steve Cohen, in front of a
small selection of the 11,000 strains of flies that
Steve’s group has investigated in search of genes
that control growth and other processes.

Above: Cells that produce too much of the protein
Slik lead to larger tissues. In the lower wing, cells
between the third and fourth veins express
abnormally high amounts of the molecule. That
makes this part of the wing larger than in a fly with
normal amounts of Slik. 
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Drosophila has at least 13,500 genes, and Steve’s group
has been combing them one-by-one in search of mole-
cules that influence cell division. In 2000 they complet-
ed an examination of nearly 11,000 strains of flies that
had been modified to overproduce proteins from single
genes. Each strain had to be carefully examined under
the microscope in search of defects in tissue growth –
about ten months of intense work.

The team discovered several strains of flies with abnor-
mal growth in imaginal discs – structures that will give
rise to adult body structures such as legs and wings – and
they began investigating the genes involved. One of
these, which they gave the name Slik, caused regions of
the wing in which it was overexpressed to become slight-
ly larger. They created a strain of Drosophila in which
Slik doesn’t function, to see what would happen.

If flies with too much Slik
grow unexpectedly large,
it’s predictable that flies
without it will be small, and
that’s what they found. “It’s
very dramatic,” David says.
“At a time when normal lar-
vae have reached full size
and stopped growing, the
largest of the mutants is
only a third of the normal
size. When we looked into
it, we realized that there
was something else going
on: the whole process of
development was slowed
down. The larvae that sur-
vived took three times as
long to reach the final stage
in larval life, and by the
time they finally did, many
of them had reached nor-
mal size.”

without constraint, creating much larger imaginal disks
and tumor-like growths under the surface of the wing.
Neighboring cells also start dividing at a high rate, prob-
ably because they receive signals that tell them it’s the
right thing to do.

How does Slik work, and how important is it? Is the
molecule simply one “command line” in a long genetic
program that stimulates cell growth (and death), or does
it have a more powerful role? The scientists began look-
ing for a link to familiar cell-division programs. They
discovered that Slik works through a partner called Raf,
which must be present for cells to feel its effects.The two
molecules probably work together directly, by binding to
each other. But more experiments showed that Raf isn’t
acting in its typical way – it’s usually one step in a pro-
gram that controls a pathway called ERK, which regu-

lates cell division and sur-
vival, among other things.
In this case it doesn’t seem
to be working along that
pathway. This might hint,
David says, at the exis-
tence of a new genetic pro-
gram for tissue growth.

An offshoot of the project
will now be to look at the
closest human relative of
Slik to see if it has the
same dual functions in our
tissues. Scientists are high-
ly interested in such mole-
cules because many of
them are oncogenes –
genes which lead to cancer
when they are defective.

Is human Slik an onco-
gene? That’s the next ques-
tion, David says. What’s
important is that the latest

experiments have strongly confirmed a hypothesis that
cell division and death are inherently connected. A sig-
nal that triggers cell division may by its very nature pre-
pare the cell to die.

If the cells of a fly embryo don’t produce Slik, the
embryo will develop much more slowly, and larvae
will be much smaller (below) than their normal
counterparts (above) at any given time. These
larvae are five days old.

More work revealed that cells without Slik are able to
differentiate normally, but they have what David calls an
“intrinsic survival deficit” – something makes it hard for
them to survive.

David and Steve decided to have another look at
Drosophila that produce too much Slik protein. They
discovered that this increases cell division in wing tissues
– but simultaneously a higher level of cell death. The
two effects balance each other out fairly well, explaining
why tissues with too much Slik don’t become enormous.

But what would happen if they blocked cells’ ability to
undergo apoptosis? Another round of experiments
showed that this led Slik-producing cells to reproduce

In fact, there may not need to be another signal actively
making this happen. Dividing cells may be pre-pro-
grammed to die – unless they get sufficient cues from
their surroundings to go on living. It would be a safer
type of programming for an organism. It would mean
that cancer can’t start simply through an increase in cell
division; there would be a built-in brake that could only
be released by a second defect. That would add an addi-
tional layer of security. Slik may be archetypal of such
behavior.
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“I was at EMBL from 1991 until 1999 as a group leader
in the Gene Expression Programme. I am now Professor
of Molecular Biology at the University of Munich
(LMU).”

What was the most exciting scientific achievement
that you were involved in while at EMBL?

Our research on chromatin dynamics led to the discov-
ery that nucleosomes, the ever-repeating molecular
spools that organize the genomes of eukaryotes, could be
“mobilized” to slide on DNA. Nucleosome mobilization
requires energy, which is supplied by ATP hydrolysis,
and an elaborate multi-protein engine, the “Chromatin
Accessibility Complex” (CHRAC),
which we identified, purified,
cloned, and characterized. Catalysed
nucleosome movement is an elegant
way that cells keep their genome
maximally packaged, yet endow the
packaging with transparency that
permits access of regulatory proteins
to the genetic information.

These discoveries masked the fact
that initially, I suffered from the slow
progress of our research and the
many failures during the first two
years. Our area became more and
more competitive and our most vig-
orous competitor had their labs up-
and-running. In this situation, our
programme coordinator Iain Mattaj
was a great source of inspiration and
support. He encouraged me not to
aim for fast publications of lower
impact just for the sake of publish-
ing, but to devote all energy to estab-
lishing something of significance. Knowing that I was
not expected to publish fast and that it was okay to take
the time required to develop my system and to use it to
discover something important made a big difference. I
relaxed and from then on the results appeared.

EMBL had applied. This encouragement led to my
application. The period at EMBL, where I was able to
concentrate on developing my system and on answering
important questions, certainly contributed to my quali-
fication for the job I wanted.

Have you “exported” any of the EMBL style to other
institutions that you moved to later?

EMBL is known for its open and collaborative atmos-
phere, for its high standards, its internationality, and its
shallow hierarchy. I try to implement the same features
in the programme that I am now coordinating at LMU
in Munich. About 50% of all scientists here are foreign-

ers and so, at least as far as interna-
tionality is concerned, we are success-
ful.
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How relevant is EMBL today and for the future of
science in Europe?

EMBL continues to provide leadership in cutting-edge
science, but also at the interface between science and
society. EMBL has implemented infrastructures to be
used by collaborators throughout Europe. EMBL con-
tinues to provide scientific leaders to all European coun-
tries, scientists who retain highest-quality standards and
have learned to organize their research within a larger
European network. The money of the European Union
would be well spent on additional EMBL outstations.

Alumni interview        Peter Becker

Giving ideas time to mature

What contact have you had with
the laboratory since you left?

I have many contacts to old and new
group leaders of the Gene Expression
Programme and in other pro-
grammes. I am connected to several
groups in Gene Expression through a
special Research Programme on
Chromatin Structure and Function,
funded by the German Science
Foundation. I am on the Editorial
Board of the EMBO Journal, and will
join the EMBO Fellowship
Committee this year. I still have
many contacts to other alumni all
over Europe.

What influence has your time at EMBL had on your
later career?

Being a group leader at EMBL enormously enhances the
visibility of a scientist. When the position in Munich
was advertised, I initially did not know of it. However,
Walter Neupert, who was chair of the hiring committee,
called Kai Simons at EMBL asking why no one from
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Left: Matthias Wilmanns. Above: the
structure of Oct4 and Sox2 bound to DNA.

How do 
transcription factors 

find their footing 
on DNA?

There are some ingenious methods on
the market for teaching people to

dance. One technique flashes colored cir-
cles on the floor, telling you where to put
your feet. For some of us, it’s doubtful that
even this would work. It’s an interesting
idea, though: that a surface usually
thought of as passive can somehow config-
ure the dance that goes on overhead.

It’s also a way to think about DNA, says Attila Reményi.
Over the past few years, he’s done a dance of his own –
racking up an amazing number of frequent flyer miles
while shuttling between the lab ofMatthias Wilmanns at
theHamburgOutstation and that of an EMBL alumnus
in Pennsylvania. If the collaboration continues, the dis-
tances will broaden even more. Attila has now taken up
a postdoctoral position in San Francisco. And there
probably won’t be many layovers in Pennsylvania. His
boss there, Hans Schöler (former group leader in
EMBL’s Gene Expression Programme), is about to
become an example of reverse brain drain. Hans has just
assumed a position as director of the Max-Planck
Institute in Münster.

DNA sequences are more than just a dance floor, Attila
says, more than just a passive landing pad for other mol-
ecules. Large protein complexes need to be built on
DNA so that genes can be activated, cells repro-
grammed, organisms built. But contrary to popular
belief, in getting things started, it’s not only the proteins
that have a say. Attila, Matthias and Hans have just
shown that DNA sequences are more active partners in
determining their fate than many researchers have
assumed.

* * *
The scientists have been looking at some of the most
potent gene-activating proteins in mammals: two tran-
scription factors called Oct4 and Sox2. In combination,

When the dance floor
dictates the dance
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these molecules activate genes to make the first three
basic types of cells that arise in animals. All further tis-
sues in our bodies descend from one of those lineages.

“Just a few transcription factors regulate the develop-
ment of an entire organism,” Matthias says. “They have
many different effects on genes.” This happens partly
because they come in different combinations: two or
more Oct4s can bind to each other before latching onto
DNA, as can multiple Sox2s. Or a pair can be formed
with one of each.

But aside from that, a particular pairing – such as one
Oct4 bound to one Sox2 – can have different effects. It
can lead to entirely different assemblages of proteins on
the DNA. Understanding that has been Attila’s main
goal over the past several years, ever since he joined
EMBL as a PhD student. “He was torn between apply-
ing to the Gene Expression Programme and Structural
Biology,” Matthias says, “so Hans and I suggested he
work on the structure of DNA binding of Oct1 – a tran-
scription factor very closely related to Oct4.”

While overcoming what Matthias describes as “an amaz-
ing series of technical problems,” Attila was pursuing a

side project. “He absolutely wanted to be awarded a
degree from both EMBL and his home university. So he
basically single-handedly organized a partnership
between EMBL’s PhD programme and the Eotvos
Lorano University in Budapest.”

As he was doing that, Attila got down to business to dis-
cover how Oct binds to DNA. There were several ques-
tions to answer. First the molecule has to locate the one
gene among tens of thousands that it should activate. It
does this by scanning the DNA for a specific code.Then
a part of the protein surface attaches itself to the DNA.
In 1998, Hans and group leader Gert Vriend had pro-
posed that it could do so in two different ways. But this
remained a theory for two years, until Matthias’ and
Hans’ groups proved it happens.

If Oct1 had multiple means of binding to DNA, how
did it choose between them? The molecule has two sim-
ilar, tightly-folded sections that are connected by a thin,
flexible strand – like two feet, one of which will find
footing on the DNA. Surprisingly, the scientists discov-
ered, the DNA sequence itself determines which section
will land first. And once this decision has been made,
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others follow: only the unbound parts of the protein will
be free to form complexes with other molecules. Which
genes become activated depends on the composition of
the entire complex. So if the other foot binds to DNA,
other surfaces will be exposed, and new complexes will
form. The gene will respond differently.

Was the active role of the DNA an exception, something
peculiar only faced by the dance pair of two Oct pro-
teins? Or would it also hold true with other partners? If
an Oct4 and Sox2 were involved, would one foot be
heavier and always land first?

To answer the question, the researchers needed to get an
extremely detailed picture of the molecules bound to
DNA. Using intense X-rays at the Hamburg beamline,
they obtained pictures ofOct1 bound to Sox2 andDNA
sequences. From this model they could make a good pre-
diction of how Oct4/Sox2 – a very similar pair – would
bind to two different genes.

“Oct4 and Sox2 have to be arranged differently to bind
to the two different sequences,” Matthias says. “This
happens in distinct conformations, exposing different

surfaces of Sox2, so the two cases attract different pro-
teins.One of those is yet another transcription factor. It’s
interesting that it’s one that only becomes active much
later, when the embryo has undergone further develop-
ment.”

However difficult it might have been to prove, it’s not
strange that Oct4 and Sox2 promiscuously interact with
other proteins, including transcription factors, Matthias
says. After all, they have more than one surface capable
of binding to DNA, and several surfaces available for
interactions with proteins.The key thing is the sequence
of events: it’s the gene that dictates which foot lands first,
and what happens next.

So even when the dance hall is open, and partners have
been chosen, things aren’t completely settled. A biologist
comes along and tells you there’s more to a dance. As the
night wears on, there will be rough patches or slick
places on the floor, which can mean bad footwork, near
misses with neighbors, maybe rough collisions. Any of
which can change the outcome of your whole evening.

Left: Oct and Sox proteins dock onto many different genes (grey), in different patterns. The particular conformation they
choose is up to the DNA sequence. The structure that Matthias and his colleagues obtained for Oct1 bound to Sox2 (left
side) allowed them to model how Oct4 would bind to Sox2; the protein module called HMG at the top sits in a different
orientation on the DNA, and this leads to different biological consequences for the cell.
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What do transcription
factors look like when

they’re not attached to
DNA?

The world used to be full of one-celled
organisms like bacteria and fungi;

somewhere along the line, cells relin-
quished their independence, became a
federation, merged into the first complex
animal. (Or maybe they were simply too
sticky to let go of each other.) No one
knows just when this occurred, or what
that organism looked like. But one strange
creature that thrives in the soil gives some
hints as to how it might have happened.

You’d be hard-pressed to say whether a slime mold called
Dictyostelium discoideum is a single-celled amoeba or a
multicellular organism; the answer depends on when
you look at it and how hungry it is. It has 11,000 genes
– twice as many as unicellular yeast and nearly as many
as the fruitfly, with hundreds of billions of cells.

It’s not only the size of its genome that puts
Dictyostelium somewhere in between these two very dif-
ferent organisms. Dictyostelium lives as a one-celled
amoeba until it has eaten up all the nearby bacteria and
other nutrients. Then it emits pulses of a hunger signal,
a molecule called cAMP, which attracts others of its
kind.

When enough of the organisms – about 100,000 – have
gathered at the meeting point, they draw together in a
tight cluster. This regroups itself into the shape of a
nightcap, which pushes upwards until it looks like a bot-
tle of wine. Sometimes the bottle tips over and becomes
a slug-like creature, crawling around until it finds a new
neighborhood rich in food. Then it rounds out into a
flying-saucer shape, then a banana standing on end,
finally developing into a long, thin stalk with a bulbous
head. The head contains about 80,000 spores that will
disperse and fly off to form new colonies.

Thus, far back in evolutionary history, a cluster of amoe-
ba may have gotten hungry and fused together into the

27

The hungry caterpillar
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Left: Yes, Carlo Petosa, Christoph Müller, and Montserrat
Soler-Lopez are in France, but they probably won’t find a
truffle in that pile of dirt. They may find an organism called
Dictyostelium, though, because it lives in the soil.

Above: The structure of a protein found in Dictyostelium
is yielding answers to some of Christoph’s questions
about the function of a protein involved in the human
immune system.
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shape of a lumpy slug. Over time, that slug
became us. Much more exciting than most
science fiction, says Christoph Müller of the
Grenoble Outstation, but it was something
else that brought the organism to his atten-
tion.

* * *
His group was working on a family of gene-
activating proteins called STATs that has
important functions in all animals. STAT
proteins are crucial messengers in our cellular
information network. They receive signals –
often alarms – via extracellular receptors and
activate genetic programs that help cells
divide, develop or defend themselves. In
Dictyostelium, they receive the hunger alarm
signal and prompt single cells to form slugs
and stalks. In humans, one of their functions
is to help our bodies respond to infections.

“Evolution has given human cells seven different copies
of the STAT gene, which means we produce seven STAT
proteins that are similar but have distinct functions,”
Christoph says. “Scientists recently found that
Dictyostelium has four STAT genes, and some of them
have unusual features.” The species lies far back on the
evolutionary tree – probably very close to our earliest
multicellular ancestor – so it might preserve features that
show how animals evolved. Its STAT molecules might
even resemble the original, ancestral STAT that gave rise
to ours.

structural models of the molecule in its free and DNA-
bound forms.

In 1998 his team obtained crystals of STAT3, one of the
seven human versions of the molecule, bound to DNA.
This gave them a sample that could be analyzed in high-
intensity X-rays from the Grenoble synchrotron beam-
lines.Their result was a precise, three-dimensional struc-
ture of the molecule. It shows both how STAT proteins
form pairs and how they bind to DNA.

“What’s fascinating about the structure is the incredibly
complex way – almost like a labyrinth – that parts of the
two protein copies have to knit into each other to bind
to each other and to grip DNA,” Christoph says. “It’s a
very delicate arrangement. It also explains why some
types of STAT bind to another STAT, whereas other
types can only bind to a different molecule. This gives
them different biological activity.”

The structure gave the researchers insights into the last
step of STAT’s activity, when the protein activates a
gene, but it didn’t answer many other questions. What’s
the difference between a STAT molecule on hold, out in
the cell cytoplasm, and one that has been activated?How
does it get into the cell nucleus? “We won’t understand
how the cell controls STAT until we know these things,”
Christoph says. “But the answers depend on being able
to compare the switched-on form of STAT, bound to
DNA, with the inactive form. And we couldn’t get the
protein to form crystals without the DNA.”

* * *

28

The human and Dictylostelium proteins have similar
functions. STATs lie dormant in the major cell compart-
ment, the cytoplasm, until a signal arrives from outside
the cell. This message is passed inside and reaches STAT.
It throws a chemical switch that activates the protein.
First, two STATs dock onto each other. Then the pair is
shuttled into the cell nucleus. Working together, they
can bind to DNA, activate genes, and start the produc-
tion of new molecules.

STAT passes along important information that usually
has dramatic effects on the cell. This means that the
whole process – from receiving information to activating
genes – has to be carefully controlled. There have to be
different safeguards against accidentally switching on
STATs at the wrong times. Supposedly the different con-
formations of STATs – the unbound form in the cyto-
plasm and when bound to DNA in the nucleus – are
part of such a safety system. Christoph and his group
would like to understand the conformational differences
between the types.To find out, they would need detailed
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At that point Dictyostelium (and someone who is pas-
sionately interested in it, a researcher in Scotland named
Jeffrey Williams) entered the story. “Jeff has done a lot of
work on Dictyostelium at the University of Dundee,”
Christoph says.

He goes to his bookshelves and finds – in an instant –
one of Williams’ papers on the creature: an analysis of
Dictyostelium’s STAT proteins. Christoph turns to line
drawings of the organism in its slug phase, maps that
plot key proteins produced in specific parts of the body.
These molecules guide cell differentiation, often under
the influence of STAT.

Montserrat Soler-Lopez and Carlo Petosa from
Christoph’s group hoped to crystallize the Dictyostelium
molecule without DNA. “They were having the same
problems as we’d found in human versions of the mole-
cule,” Christoph says. “So then they decided to try to
crystallize just part of the protein. They were able to do
it – they got good crystals of the key module, the part
that binds to a second STAT and to DNA.”

For the first time, scientists could examine a STAT inde-
pendent of DNA. The overall shape and form of the
individual Dictyostelium STAT molecule is very similar
to other versions of the protein, for example the human
molecule. Comparable parts of the protein are used to
build the bridges that link STATs to DNA and to each
other. However, when two STATs connect to each other
– not yet bound to DNA – they have a completely dif-
ferent shape. “Dictyostelium STAT adopts a fully extend-
ed conformation – like a pair of pliers spread as far as
they can go,” Christoph says. “To enclose the DNA, one

of the copies has to rotate a great distance – about 130

degrees.”

There are other intriguing differences to investigate.

Dictyostelium STAT molecules connect to each other

without the complex interweaving that Christoph and

his team saw in their last structure. And in the move

from single cells to animals, one of the tightly-folded

subunits of the protein seems to have gotten turned

around. What they see, Christoph says, promises new

insights into the cell’s control of STAT signaling, as well

as into the evolution of the molecule. So there are many

things to do, and he discusses the next experiments,

some of which will be carried out with the Dundee col-

laborators.

“Of course, you can’t write about that, yet,” he smiles.

If there is no picture of Jeffrey Williams in this report,

it’s because the collaboration works well by e-mail, tele-

phone conversations, exchanges of ideas and manu-

scripts, and Williams doesn’t come to Grenoble often.

“But you should meet Jeff,” Christoph muses. “It has

been a fantastic collaboration with an incredibly rapid

exchange of information on both sides. I can only

remember one point of stress: once Jeff got upset when

we told him Dictyostelium STAT looked somehow

‘primitive’ compared to its human counterpart.There he

felt he had to defend Dictyostelium. So we agreed that it

just looked ‘simpler.’”
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When it gets hungry, the one-celled
organism Dictyostelium joins up with
thousands of others and takes the
form of a slug-like animal that crawls
in search of food (left). When it finds
some, it stretches upwards as a stalk
with a bulbous head (right). This will
burst, scattering single-celled organ-
isms around the neighborhood.
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How do molecules gain
access to DNA?

30

When talking about STAT, Christoph
Müller is most interested in how a

molecule is switched on, how it forms
pairs, and how it gets sent into the nucle-
us of a cell. But the original plan behind
my visit to Grenoble was to discuss anoth-
er molecule, called ISWI. There the focus
of his lab’s work is something unique that

Sliding the spools 
that lock up our genes
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happens when this protein encounters the DNA stored
in the nucleus.

To understand what it does, he says, you have to be able
to envisage the nucleus. Imagine an immense string, very
thin but thousands of kilometers long, that must be
stored neatly in the smallest possible space. One way to
keep it would be to wrap it around millions of spools,
which would then be carefully organized and packed in
larger bundles. The cell does just this on an incredibly
small scale – the DNA in a human cell is two meters
long, and is packed into a compartment that can only be
seen if you magnify it thousands of times.

But compact storage creates
complications when it comes
time for work to be done on a
precise segment of string,
buried deep in the middle.
This was the topic Peter
Becker, former group leader
in Heidelberg, talked about
when he gave his annual
group leader seminar several
years ago. Not only does a
protein have to locate the
right gene, but spools nearly
always have to be moved out
of the way.

In the cell, the spools are
called nucleosomes, and they
are made of a cluster of eight
proteins called histones. Under
the electron microscope,
DNA and nucleosomes look
like a string of pearls. The DNA strand wraps around
each spool 1.7 times. Most of the time it doesn’t have to
be unwrapped, but the nucleosome often needs to be
pushed out of the way, down the strand, to make some-
thing accessible.

would discover the physical and chemical properties that
allowed it to loosen DNA’s grip on the nucleosome.

* * *
“Making that kind of plan is one thing; doing it is
another,” Christoph says. It wasn’t until 2002 that Tim
Grüne, a Ph.D. student in the group, managed to get
crystals of the protein. By then Peter had taken up a pro-
fessorship at the University of Munich, but there his lab
has pushed forward the project he was working on at
EMBL, and he and Christoph have maintained their
collaboration.

ISWI is a complex molecule
with several parts that carry
out different functions, for
example, collecting the ener-
gy that the molecule needs to
do its job. Christoph’s group
couldn’t get the entire pro-
tein to form crystals, but
they were able to crystallize a
large part of the molecule
which appears to be critical
in recognizing the nucleo-
some.

X-ray analysis gave them a
detailed map of the mole-
cule, which has resulted in a
model of how ISWI docks
ontoDNA and nucleosomes.
“The part we crystallized
looks like a clamp,”
Christoph says. “One jaw of

the clamp is a region that looks like a palm with three
fingers. This is followed by a kind of classical DNA-
binding structure – although in this case, it doesn’t bind
to DNA. The other side of the clamp is a module that
we’ve named SLIDE, for obvious reasons.” Peter and the
Munich lab did experiments that showed how taking out
SLIDE removes ISWI’s ability to bind to DNA and
move nucleosomes.
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Above: a structural picture of ISWI.
Left: Jeanne Moriniere, Cedric Clapier,

Christoph Müller

At his talk, Peter reported that his group had identified
the molecular machine that makes spools slide. A com-
plex of molecules called CHRAC was responsible, and
the team was discovering some things about how single
parts of the machine worked. PhD student Davide
Corona would soon show that pushing was the job of a
protein called ISWI.

Christoph had made the trip up from Grenoble to
attend the talk, being interested in everything about
interactions between DNA and other molecules. He
approached Peter afterwards, suggesting a collaboration.
The Grenoble group had the tools to take a deeper look
at ISWI. If they could crystallize the protein, they could
analyze it on the synchrotron beamlines, and maybe they

“What’s beautiful about the structure,” Christoph says,
“is that the clamp has just the right size and shape to
snap onto a nucleosomal disk, with SLIDE fitting neat-
ly into the major groove of the DNA.”

Does ISWI change shapes as it holds onto DNA? How
does it loosen DNA’s grip on the nucleosome? Does it
crawl around the spool, holding onto the thread, forcing
the nucleosome to turn? “We don’t have the answers
yet,” Christoph says, “but now that we have the model,
we can make detailed hypotheses and design experi-
ments to find out.”
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Putting together 
a complete schedule 

for the activation 
of a gene

Suppose that the nucleus of a human
cell were an international airport. If so,

it would be a massive one, capable of
handling at least 30,000 flights at a time,
each with its own gate and groundcrew.
Every flight would have its own checklist
for the preparation of the plane, for the
arrival of passengers, for the management
of baggage – each step carried out on a
schedule impeccably planned and coordi-
nated with all the other flights.

Activating most genes is at least as complex as coordi-
nating one of these flights. It’s true that sometimes a sin-
gle protein gets things started – like the announcement
summoning personnel to the departure gate. But this is
only one step in a tightly-scheduled cascade of events.
The route to the gene has to be cleared (see the previous
story), and then a large molecular machine has to be
built nearby. Transcribing information from DNA into
RNA typically requires dozens of additional molecules.
For example, activating a single gene through the hor-
mone estrogen – best-known for its role in female repro-
duction – requires the involvement of 46 known mole-
cules and certainly many more that have yet to be dis-
covered. Up until recently, it has been difficult to get a
look at the complete process, figuring out the contribu-
tion of individual proteins in transcriptional activation
and how such complexity is synchronized.

There has now been a major step forward in under-
standing gene activation, made by the lab of Frank
Gannon (whose “other” job as EMBO’s Executive
Director has acquainted him with many of the world’s
large airports). Years of work on the system by which
cells sense and respond to estrogen has allowed his group
to assemble an amazingly complete and detailed picture
of a schedule for the activation of a gene. Along the way
they’ve discovered that some of the key actors play a dif-
ferent role than previously thought.
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The self-winding 
transcriptional clock
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Left (tallest to shortest – at least in this picture): George
Reid, Frank Gannon, Raphäel Métvier.
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What the scientists have found suggests that gene activa-
tion is guided by a great “transcriptional clock” that both
regulates and drives the intricate progression that
achieves gene transcription. It is a self-winding clock:
once the initial steps of transcription have started, the
outcome is inevitable. Frank and his team have now
exposed some of the gears.

* * *
Genes have several parts. At the heart is the DNA code
that a cell uses to create RNA molecules that direct the
synthesis of proteins. This is surrounded by elaborate
instructions that control when and how the gene will be
activated; they are usually different for each gene.
Raphäel Métivier and George Reid, postdocs in Frank’s
group, have been working on a regulatory sequence that
activates a gene called pS2 when stimulated by estrogen.

“This site on the DNA is where a molecule called
Estrogen Receptor-alpha (ER-alpha) docks on,” George
says. “Estrogen doesn’t directly plug into DNA; it needs
an adaptor, and ER-alpha is the receptor protein that
usually manages this job.”

The adaptor doesn’t always sit on the pS2 site, waiting
for stimulation; it comes and goes in cycles. Two years
ago, George and Raphäel and their colleagues showed
that this on-again off-again behavior is key to the cell’s
ability to sense changes in the body’s release of estrogen.
“You can think of this like a sort of video security sys-
tem, where a camera watches a room,” George says. “A
picture gets taken every few minutes, whether something
interesting is going on in there or not. The cell uses 

ER-alpha that way. At regular intervals a receptor lands
on the gene – if there’s estrogen around, it’s loaded, and
that activates the pS2 gene; at times without estrogen,
it’s empty, and has a different effect. In either case, the
receptor gets removed until the next security check.”

So what happens to ER-alpha determines what will hap-
pen to the gene. Six different molecular machines must
be brought together at the pS2 site, along with a huge
protein that does the job of building a new RNA mole-
cule.

“We had learned lots about many of the individual com-
ponents,” George says, “but there hadn’t been any com-
plete description of how ER-alpha orchestrates the
events in this complex process.”

* * *
The scientists turned to a method called chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChiP) which would give snapshot-
like images of the molecules clustered around the regu-
latory part of the pS2 gene. But getting enough materi-
al to detect what was going on meant looking at millions
of cells at a time. “And since each of these is at a differ-
ent stage of activating the gene,” George says, “it would
be like trying to watch a film where all the frames were
shown at the same time, superimposed on each other.
You’d never see the sequence of events.”

Here the scientists took advantage of a trick. They had
invented a way to synchronize the behavior of estrogen-
sensing genes in cells. First they starved the cells of estro-
gen for three days, then treated them with a drug that
made all the regulatory proteins fall off the pS2 gene.
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When the drug was washed away, the whole population
of cells slipped into a synchronized, rhythmic cycle.
Now they could use the ChiP method at different times
after release from the drug to take precise snapshots of
ER-alpha, its partners, and its effects on the gene.

“We took a measurement every five minutes, sometimes
even at one minute intervals,” Raphäel says. “That final-
ly gave us a step-wise picture of which proteins join the
assembly at what times.”

They found a clock-like sequence of events that, in total,
lasted three hours. ER-alpha cycles on and off to the
gene three times during this process, each time coordi-
nating the assembly of a different set of molecules, and
each time changing the structure of the DNA around
the gene. What is particularly interesting – and unex-
pected – is that all three phases are vital to keeping the
gene sensitive to an estrogen signal.

“The first time seems to be a warm-up period,” Raphäel
says. “It doesn’t produce any RNA, but it prepares the
ground for transcription by reversing the effect of the
drug.” That includes bringing along proteins that modi-
fy chromatin – the structurally defined mixture of DNA
and proteins in the nucleus. By changing the protein
spools that DNA is wrapped around through adding or
removing small molecules, the positions of the spools
become changed and create new “slots” to plug in other
molecules.

Towards the end of the cycles, other proteins come along
whose job is to remove ER-alpha from the site. It’s
another essential step, George says, which lets the whole

process start again. “It’s like taking off and landing when
flying, first you have to go up and then you have to come
back down. You might land where you took off, or you
might land somewhere else, but you have to come
down.” And it’s this clearance phase that spins a new
light on the whole process. “The protein complexes
doing the removal are often thought to inhibit gene
expression but really they are just as essential to keep the
clock ticking as proteins traditionally recognized as acti-
vators,” George says.

The second and third times ER-alpha cycles on the pS2
gene are very similar to each other and do lead to the
production of RNA.There are subtly different effects on
chromatin, once again changing the chemistry of the
spools and preparing the gene for the next stage. The
third time around an extra complex gets attached –
called NuRD – that will ultimately reset the gene, letting
new cycles start once again.

To get the full, clock-like picture of the gene’s schedule,
you have to watch the movie that colleague SteffiDenger
has made of the whole process. ER-alpha comes, draws
in protein complexes, leaves. Comes again, draws in
other complexes, and leaves. Each molecular machine
obeys a strict schedule, like staff on the ground and at
the gate, systematically preparing planes for departure
and receiving planes that are landing.

How special is this particular clock?Will each gene have
its own schedule? “That will certainly prove to be true to
some extent,”George says. “The machines that are need-
ed to launch transcription will vary from gene to gene.
But we think many genes need to sense the environ-
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protein complex
that transcribes
DNA into RNA

Genes are activated by the hormone
estrogen through a complex process;
Frank Gannon’s group has now
assembled a detailed, clock-like pic-
ture of how this happens in three
cycles that repeat themselves over
and over again. A receptor called ER-
alpha docks onto DNA, initiaties a
series of events and then leaves
again at regular intervals. If the
hormone estrogen is bound to ER-
alpha, it has a different structure that
provokes the assembly of a large
number of protein complexes in-
volved in the eventual transcription of
the information in DNA molecules
into RNA. Frank’s group has shown
that it’s just as important for ER-alpha
to take off as to land; removing the
receptor resets the clock so that a
new round of transcription can begin. 
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ment; the cell may need to change the amount of a cer-
tain protein that it produces, or shut it down complete-
ly. So there needs to be amonitoring and control system.
What we’ve depicted here is the first fairly complete
model of the system that sees and reacts to estrogen.
Parts of it will certainly be extendable to other genes.
And we’re sure to find that inactivation is a necessary
prelude to the next round of transcription.”

* * *
Estrogen has been linked to cancer and several other
health problems, particularly in women.While develop-
ing an understanding of how genes respond to estrogen,
Frank’s lab has also studied ways to use the new infor-
mation to treat cancers related to estrogen. Recently they
pinned down some of the side effects of a commonly
prescribed drug, and as they did so, they discovered
something that may give insights into the treatment of
breast cancer.

The drug in question is called VPA. “It is often very
effectively used in the treatment of epilepsy or mood dis-
orders,” George says. “But it causes a variety of unwant-
ed effects, from osteoporosis to cysts in the ovaries –

many of which look like disturbances of the estrogen sys-
tem.”

Since the hormone requires a receptor to activate genes,
one of the group’s projects has been to prevent the for-
mation of ER-alpha. “Although essential, this molecule
is rarely found in breast cells,” Frank says, “and when it’s
there, you don’t find it in cells that tend to divide. This
is one of the first things that goes wrong when an estro-
gen-dependent tumor gets started. One thing that estro-
gen can do is to stimulate cell proliferation, and that’s a
key part of breast cancer.”

What about VPA? “The drug has several effects,”George
says. “It stops one of the key types of chromatin modifi-
cation – one that’s essential in transcribing genes. Cells
under the influence of the drug no longer make
ER-alpha; and without the receptor, estrogen signaling is
blocked. Also, some of the other genes driving cell divi-
sion get switched off. Cells stop dividing because VPA
radically changes the production of proteins that control
the cell cycle. This strongly suggests that we should take
a close look at VPA and at other drugs that influence the
structure of DNA, in searching for new cancer thera-
pies.”
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What would cells and organisms be
like if their genes released all the

information they contained all the time,
in a great balloon-like mass, with no con-
trol of the flight path, no chance of
retrieval?This kind of life would be inflex-

How do events 
in the nucleus determine

the fates of molecules?

A link between quality control
and transport

Elena Conti, Sébastian Fribourg, Elisa Izaurralde, David Gatfield
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ible, utterly dependent on nourishment from the envi-
ronment, unresponsive to stimuli. If animals could
evolve at all, their cells would be virtually identical.

But that’s not life as we know it. “DNA creates RNA cre-
ates proteins,” wrote Francis Crick in the 1950s, for the
first time sweeping the cell’s molecules into a grand, syn-
thetic view of their relationships and functions. It quick-
ly became clear that his statement was the tip of an enor-
mous iceberg: the history of molecular biology has been
the story of adding layer upon layer of qualifiers onto
that sentence. At each level – DNA, RNA, and proteins
– the cell regulates the flow of information from genes.
A genetic balloon can be held onto so tightly that it
never flies. Other information is released, but can be
retrieved, helped along, its path corrected, and even
destroyed if it contains errors.

In one way or another, nearly every EMBL lab concerns
itself with some level of this control. Several groups are
looking at a theme vital to our health: how cells recog-
nize and deal with serious mistakes in molecules, defects
that could be fatal if they go unchecked. Unexpectedly,
this has crossed the path of a quite different control
mechanism, one ensuring that mRNAs reach a specific
location in the cell before they are translated into pro-
teins.

* * *
A few years ago, Peer Bork and his lab calculated that
each of us has about 1,000 mutations in genes – mis-
takes that we didn’t inherit from our parents, but will
pass along to our children. Some of these defects may be
harmful because of their effects on the chemical or phys-
ical structure of a protein. Our cells have mechanisms to
identify some of these molecules, for example, by recog-
nizing messenger RNA molecules that have defects and
dismantling them before they are translated into pro-
teins.

This process is called nonsense-mediated mRNA decay
(NMD), and it steps in when an mRNA is detected that
would create an incomplete protein. Such a molecule
might lack a switch to turn it off, or it might bind to the
wrong molecule, or behave in other inappropriate ways.
“NMD requires the combined activity of several differ-
ent molecules,” says Elisa Izaurralde. “Over the past few
years we’ve realized that assembling the NMD machine
is a process that begins in the nucleus, as proteins are
attached to an mRNA. Other partners join as the
mRNA is brought into the cytoplasm.”

One important qualifier to Francis Crick’s unifying the-
sis was the realization that a single gene often can be
transformed into several different mRNAs. The first
“readout” of a gene may get spliced – cut and pasted – in

many different ways, each of which creates a template
for a different protein. During this process, several pro-
teins get attached to the splice site. The group is called
an exon junction complex, or EJC. There may be several
splice sites, so an mRNA may carry several EJCs. Each
of them contains at least six proteins, including the mol-
ecules UPF3, Y14 and Mago.

When splicing is finished, the molecule is shipped out of
the nucleus through a passageway called the nuclear
pore. Along the way, more proteins are added. One of
them, UPF2, gets plugged into the EJC complex along-
sideUPF3, Y14 andMago as the RNA emerges from the
pore. It’s not enough for these molecules to be milling
around the opening; they have to be physically attached
to each other or defective RNA can’t be broken down.

Working with the groups of Elena Conti and Stephen
Cusack, Elisa wanted to understand why this connection
was so essential. Each of the proteins might be needed to
draw in the other parts of the NMD machine, or they
might have other functions. The best bet to find out
would be to obtain a structural picture of the molecules.

Sébastien Fribourg, a postdoc in Elena Conti’s lab,
solved the structure of a complex of Y14 and Mago,
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while Jan Kadlec, a PhD student in Stephen’s group at
the Grenoble Outstation, had decided to take on the
problem of the interaction between UPF3 and UPF2.
Sébastien managed to create crystals out of Y14 and
Mago, bound to each other, and Jan accomplished the
same feat with UPF3 and UPF2 proteins. The teams
mounted the crystals on the Grenoble beamlines and
obtained structures of the complexes.

The result was a fascinating discovery about each set of
molecules. Each pair has a feature that hasn’t been seen
before – what’s most surprising is that it’s the same.

Sébastian discovered that one of the surfaces of Mago
looked familiar: it was a flat, sheet-like area with features
seen in many other molecules. “This type of surface is
almost always used to bind to RNA,” Sébastian says.
“But in the case of Mago, it’s used to hold onto its pro-
tein partner, Y14.”

Jan encountered the same situation: UPF3 has an almost
identical sheet-like surface, putting it to use to bind to
UPF2 rather than RNA. That’s a surprise, Jan says; it
implies that the surface has evolved away from its origi-
nal function. These are the first examples in which this

surface is used to bind another protein – and it happens
in two members of the EJC, both involved in NMD.

The structural picture also reveals interesting things
about UPF2, a much larger molecule that has other
functions as the cell begins to convert the information in
the mRNA into proteins. That task is carried out by a
huge assembly of proteins called the ribosome, whose
contact with the EJC may be what breaks off the pro-
cessing of a defective mRNA. When that happens, the
mRNA needs to be destroyed, which means calling in
yet another set of proteins. UPF2 helps link the
machines together. Jan and Sébastien are now working
withDavid Gatfield and Leonie Unterholzner (two PhD
students in Elisa’s lab) to understand how UPF2 and
UPF3 interact with Y14 and Mago and why all of them
are required for NMD.

Mago and Y14 lie at the core of the complex, Elena says,
functioning as a single unit in NMD. Once fitted
together, their surfaces create a platform for interactions
with many other molecules. While each of the proteins
has undergone variations over the course of evolution,
critical features of their combined surface have been pre-
served, and those characteristics make NMD possible in
all vertebrate species.
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There are striking similarities between the way Mago binds to Y14 (left, top) and the binding of the proteins UPF2 and
UPF3, in the same complex (left, bottom). Below: Anne Ephrussi and Olivier Hachet analyze the splice sites of oskar.
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* * *
Two buildings over, three floors higher on the
Heidelberg campus, Anne Ephrussi’s group has been
working on another example of the control of genetic
information. Sometimes mRNAs have to be delivered to
very specific regions of the cell before their translation
into proteins. The classic example of this occurs in the
very early life of the fruitfly: when it is still an unfertil-
ized egg, an oocyte. An mRNA called oskar must be
placed at the posterior end of the oocyte before it is
translated. If this doesn’t happen, neither the abdomen
nor the reproductive cells of the fly will develop.

Researchers knew that without the help of specific mol-
ecules, oskar mRNA didn’t get to the proper location.
Additionally, a code at the tail of the mRNA, beyond the
sequence that is translated into protein, seemed to play a
critical role.

But then the story became more complex because of the
identity of proteins that seemed to accompany oskar to
the posterior side of the oocyte. Among these were
Barentsz and the fruitfly versions of Mago and Y14. The
closest relatives of this pair in human cells form the core
of the exon junction complex, the EJC. Maybe to
explain what happened to oskar in the cytoplasm, scien-
tists would have to study its processing in the cell nucle-
us. IfMago and Y14 belonged to a fruitfly EJC, it meant
they were being placed on oskar as it was being spliced.

“This suddenly opened up an entirely new view of
oskar,” Anne says. “We knew that it had to be spliced,
but there wasn’t an obvious connection between that and
its localization and translation. Maybe splicing was the
real key to those processes.”

Olivier Hachet, a PhD student in her group, set to work
on the problem using specially-constructed versions of
oskar RNA. “The information in these molecules has
been manipulated to allow us to home in on the key fea-
tures,” he says. “If a version goes astray, it’s missing
something critical. If everything turns out right, it must
contain the information that’s necessary for its proper
localization and translation.”

One of these forms of oskar was perfect in every respect
– except that it didn’t get spliced. “The normal oskar
gene has exons that carry information needed to create
proteins, but it also has three introns – sequences that
need to be removed by splicing,” Olivier says. “The arti-
ficial version of oskar we used doesn’t have introns. So
the mRNA looks exactly the same, except that it doesn’t
go through the process of splicing, so EJC proteins won’t
be attached in these three places.”

No splicing meant that oskar mRNA was leaving the
nucleus without Mago and Y14, and the effects of this

were interesting. In early stages of development, oskar
mRNA was distributed normally throughout the oocyte.
But when the mRNA was supposed to localize at the
posterior pole, nothing happened and the mRNA
remained spread throughout the entire oocyte. Most of
the embryos laid by the mothers failed to hatch because
they lacked abdominal structures.

Does oskar need to be spliced in all three places? More
experiments demonstrated that the first intron is the
critical one; it needs to be removed, and an EJC needs to
be deposited in its place. Without this set of proteins –
even if oskar is spliced in two other places – the molecule
becomes misdirected.

This seemed to contradict studies that had identified the
tail of oskar mRNA as the crucial feature. While the
other experiments had been performed in much the
same way, Anne and Olivier realized there was one criti-
cal difference. Before inserting artificial oskar into the
oocytes, they had made sure there was no natural oskar
around, which had not been the case previously.

“The oocytes in those studies contained normal
amounts of the native oskar, which of course is correctly
localized,” Anne says. “When an artificial mRNA was
put into the oocyte, it could have hitched a ride on com-
plexes that were assembled on that oskar mRNA for
localization. Olivier did some more experiments using
our flies that truly lack oskar, and he showed that the key
was splicing.”
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This doesn’t mean that the tail region isn’t important,
she says. Several years ago she showed that oskar mRNAs
and the proteins connected to them clump into huge
delivery complexes that may contain as many as 100
mRNAs. The tails – or proteins that attach to them –
may specifically help create the clusters and encourage
hitchhiking.

Their work shows that planting an EJC on a particular
splice site creates a specific architecture that controls the
development of a “localization complex,” Anne says.
“Because different splice sites would lead to different
architectures, alternative splicings of an mRNA can lead
them to be placed in different locations in the cell.
That’s a completely new function for splicing.”

* * *
Isabel Palacios, formerly of EMBL and now at Cancer
Research UK, has been working with Elisa on under-
standing the connection between EJCs, NMD and oskar
mRNA localization. They discovered a new molecule,
called EIF4AIII, that joins the EJC complex as oskar
mRNA is being transported to the posterior region of
the oocyte.The molecule acts as a plug connectingMago
and Y14 to Barentsz. Elisa says eIF4AIII probably is
attached to the complex in the nucleus because that’s
where most EIF4AIII is found. Barentsz, on the other
hand, is likely to join the complex after it has been
exported to the cytoplasm. They also showed that
EIF4AIII and Barentsz are both required for NMD in
human cells.

“This was exciting not only because EIF4AIII is a new
member of an interesting protein complex,” Elisa says.
“This molecule helps to localize oskar mRNA. In
humans it’s also important in the degradation of faulty
mRNAs in humans. We’re still trying to understand the
functions of this complex, which is very similar in the
two organisms but seems to have such different func-
tions.”

So the EJC seems to sit at an evolutionary crossroads
that Elisa and Anne have approached from two different
directions. Elisa started looking at it because of the key
role the complex plays in our cells’ ability to destroy
defective mRNAs. Anne has traced the localization of a
protein in the fruitfly back to splicing. Why does the
exon junction complex have such different functions in
flies and humans?

Are they really different? Elisa thinks so, at least where
NMD is concerned. Drosophila also has mechanisms to
break down defective mRNAs. But David Gatfield, a
PhD student in her lab, has shown that this doesn’t
depend on the EJC.

As for localization – Anne thinks that the jury is still out.
There’s no reason that the EJC in humans couldn’t have
a second job alongside its role in NMD. It might build
unique architectures around different splice sites, creat-
ing packages that get aimed at different parts of cells.
More structural work by the groups of Elena, Stephen
and Elisa may permit scientists to connect the size and
shapes of particular EJC complexes to specific destina-
tions.

Anne calls attention to a recent discovery by another lab:
Barentsz is delivered to a particular location in hip-
pocampal cells in the human brain. It’s a smoking gun:
EJC-targeting is likely to be going on in humans, and
she doubts that we’ll have to wait long for proof. Pulling
the story together from two ends has given the teams a
short list of suspects – the proteins of the EJC – to watch
very closely.
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If oskar is spliced and accompanied by Mago and Y14, it
is localized to the one pole of the oocyte before being
translated into protein, and the posterior of the fly will
develop properly (above). If it is not spliced, it becomes
misplaced later in the development of the embryo,
leading to defects (below). 
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What happens 
when molecules 

have outlived their
usefulness?

DNA creates RNA creates protein,
said Francis Crick, and yes, he was

right, but they shouldn’t keep doing it for-
ever. No one knows how many RNAs a
single gene will produce during the life-
time of a cell. If it’s a gene that’s needed all
the time – say, to produce the building

When RNAs retire
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blocks of microtubules – the number could be trillions.
And each of the RNAs can be used to create an incredi-
ble number of proteins. But sometime it had better stop
– if for nothing else, for a service check.

Defective mRNAs get broken down in a process called
NMD (see previous story). In fact, all mRNAs – even
those in perfect health – retire someday. There’s a proce-
dure to be followed: it doesn’t involve a final paycheck,
or turning in keys. Instead, it starts when a large com-
plex of proteins begins chewing the molecule apart,
starting at the tail and working its way upwards.

This process is called deadenylation, and it’s been one of
the interests of Dietrich Suck in Heidelberg for a long
time.He began studying proteins that bind toDNA and
RNA before he came to EMBL in the 1980s. That
makes him one of just a few scientists to escape the nor-
mal process of deadenylation at EMBL – which usually
takes nine years. But if you were looking to find out
something about his own plans for retirement, you’ve
come to the wrong place. His lab is still going strong,
and this year he’s thinking about other things: like the
molecular machines that retire RNAs.

* * *
DNA is made up of subunits called nucleotides; so are the
RNA molecules that are transcribed from a gene. RNA
undergoes some processing and refining in the cell
nucleus before it is carried out to the cytoplasm, where
it will be translated into proteins. One step is to attach a
long tail of adenosine nucleotides onto it  – the poly(A)
tail. This can be very long – it may stretch to 250 amino
acids for an mRNA in mammals. In yeast it’s somewhat
shorter – by the time it leaves the nucleus, it usually con-
tains between 50 and 75 As.

The length of the tail is important; it acts like a timer.
Out in the cytoplasm, the mRNA will usually be
attacked by a deadenylase complex that starts eating its
way up the poly(A) tail; when that’s gone, the protein-
producing part of the mRNA will be open to attack.

In yeast cells, deadenylation is carried out by a large pro-
tein machine called Ccr4-Not. At the heart of the
machine is a core of seven proteins. “Two of these are
deadenylases, capable of cutting nucleotide chains,”
Dietrich says. “But we haven’t known whether one or
both of these are responsible for digesting the poly(A)
tail.” One, called Ccr4, plays some sort of role, because
disrupting its functions dramatically slows the break-
down of the tail.

Stéphane Thore, a PhD student in his group, managed
to obtain a crystal of the cutting part of the seventh mol-
ecule, the other deadenylase, called Pop2. He carried it

off to one of the beamlines at the EMBL Outstation in
Grenoble to get a look at the details of its building plan.

He found that Pop2’s digestive structure is very similar
to a molecule called the PolIII epsilon subunit. “They
both have a cavity where the nucleotide activity takes
place. What we see in Ccr4 is the first example of this
type of cavity in an RNA-digesting molecule.”

Experiments show that in yeast, Ccr4 seems to dominate
the process of degrading mRNAs. “But this complex is
very old, and very well-maintained across many species
including humans,” Dietrich says. “Human cells have a
very similar complex, which has undergone a number of
evolutionary adaptations. It will be interesting to see if
the balance is the same in our own cells and in other
species.”
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Above and below: Two views of very similar
structures. Each image shows PolIII-epsilon
(salmon color) and Pop2 (green); the arrows
show where the chemically-active site lies. The
yellow structure is the nucleotide.

Left: Dietrich Suck and Jerome Basquin snip off
“A”s and passport photos of Stéphane Thore,
who has just finished his PhD and left EMBL.
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How can RNAs shut 
down the activity 

of a gene?

In the days of computers, it’s easy to
delete a word from a text, a book, a dic-

tionary. Programs like Word or Quark-
XPress (used in writing this book) have a
search-and-replace function that can easily
be turned into search-and-delete. Back in
the era of hard copies, accomplishing the
same thing would have been a miserable,
messy job involving scissors, paste, a black
magic marker, white-out, a hair drier, or
all of the above.

It used to be much harder and messier to knock out a
gene in an organism, too. You had to physically remove
it from the creature’s genome, or paste in something that
disturbed the process by which DNA is transcribed into
useful RNA molecules.

But a few years ago a much simpler method was devel-
oped; it works in the mid-field of the passage of infor-
mation from genes to proteins, by interfering with RNA.
The method is called RNA interference, or RNAi.
Scientists have tinkered with it to the point that labora-
tories across the world, including many groups at
EMBL, are now using it to study a wide range of organ-
isms, from worms to mosquitoes to mammals.

The groups of Elisa Izaurralde and Michael Sattler have
now gotten a look at the structure of part of a protein
called Argonaute 2 (Ago2). This molecule is a key figure
in a molecular machine that carries out RNAi in the
fruitfly. The building plan of the protein tells a story
about how it functions in flies and, probably, in most
other species.

* * *
Andreas Lingel steadies an aluminum ladder as Bernd
Simon climbs to the top of a huge silver tank mounted
on legs. I’m suddenly worried about the one credit card
in my wallet, my video club membership, my wrist-

Yin and yang
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Left: Bernd Simon, Elisa Izaurralde, Andreas Lingel,
and Michael Sattler in the NMR room.
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watch, although Bernd says I don’t need to be. Andreas,
a PhD student in Elisa’s lab, has brought over samples of
a part of the Ago2 protein to be examined using nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR). Bernd is loading it into the
machine, which is basically an enormous magnet, capa-
ble of wiping the credit off your EMBL canteen card,
data from your memory stick. “It’s all right,” Bernd
promises, “I come in here every day.”

Michael’s group uses NMR to create pictures of the
structures of molecules. The magnetic field of the
machine aligns the nuclei of atoms, as if they were bil-
lions of tiny compasses pointing true north. Then they
reorient themselves into positions that are affected by the
identity and locations of other nearby atoms. From the
readout of the experiment, scientists can draw a three-
dimensional coordinate map of the atoms in a protein.
Since a molecule’s behavior is determined by its physical
and chemical properties, this often lets researchers con-
nect the dots on a biochemical event.

That’s what they were doing with a part of the Ago2 pro-
tein.

“DNA is a double-stranded helix,” Elisa says. “RNA is
made of nucleotides and it can also form a double
strand. But the RNA in a cell ought to come in a single
strand.” It should come as a yin without a yang. If a cell
detects double-stranded RNA, it thinks it’s a bad mis-
take, or possibly something from a virus, and chops it up
into small fragments called small interfering RNAs
(siRNAs).

The process doesn’t stop there. A protein machine called
RISC scours the cell for messenger RNAs with the same
code – finding even those that are supposed to be there
– and prompts their destruction, like a global “search-
and-delete” function. If an RNA disappears, the cell will
no longer synthesize the corresponding proteins. Ago2 is

a part of the RISC machine, and a part of Ago2 is called

PAZ. Elisa thinks PAZ is one of the stars of the show.

“What we see in the structure is a fold that looks like it

locks onto nucleotides,” Michael says. “We knew that

when there are certain mutations in this area of the mol-

ecule, RNAi won’t work in the organism.That was prob-

ably because something in the shape of the fold was

changing, and PAZ could no longer hold onto RNA.”

The researchers verified this hypothesis by proving that

PAZ can capture RNAs like the fragments produced in

RNAi. Using NMR, they also showed exactly where a

string of nucleotides could fit into the fold. Additional

experiments by Elisa demonstrated that two specific

amino acid changes in the part of PAZ that comes in

contact with the RNA did not disrupt PAZ’s architec-

ture, but could seriously disturb the binding.

How does the RISCmachine recognize siRNAs and why

doesn’t it bind to other RNA molecules? “The fragments

are still double-stranded, and after they have been cut

they are left with a jagged edge,” Michael says. “It seems

that the PAZ domain may recognize these characteristic

features of siRNAs and clearly mark them as something

special to be incorporated into the RISC complex.”

Once incorporated, these siRNAs serve as guides to

detect mRNAs that have similar sequences. If a match is

found the mRNA is degraded.

The mechanism by which this happens is still unknown.

But RNAi is such an important new technology, it’s

doubtful that will remain the case for long.

The structure of the Ago2 PAZ
domain. Amino acids of the
protein that were mutated are
colored gold.
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What shapes 
allow molecules 

to shuttle in and out 
of the nucleus?

Is there a skeleton key 
to the nucleus?

There’s a small, cozy hotel in Hamburg

that has 22 rooms. When a guest

arrives, she gets a key that fits her door.

“In case you come in late,” says the man at

the reception desk, “the outer door will be

locked. But your key works for that, too.”
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The guest might be Elena Conti, or two members of her
group – Noemi Fukuhara and Elena Fernandez; all three
have made the trip from Heidelberg to Hamburg more
than once. Now they’ve come up to work on a project
with Dimitri Svergun at the Hamburg Outstation that
has very much to do with shape. Dimitri is interested in
a biological problem akin to the fact that 22 different
keys can open the same lock.

“Human cells produce 22 proteins of the karyopherin
beta family,” Elena says. “They shuttle other molecules
in and out of the nucleus, through openings called
nuclear pores.”

All of these proteins descended from a single ancestor
hundreds of millions of years ago – long before our pre-
decessors diverged from yeast, a very ancient relative.
Yeast possesses an extensive collection – 14 different
karyopherin betas – that had already developed in our
common ancestor.

Over such long periods of time, the sequences of these
molecules have suffered mutations and other changes.
Normally that would change their shapes as well. Yet
many karyopherin betas still carry cargoes between the
nucleus and the cytoplasm. Since shape and function are
intimately connected, Dimitri began to wonder if there
wasn’t a basic form – a skeleton key – that had been pre-
served.

If so, the key would have to be a rubbery one.Molecules
have to be flexible to worm their way through nuclear
pores while carrying cargo. Scientists have obtained pic-
tures of the molecules locked in various positions. A few
years ago ChristophMüller’s group got crystals of a clas-
sical karyopherin, called importin-beta, bound to a cargo.
They mounted them on a beamline at the Grenoble
Outstation and captured a detailed structural picture.
Another group had captured a picture of the molecule
without a cargo.

But a single example wouldn’t give you the generic pat-
tern. It would be nice to have crystals of the whole set of
import-export molecules. Unfortunately, protein crystals
are hard to make – it hasn’t worked for most karyopherin
betas. There are other ways to get structures, though;
Dimitri works with a method at the Hamburg synchro-
tron beamline called small-angle scattering.

Much like the crystallographers, he uses an intense beam
of X-rays produced by the Hamburg synchrotron, and a
detector to capture the pattern created when the ray dif-
fracts off electrons in the atoms of the proteins. “But
instead of taking aim on a crystal, we can pass the beam
through a protein solution and look at the scattering pat-
tern at very small angles (typically, less than 3 degrees),”
he says.

Left: Without a cargo, importin
molecules have an extended, “z-
like” shape; the fourth importin
(lower right) is loaded with a cargo
and has compressed into a knot. 

Middle: export carriers from yeast
have several different shapes, both
bound to cargo and free.

Right: two more export molecules
from yeast. The structure of Crm1
(blue) is very similar to its nearest
human relative (purple).
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The resulting image won’t be as crisp, he says; there mol-
ecules are all turned in the same direction, giving you a
result like the letter “A”, typed many times on top of
each other. With small-angle scattering, looking at a
high concentration of proteins in a liquid, all the super-
imposed “A”s will be turned in different directions. The
result is a blurry average. But the image may have
enough basic detail to show where the main parts of a
molecule are – Dimitri has developed new computer
methods to milk as much resolution out of the data as
possible. Additionally, you may be able to see how flexi-
ble it is. (The legs of the “A” may scissor outwards, or
pinch together, when it interacts with another mole-
cule.) Structural pictures from crystals reveal molecules
in a rigid, locked-down state.

Noemi and her colleagues wanted to know if general
principles can be drawn about import and export mole-
cules: is there a standard basic shape? Do they have one
form when carrying a cargo, and another when
unloaded? How similar are the shapes in different
species?

The scientists looked at two key import molecules. The
protein transportin, they discovered, is shaped like an
elongated “S”, both when carrying a cargo and when
not.The unloaded form of importin-beta has that shape,
as well. But once it picks up another molecule, it
becomes compact. It can carry different cargoes, and for

each it adopts a unique shape. Another export molecule,

called X-pot, behaves much the same way.

At first the scientists were surprised by the similarities

between importin and exportin, because there seemed

to be critical differences in the basic chemical makeup of

the two molecules, and those ought to affect shape. “But

when we went back and studied the sequence carefully,

we saw features that could explain this,” Elena says.

“What surprises us now is that they behave so different-

ly when they’re loaded.”

Is the S-shape common to all proteins that navigate

through nuclear pores, when they are unloaded? “We

found two export molecules from yeast that had quite

different shapes,” Dimitri says. “So there clearly isn’t a

single shape or type that controls the behavior of one of

these shuttle molecules, even if the proteins are quite

closely related.”

So if the scientists compare the keys to their rooms,

they’ll find some common shapes, but no single pattern

that guarantees admittance to the outer door of the

hotel. Fitting that lock may, in fact, require some serious

bending and twisting and turning.
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Is there anything that Ran can’t do?
Don’t place any bets against this mole-

cule. Over the last decade Iain Mattaj’s
lab, working with groups across EMBL,
have added more and more functions to
its repertoire, and no one will be surprised
if the list continues to grow.

Iain ticks off what was known until last year. “Ran drives
the transport of molecules between the cell nucleus and
cytoplasm,” he says. “It plays a key role in putting
together the mitotic spindle, the structure that separates
chromosomes during cell division.” Later the protein
helps reassemble the membrane around the nucleus.
This has been dismantled before the cell divides and the

How to assemble a hole

How do molecules 
construct passageways

between the nucleus 
and the cytoplasm?
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fragments are scattered throughout the cell.They have to
be drawn back together to form the nuclei of two daugh-
ters.

Ran can drive so many processes because it acts as a
switch that capitalizes on a form of cellular fuel.
Working with other molecules, it can use differences in
the availability of high energy phosphates to either make
or break interactions between the proteins that it regu-
lates, sending them off to participate in new biochemi-
cal reactions. Ran comes in a high-energy form (GTP)
which carries a trio of phosphates; after one is chopped
off it assumes its low-energy form (RanGDP). RanGTP,
the active form of Ran, is found in the nucleus,
RanGDP predominantly in the cytoplasm. This creates
a fundamental chemical difference between the two
compartments that has to be quickly restored after cell
division.

One discovery made by Iain’s group, working with Eric
Karsenti’s lab, showed that the protein that loads Ran
with GTP (RCC1), is lodged in the chromatin – DNA
and all the molecules bound to it in the nucleus. This
creates high concentrations of RanGTP close to the
DNA – a special chemical environment which, Iain
thinks, is crucial to the reformation of the nucleus. Step
by step, his group has been showing how that happens.

The membrane surrounding the nucleus is a complex,
multi-layered envelope containing structures such as
nuclear pores – ring-shaped passageways that control traf-
fic in and out. Recently scientists at the University of
Dundee and Vanderbilt University Medical Center (US)
suggested that RanGTP might be helping to assemble
them.

Each pore is ringed by a tightly-knit set of proteins called
a nuclear pore complex (NPC) that is also dismantled, at
least partially, during cell division. The components are
called nucleoporins (Nups); scientists had identified
about 30 different Nups in human and yeast cells.
Previous studies suggested that Ran helps pull them back
and weave them together at the end of cell division, but
no one knew how.

Tobias Walther, Martin Hetzer and other members of
Iain’s group decided to start looking for answers in the
test tube. It’s a method they have used before to study
Ran. “You begin with a simple system of cell extracts,
then add or remove single molecules and watch the
effects of each one,” Tobias says.

The extracts contained chromatin and a marker that
highlights several key nucleoporins, allowing them to be
tracked. Maybe Ran wasn’t necessary to build NPCs;
chromatin might be taking on its own construction proj-

ects. Nups remained scattered and disorganized,
though, until Tobias and Martin added an artificial
form of Ran that is always loaded with energy.
Immediately, several types ofNups flocked to theDNA.
Those that showed up for the party were clearly being
invited by Ran.

But more was going on: all over the extracts,membranes
were being pulled into thick structures.These were pep-
pered with pore-like rings, even in places where there
was no DNA. This was interesting because it showed
Ran was helping to load the complexes of proteins in
the pore into membranes – an essential step in nuclear
assembly.

Pore structures ought to form only on the chromatin,
though, rather than in other parts of the cell. The
strange structures in the cell extracts were probably the
fault of the artificial, over-energetic Ran, which was now
everywhere. When Tobias used the normal type of Ran
in the extracts, pore-like forms only appeared near chro-
matin, because that’s where RCC1 could convert Ran
into the GTP form.

Ran was pulling in some types of Nup proteins, but
how? Tobias and Martin thought they might be locked
in an embrace with transport molecules like importin-
beta (see previous story). Well, they point out, another
of Ran’s jobs is to uncouple cargoes from their shuttles.
In the next round of experiments, the scientists showed
that some Nups couldn’t join the pore complex if they
were still bound to transport proteins. It looked like Ran
had yet another role to play in the process of assembly.

It was time to move from the test tube to living cells. A
few years back, Iain’s lab had worked with Tony

Left: Cerstin Franz, Matyas Gorjanacz, Wolfram Antonin,
Vincent Galy, Iain Mattaj, Melpomeni Platani. Above: the
hole, inspired by Andy Goldworthy. 
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Hyman’s group to systematically identify the genes in the
worm C. elegans required for forming the nuclear enve-
lope in this organism, which now gave them a good
model to work with. Experiments in the cells of living
C. elegans embryos now confirmed their in vitro findings
about Ran’s role.

Iain says the studies suggest that pores are constructed in
several steps. Ran helps an initial complex of at least

eight Nups to assemble on chromatin by removing
importin-beta, which otherwise inhibits their binding to
chromatin. This attracts others, some of which are
released from import molecules, weaving them together
into a pre-pore complex. “Finally, membranes fuse
around the structure and other Nups join to create a
fully-functional pore,” he says. “It’s a satisfying model.
But testing it is likely to occupy us for several years to
come.”

RCC1

RanGTP

chromatin

Nup

Nup-importin

RanGDP
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Top left: A protein called RCC1, on the chromatin, converts RanGDP into its high-energy form (RanGTP). 
Lower left: Some Nups are bound to importin, which blocks their binding to chromatin. RanGTP frees the Nups from the
importin and draws them towards the DNA. Above: There, they begin to assemble into the ring-shaped structure of a
pore. RanGTP is necessary to get them there.
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Learning from lizards and newts 

How are stem cells
recruited to form muscle? If you’ve ever tried to capture a lizard,

you’ll understand one reason for Nadia
Rosenthal’s fascination with the creatures.
Even if you get your hands on one,
chances are you’ll end up holding its tail
as the lizard scuttles off into a crack in the
rocks. Later, the animal may grow a new
tail, just to help it escape from the next
curious biologist.

Lizards and many amphibians can regenerate entire
body parts that are lost or damaged, so why can’t we?
Why do mammals seem to have lost this ability?

In fact, it hasn’t entirely been lost, Nadia says.The body
often calls up reinforcements to replace cells in damaged
tissue. Embryos are especially good at it; later, the
process doesn’t work as well. Many wounds can’t be
repaired, or the process of healing leaves a hardened scar,
resulting in a poorly-functioning organ and perhaps
death. So what triggers our early regenerative ability?
Where do new cells come from? How are they told how
to fit into an existing tissue or organ? And why doesn’t
the process always succeed?

The body maintains a pool of undifferentiated stem
cells or creates new ones that can be called into service
when needed. One important source of such cells is the
bone marrow, which turns out cells that can transform
themselves into blood or muscle. But little is known
about the steps involved in recruiting such cells to dam-
aged tissue, and how they are told to differentiate and fit
in.

Recently Nadia and her lab inMonterotondo have been
trying to answer some of these questions with the help
of a team from the University of Rome.With the group
of Antonio Musarò, she has been looking at skeletal
muscle – the long, striated tissue that most people pic-
ture when they think of muscles. This is what connects
bones to each other and to tendons, making it possible
for us to move and for our hearts to beat. It’s also what
degenerates in diseases like muscular dystrophy. So any-
thing we find out about the body’s system for repairing

Left: Nadia Rosenthal chases a mouse through an
old Italian palazzo. Is that a tail in her hand?

Above: Nadia works with a strain of mouse whose
muscles, when injured, draw stem cells. They help
repair the damage by integrating themselves into
the tissue and differentiating into new muscle cells.
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skeletal muscle will be closely scrutinized by those hop-
ing to develop therapies.

“The literature is full of reports that stem cells can
become integrated into tissues, even regenerating it
when there has been damage,” Nadia says. “But this usu-
ally happens at a very low rate, and that seems to mean
that most tissues in adult mammals are poor at regener-
ating themselves.” 

And most research so far, she adds, has focused on how
cells near a wound respond to damage. Scientists know
that stocks of nonspecialized cells are kept in the vicini-
ty of muscles, quiet until they receive a signal that there
has been an injury. Then if everything goes right, they
help rebuild the tissue. 

But Nadia and her colleagues believed that cells can also
be drawn from much farther away – from stocks of stem
cells in the bone marrow, which are continually replen-
ished. Now she has very good evidence for this, as well
as a strong clue as to how the cells are summoned.

Earlier the group had worked on a gene called IGF-1 (for
insulin-like growth factor), which is produced by cells in
the mouse embryo; the gene is switched off shortly after
birth. Later in life, though, there is a brief burst of IGF-
1 production when muscles are damaged. This is the

behavior you would expect to see in a protein involved
in tissue regeneration, and the scientists wondered what
role it played. What would happen in a mouse that pro-
duced more of the protein, throughout its entire life?

Nadia and her colleagues developed such a strain of
mice. “We expected that the animals would either expe-
rience severe problems, or it would do them a lot of good
– and it does them a lot of good,” she says. “The most
obvious difference is that they have a lot more muscle
mass and strength, and there don’t seem to be any down-
sides.” (If you see their pictures, you’ll know why the
animals have been tagged with the nickname
“Schwarzenegger mice” at conferences and in the press.) 

Then they discovered that IGF-1 also promotes the
regeneration of muscle in old animals, and in those suf-
fering from the mouse form of muscular dystrophy. One
explanation could be that IGF-1 was triggering stem
cells to help regenerate tissue. Nadia and Antonio
designed a set of experiments to find out.

They began by creating two new strains of mouse. One
would produce a unique new type of stem cell – tagged
with a fluorescent marker, so that it could be tracked
under the microscope. This animal would serve as a
donor; bone marrow taken from it would be transplant-

What happens when muscles are
injured? These pictures show
tissue near the site of an injury
(marked by an asterisk). In
normal mice (left), damaged
tissue recruited very few stem
cells (marked with fluorescent
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ed into a cousin. If the researchers then found fluores-
cent stem cells anywhere at all in the second mouse’s
body, they would know exactly where they came from –
the transplanted marrow.

The mouse that received the transplant was also a special
strain. Researchers manipulated it so that skeletal muscle
– and only this tissue – would produce IGF-1. “We
wanted to know if this tissue attracts more stem cells
than in mice that don’t produce the molecule,” Nadia
says, “and to see if there are differences in muscle repair.”

Now the scientists carefully injected a toxin that would
break down muscle in a specific area, hoping that the tis-
sue would repair itself. The results were clear: upon
injury, IGF-1-producing cells were sending a signal to
the bone marrow, calling up stem cells over long dis-
tances, and the muscle was being regenerated. “It’s as if
those cells have a megaphone,” Antonio says, “and
they’re calling in the stem cells.”

The researchers also found out some things about the
process of regeneration. “It’s been thought that stem cells
simply fuse to cells that have already differentiated and
acquire some of their characteristics,” Nadia says. “We
were able to track phases of their development. Step by

step, they go through all the stages that cells normally
take to differentiate into skeletal muscle.”

The cells do have one peculiarity, she says: they acquire
some of the features seen in amphibian cells that are
involved in regeneration. This hints at an ancient, very
general mechanism that helps complex animals regener-
ate tissue – well-preserved in lizards, newts and salaman-
ders, largely dormant in adult mammals.

What’s next? Does their study presage the next wonder-
drug in the fight against muscle disease?

Not so fast, the researchers caution; don’t jump at ads
offering IGF or similar substances on the internet. IGF
and other “growth factors” got their names because they
can highly stimulate cell division – which, in the wrong
tissue, at the wrong time, can spell tumors. Stem cells are
potent things, and the body has an intricate set of checks
and balances governing their use. Nevertheless, it’s a
promising starting point in unlocking the secrets of an
age-old regenerative power in mammals; IGF-1 mice
promise to have a berth in Nadia’s and Antonio’s labs for
some time to come.

Just don’t try to catch one by the tail.
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green). But in mice whose cells
continuously produced Igf-1
(right), there was a heavy
movement of stem cells into the
region, and these cells generated
new muscle tissue.
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When were you at EMBL? Where are you now and
what are you doing?

I was at EMBL between 1983 and 1998, as a
Coordinator of the Differentiation Programme (which
later became Cell Regulation). Now I have a lab at the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New York. My
interests have remained much the same: how do blood
stem cells know what to become and what goes wrong in
leukemia? When I came to Einstein, some five-and-a-
half years ago, I had to start from scratch (none of my
former coworkers joined me) and I also switched from
chickens to mice. It was hard at first but has paid off:
working with a new animal model, having new cowork-
ers and being surrounded by colleagues interested in bio-
medical problems was a very positive change in my
career.

What was the most exciting science that you were
involved in while you were at EMBL?

We found – by accident – that erythroid-leukemia cells
infected with an avian leukemia virus can be induced to
differentiate into macrophages. This was accompanied
by the downregulation of an erythroid transcription fac-
tor called GATA-1. When a new student, Holger
Kulessa, began to work in my lab in 1993, I suggested to
him to see what happens if he re-expresses the factor in
these macrophages, hoping that now the cells would
turn on red cell markers, but expected that they would
otherwise retain their macrophage phenotype. Our jaws
dropped when we noted that the cells went all the way:
They had extinguished all macrophage markers in addi-
tion to becoming “red”! Follow-up experiments provid-
ed a molecular explanation for GATA-1’s versatility,
namely that it can both activate and suppress specific
gene expression programs, by entirely different mecha-
nisms. The original finding has turned out to be a more
general principle that also applies to other transcription
factors and is currently guiding us in our attempts to

‘engineer’ blood cells from various sources, but without
requiring stem cells, by enforced transcription factor
expression.

There are still anecdotes being told about some of
your adventures here.

There were a few. In the mid-1980s I organized a sym-
posium on Oncogenes and Growth Control that later
became a series. The part of being an organizer that I
liked the most was designing the posters. The poster for
the 1990 meeting was particularly fun: it showed a
bunch of us (both sexes) from waist down in ascending
order of body size, wearing “blue genes.” I remember
that we had a hard time to get the picture done because
we were laughing so much. Years later, we tried a rein-
carnation of the same theme for another conference of
the series. At this time anti-oncogenes were en vogue and
so we had another group picture taken, now without us
wearing any ‘genes’.However, as one might imagine, this
picture never made it into the public. Looking at the
original poster I have since often asked colleagues to
guess whose legs and rear end are whose. The answers
tend to be remarkably accurate.

What was the overall situation of the Laboratory at
that time? Were there crises that had to be dealt
with? How were these overcome?

EMBL went through recurrent crises during my tenure,
as several of the member states reexamined the missions
of the Laboratory and its role in Europe. EMBL under-
went a number of reviews and emerged, thankfully,
unscathed. In fact, it grew through the addition of the
EBI, and then I became an emissary to scout out the
Monterotondo campus, a conglomerate of brand new
labs that had been abandoned by an oil company and
was now offered to EMBL by the Italian government.
The rest is history.
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What influence has your time at EMBL had on your
later career?

I am an “Embloid in exile.” I have tried to export the
EMBL style to the Albert Einstein, and everybody at
first seemed enthusiastic about the idea to create an
attractive canteen and a café that is open all day (and
would perhaps even serve beer!). Unfortunately nothing

much changed and I reluctantly had to accept that there
is a big gap in the science culture between the US and
Europe, and that grafts are not easily made. Luckily, I
have been involved in helping to launch a new institute
in Spain, the CRG in Barcelona. Only little of my input
was needed to make it more like an EMBL clone.

What makes EMBL unique compared to other
places you have been?

It’s not only its internationality, which can be seen in a
few other places, particularly in the United States. For
example, the faculty of my present department in New
York has only two Americans, out of 13, and it is as easy
to exchange ideas and start collaborations as it was back
at EMBL. However, here these exchanges almost never
happen through chance encounters, such as during a
chat in the cafe. I also miss the way everybody mixes at
EMBL, regardless of status, and the lack of formality
with which the young interact with the old. One of the
things that I liked most about EMBL is that it was so
open and transparent – everybody could enter and leave
the laboratory (even the library) unchecked and no cor-
ner seemed to be off limits. And then there were lots of
other things that I liked – and miss – the aesthetically-
pleasing buildings, the lack of bureaucracy, the potatoes
à la Graf, the crèche/kindergarten, the workshop, the
parties... (not the weather, the Kleinstadt feeling, the
sometimes perhaps excessive sense of belonging to an
elite...)

How relevant is EMBL today and for the future of
science in Europe/in the world?

That I leave to the statisticians. It is clear that EMBL is
still among the very best – and I hope it will remain so
for a long time to come.
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and onco-jeans

Thomas Graf

Thomas then (left), and Thomas now.
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Seeking the sources of
anxiety in the brain You can find Cornelius Gross’ lab a few

doors down from Nadia Rosenthal’s;
it still has a slightly unlived-in look,
reflecting the fact that his is the newest
group in Monterotondo. He comes in
shaking off rainwater and hangs up his
coat. The traffic was bad and it is raining
after a week of brilliant weather, but it has-
n’t gotten him down. “I’m in Italy,” he
says. “I like it even when it rains.”

This is the first time we’ve met, which means a short
exchange of biographies – always interesting. It’s no
longer surprising to find a scientist whose career path to
EMBL hasn’t been linear. Cornelius had everything a
young scientist could want: freshly-graduated with a
PhD from one of the world’s most famous universities,
offers to continue as a postdoctoral fellow in renowned
labs, working on interesting problems. But that would
mean a commitment to several more years at the bench,
which he had been doing at Yale for the last six years.He
wanted to take time out to think.

“I got a job as a science teacher in mid-town Man-
hattan,” he says. “This was in an alternative high school,
with small classes. I loved it. Teaching pumps you up, it
takes a special kind of energy, and I really liked doing sci-
ence with the kids. The second year I was there I devel-
oped a new curriculum with the brain as the focus.
Students went around asking each other, ‘Are you taking
the Brain?’”

He brought in interesting speakers: a Buddhist monk,
scientist friends from nearby laboratories. One of these
gave him a book called Listening to Prozac, by the noted
psychiatrist Peter Kramer. He found it fascinating.
While for many years, there had been drugs around to
treat depression and anxiety, Prozac was something new;
it could be used without the side effects of earlier treat-
ments. This was changing psychiatry, as well as public
perceptions of it.
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Prozac and the mouse
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Left: Cornelius Gross. Above: Prozac.
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At nearby Columbia University, the lab of RenéHen was
trying to pin down the molecular mechanics by which
such drugs affected the brain. Hen offered Cornelius a
postdoctoral position. It would mean a big switch: work-
ing with the mouse rather than the fruitfly, which had
been his focus at Yale, but Cornelius found the topic
irresistible. So after two years in the classroom, he put
down the chalk, turned in his gradebook, and went back
to the lab.

* * *
Mice have long been used as models to study aspects of
human behavior, including anxiety. When confronted
by a sound or another stimulus that they associate with
something unpleasant, mice freeze and show other signs
of anxiety. Since at a molecular level, there are strong
similarities between our brains and theirs – the same
types of neurotransmitter molecules are used to pass
along information – Hen and his colleagues hoped to

understand the effects of drugs like Prozac by studying
their effects on the mouse brain.

To do so, they had developed strains of mice in which
they could manipulate the way that cells receive a neu-
rotransmitter called serotonin. Studies since the 1950s
have consistently shown that this molecule affects emo-
tional states. Drops in levels of serotonin frequently lead
to depression and anxiety; higher levels have antidepres-
sant effects.

Cells sense neurotransmitters through receptor proteins
mounted in the outer membrane. There are 14 different
receptors capable of sensing serotonin in humans; one of
these, the 5HT1A receptor, seems most important when
it comes to anxiety and depression. It is only produced
in two places in the brain, in specific cells: one set back
in the brainstem, and another in the forebrain.

Drugs that increase the uptake of serotonin reduce
depression and anxiety. Scientists had created strains of
mice entirely lacking in 5HT1A receptors; the animals
showed more anxious behavior in tests than their normal
cousins. This didn’t necessarily mean that serotonin is
the answer to anxiety, particularly since scientists didn’t
understand what it was doing to cells or brain tissue.

Cornelius wanted a closer look at the mice. “When
patients take the drug, serotonin levels rise almost imme-
diately in the brain,” he says, “but it usually takes four or
five weeks before they experience a significant change in
anxiety or depression. That means something else must
be happening – there must be slow biochemical or struc-
tural changes in the parts of the brain most affected by
the neurotransmitter.”

Would mice also be anxious if they lacked 5HT1A
receptors in only one of the brain locations, or only at
specific times? What would happen if a mouse had the
molecule, but it suddenly stopped working? The team
developed a special strain of mouse which gave them
very precise control of the receptors. “In essence, the ani-
mal has no functioning receptors in the brainstem,”
Cornelius says, “and those in the forebrain can be shut
off any time we want. It’s what we call a conditional
knockout mouse, where the gene for the receptor is
hooked up to a switch. By giving the mouse an antibiot-
ic in its drinking water, you stop neurons from creating
the receptor.”

Tests with adult mice produced unexpected results, and
at first Cornelius didn’t know what to make of them.
“Shutting down the receptors in adults – older than ten
weeks – didn’t have any effect at all,” he says. “The mice
looked completely normal in terms of anxiety. That did-
n’t necessarily say anything about drugs meant to tune
up the system, but it was worrisome; we might be look-
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Above: Neurotransmitters like serotonin are released by
neurons and usually dock onto receptor proteins on the
surface of neighboring cells. This changes the behavior
of cells and may influence a person’s moods. Right: an
anxious mouse from René Hen’s lab. 
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ing in the wrong place; the link between anxiety and
serotonin might be more indirect than we’d thought.”

But discussions with his colleagues suggested another
possibility. In humans, early childhood experiences had
been shown to affect their susceptibility to anxiety once
they reached adulthood; maybe the same thing was hap-
pening in the mouse. It was conceivable that early in life,
serotonin could be making basic structural changes in
the mouse brain that have a life-long effect on the ani-
mal’s behavior.

“Our strains of mice could also be used to test this idea,”
Cornelius says, “so we began working with the animals
right after birth, shutting down receptors at much earli-
er stages. And we noticed that there is a key window –
between birth and three weeks of age, the time when
mice are weaned – where serotonin seems to play a crit-
ical role. This is also a phase where most neurons have
been formed, but they’re in the process of establishing
key connections to other cells. If receptors aren’t active
during that period, you’ll have an anxious adult.”

He is cautious about extrapolating these results to the
effect of antidepressant drugs, although the experiments
provide strong evidence that serotonin’s role changes
over the course of development. So Prozac and other
substances might have different effects at different times,

and they may not be able to make up for problems that
occurred early in development.

What kinds of changes occur in the brain during the
development and relief of anxiety? Cornelius participat-
ed in another study carried out by colleagues at
Columbia, showing that long-term treatment with anti-
depressant drugs leads to the formation of new neurons
in a part of the brain called the hippocampus.This small
structure seems to have an important role to play in
memory and learning, as well as moods and emotions.
It’s a start, Cornelius says, but there’s a long way to go
before scientists have thoroughly understand how sero-
tonin and early events in the brain affect the behavior of
adult mice, let alone humans.

He describes a long line of experiments to do, in which
his strains of mice will play a key role. “Linking behav-
ior to cell activity and brain structure is very complex; it
will require crossing these mice with other strains, care-
ful studies of their behavior, and a good pathology lab to
look at tissues,” he says. “Monterotondo has been set up
as a focal point with a collection of many different
strains and labs that use all these approaches. It’s the
ideal place to pursue this type of work.”
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In math class, every child learns the
commutative law of multiplication,

which says that three times two equals
two times three. Both amount to six, and
you can change the order of the numbers
without changing the result.

In biology, however, it can matter a lot whether a six
breaks down into three groups of two or two groups of
three. Winfried Weissenhorn, group leader at the
Grenoble Outstation, thinks it might make a great deal
of difference in how information is passed through the
nervous system.

Serendipity and the quiet brain

How many calls does a
neuron receive before it

hangs up the phone?
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Communication in the brain depends on the level of
electrical activity inside neurons. If that level is high, a
cell will excite its neighbors, which will go on to stimu-
late many others. However, neurons shouldn’t be stuck
in a constant transmission mode; that would mean per-
petual overload for the brain. So activity levels needs to
be controlled, and a key way that cells manage this
involves releasing neurotransmitter molecules that are
taken up by proteins on their neighbors.

A neighboring cell can only hear the message if it has a
receptor protein that matches the neurotransmitter.
Then it may respond, if the signal is loud enough. Rarely
does a cell respond to a single stimulus; it prefers loud
signals, which means that lots of different receptors have
received the message. If a signal is weak, the cell can take
action to turn up the volume: recruiting more receptor
proteins, dragging them into a tight cluster on the cell
surface, like pointing an array of antennas at a weak
radio source.

Winfried has spent many years working on how cells
organize the contents of their membranes. Maria Sola
and Vassiliy Bavro in his group wanted to understand
the structural properties that allow a molecule called
gephyrin (from the Greek word for “bridge” organizes
receptors for the neurotransmitter glycine on the mem-
branes of neurons. To do so, they were going to have to
look at what happened inside the cell, just under the sur-
face of the membrane. In doing so, they worked in close
collaboration with Heinrich Betz’s group, at the Max-
Planck Institute for Brain Research in Frankfurt, who
had originally discovered gephyrin. And they were about
to make a discovery that involved a bit of luck.

* * *
You can think of it as luck, Winfried says. On the other
hand, you could call it good, careful science.

Understanding the neurotransmitter takes some back-
wards thinking, Winfried says, because the molecule is
an inhibitor. “So when glycine activity is very high, it
tunes down electrical activity in the neuron, and when
there isn’t much glycine, the neuron becomes excited. It’s
as if the more calls your office gets on the phone, the
fewer you pass along to the boss.”

Reducing neuronal activity is important in many differ-
ent situations, such as controlling pain – there, too,

EMBL ANNUAL REPORT 2003/2004
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Left: Guy Schoehn (CNRS) and Winfried Weissenhorn.

Right: pictures from the electron microscope (EM) facility
run by Guy in Grenoble. Images produced by EM showed
that cellular proteins collect in dense networks, helping to
control how sensitive neurons are to stimuli.

glycine plays a role.The process depends on tightly clus-
tering glycine receptors so that a signal is perceived
strongly enough.

Like most proteins found in the cell membrane, the
glycine receptor has a “bushy” head that stretches out of
the cell as well as a “root” inside.When the head receives
a signal, a channel is opened, leading to a chemical
change that attracts other proteins. To increase the effi-
ciency of the signal, receptors are drawn into clusters
under the cell surface. “In the case of glycine receptors,
the key player is a protein called gephyrin,” Winfried
says. “Heinrich Betz’s group showed that you don’t get
accumulations of the receptor without gephyrin, in the
test tube. It does so by connecting up with the cell
cytoskeleton – a network of fibers and tubes that gives
cells their shape; it uses these as a support as it drags
receptors together.”

Here’s where the math comes in. Gephyrin molecules
typically form partnerships of three, called trimers, and
when they do their surfaces allow them to pair up with
another one, forming a group of six. That ultimately
leads to the formation of an extensive network. Maria’s
work with protein crystals had revealed the structures of
the parts of gephyrin that permit it to form trimers and
then pairs of trimers. The latter results also allowed her
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Using mass spectrometry, Thomas discovered pairs
rather than trimers inWinfried’s samples was pairs – not
triplets – of gephyrin molecules. This led to the discov-
ery of a switch between trimers, larger networks, and
then the break-up of the network into pairs in the test
tube. The behavior of the receptors suggests a mecha-
nism by which cells can quickly increase their sensitivity
to glycine and then lower it again – an entirely new
hypothesis about how molecular structures guide the on-
again, off-again clustering of receptors.

“This must be a very active mechanism, because the cell
surface can switch between the two states in seconds,”
Winfried says. “What we think is that stimulation makes
gephyrins form triplets. They grab onto receptors and
pull them together into larger and larger networks. So if
you imagine a group of six, they come together because
of the triplets. The surprise is that when they disassem-
ble, there are still pairs that hold onto glycine receptors,
and they may now be recycled.”
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to show how gephyrin links up to the tail of the glycine
receptor. However, Vassiliy showed that this docking
shouldn’t be too tight – otherwise there won’t be enough
flexibility to allow the receptor to work properly. The
result, Winfried says, is a picture where single gephyrin
molecules, belonging to different trimers, can link up
into pairs and draw a large number of receptors togeth-
er, strengthening signal reception. Winfried and Guy
Schoehn (CNRS) have now observed such networks
directly under the electron microscope.

Here’s where luck came in. The researchers had sent a
sample off to Thomas Franz, who runs EMBL’s
Proteomics Facility in Heidelberg – a service dedicated
to analyzing the proteins found in the course of scien-
tists’ experiments. “The sample had precipitated – it was
just poor,” Winfried says. “A lot of people would proba-
bly have taken one look at it and sent us an e-mail say-
ing, ‘What are you sending us stuff like this for? Come
back when you have better samples.’ But Thomas is per-
sistent, and he went ahead and analyzed it anyway.What
he found has changed the way we think about how
gephyrin works.”

Glycine is secreted by brain cells; it docks onto receptor proteins on the surface of neighboring cells and changes the
activity of neurons. Receptors are clustered together into a network through the help of a protein inside the cell called
gephyrin. Winfried and his colleagues showed that a conformational change in these interactions can influence the cell’s
receptivity to the signal. 
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“I worked at EMBL in 1982/83. Notwithstanding the
fact that I am Italian, I didn’t work in an Italian group,
but in a Belgian one, to share the international working
style of EMBL. The group leader was Marc Zabeau and
I worked on EcoRV restriction and modification system.
Now, I’m working at the Department of Biology and
Genetics for Medical Sciences, Medical Faculty,
University of Milan. The research I’m involved in con-
cerns the identification of the molecular basis of some
human diseases (i.e. rare inherited coagulation disorders
such as afibrinogenemia and factor V deficiency, and
neurological disorders, such as autosomal dominant noc-
turnal frontal lobe epilepsy).”

What was the most important scientific event that
you took part in at EMBL?

The report, by Weinberg during a meeting at EMBL, of
the first mutation underlying a human tumour (bladder
carcinoma).

What’s the funniest thing that happened while you
were here?

There was one funny incident with my watch. During a
routine control, I was monitored with a Geiger counter
and it went out of scale. Since I was not using radioac-
tivity in that period, it took a while to understand what
had happened. Finally, since the Geiger gave a signal
when it passed over my wrist, we realized that the signal
was due to my watch, in particular to the phosphores-

cent dots used to check the time at night. When I went
home, I informed the Swiss producer of the watch (it
was an important brand) and not only did they substi-
tute the dial, but they also eliminated the use of phos-
phorescent material. They also bought a Geiger counter,
whose existence they didn’t know of.

What contact have you had with the laboratory
since you left?
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Alumni interview        Maria Tenchini

EMBL and the Swiss watch

I didn’t have the chance to continue
a scientific collaboration with the
laboratory where I worked, but I
maintained contacts with some
Italian group leaders. Now, more
than 20 years after my time at
EMBL, I have started a collabora-
tion with ELLS, the new education
facility.

What makes EMBL unique
compared to other places you
have been?

The prominent feature of EMBL is
the ability to identify research
themes which will be key-themes in
the future.
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Electron microscopy
reveals much more than

a slice of life 

Remember getting your first micro-
scope, for Christmas or a birthday?

Remember running around the house col-
lecting things to look at: wings that had
fallen off bugs, or dusty, unidentifiable
objects from under the sofa, or a chunk of
hair torn from your brother’s head? If it
could be squeezed between the lens and
the slide, and enough light could be
found, you were ready to go.

Mounting a sample under the electron microscope (EM)
isn’t quite that easy. Think instead, says Claude Antony,
of preparing one of those very complex French meals;
think of slicing and mixing and baking for a meal that
starts at seven in the evening and that ends... well, when
the host doesn’t bring out any more wine. “That’s what
it’s like,” he says. “All of science is like cooking – except
maybe bioinformatics – and I like to cook.”

In addition to pursuing his research (and culinary) inter-
ests in Heidelberg, Claude is in charge of the new elec-
tron microscopy core facility. Building the facility brings
the lab full circle in its relationship to an important
technique – EM had a prominent place in the 1975
EMBL annual report, the first ever written. Thirty years
ago Director General John Kendrew wrote that Kevin
Leonard had been hired to head a high-resolution elec-
tron microscopy group, and that a second team would
soon be put into place. “The group intends to establish
a fully-equipped electron microscopy laboratory...
Besides collaboration with other groups in the
Laboratory, the group plans to concentrate on develop-
ing better specimen preparation techniques, on low dose
imaging techniques, and on assessing the applicability of
different detector systems in the scanning transmission
electron microscope to biological problems.”

That lab was built, with the help of EMBL’s first
Instrumentation group, and it has provided cutting-edge
research for nearly thirty years. New methods of prepar-
ing samples and collecting data have dramatically
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Cooking up a new facility
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Don’t panic; EMBL hasn’t changed chefs. Claude
Antony, hired to establish the new electron
microscope core facility, sneaks over to the kitchen
to engage in his favorite hobby.
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increased its possibilities, so more scientists want to take
advantage of it. Since not all of them have learned the
subtleties of good cooking, Claude has been hired to
help.

* * *
Kevin Leonard has just retired from EMBL,making him
one of very few scientists to spend most of his career at
the Laboratory. Most days you’ll still see his motorcycle
parked directly in front of the building, so he’s still
active; it’s doubtful that this report will be the last word
about his scientific work at EMBL.

Over the course of three decades, he has witnessed and
participated in some major developments in EM. “A
major advance was the introduction of cryo-EM at
EMBL in the 1980s,” he says. “Jacques Dubochet and
his colleagues developed a new way of preparing samples
by rapidly freezing them in a thin layer of vitreous ice.
This preserves the samples in a more natural environ-

ment and enables better structural data to be obtained.”
These techniques and those of computer image process-
ing have been taught in a regular series of EMBO elec-
tron microscopy courses, started by Kevin in 1982.

Kevin has made use of EM to study the structure and
function of insect flight muscle, using large, frightening
water bugs imported specially from Thailand. A differ-
ent line of work was the study of very large membrane
protein complexes by electron microscopy. With any
other technique, he says, it is practically impossible to
obtain high-resolution images of the intricate way that
these molecules weave through membranes. Work on
Titin, another very large muscle protein (actually the
largest protein known) was started in his group by
Siegfried Labeit in 1988.

Over the years, he has shared EMBL’s well-equipped EM
laboratory with other scientists including Gareth
Griffiths, who wants to understand subcellular compart-
ments and viral invasions, Stephen Fuller, who helped
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Below: Images produced in the new facility. Right: Kevin Leonard aboard his racing bike. Below right: Kevin’s personal
parking space in front of the building.
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develop software to do sophisticated image analysis of
symmetrical objects like viruses, Werner Kühlbrandt and
Bettina Böttcher, who have been world record-holders
for EM resolution, and Andy Hoenger who has looked
at microtubules,motor proteins and the fibers that cause
Alzheimer’s disease... The list goes on and on.

EM is currently experiencing another surge of interest
because scientists want to look at large structures such as
complex assemblies of molecules, or to get 3D views of
organelles in living tissue. “It’s nearly impossible to study
those using the techniques for single proteins, like the
synchrotron beamlines,” Claude says. “But recent
advances in imaging are permitting us to do real three-
dimensional models of cellular architecture. 3D recon-
struction software is making it feasible to abandon 2D
pictures in favor of 3D ones – that’s the new thrill these
days.”

The core facility will assist scientists in all aspects of EM,
including preparing samples and collecting data. “We
are developing a method to cryo-fix whole cells with the
newly-installed High Pressure freezer,” Claude says. “If
you happen to be passing by room 305B and get siezed
by the desire to be vitrified – it can be done in 20 milli-
seconds. Isn’t that marvellous? Of course, you’ll have to
wait a bit in a nitrogen container before we put you
under the electron beam.”

Actually, freezing a large object, for three-dimensional
viewing,may require a couple of weeks, Claude says. But
you can’t have everything in 20 microseconds.

“We want to acquaint scientists with the entire ‘menu’ of
possibilities offered by electron microscopy,” Claude
says, “so we give advice on matching the right methods
to suit particular problems, as well as training.”

Does that include cooking lessons?

“Of course!” Claude says. “And you’re welcome to bring
your own knife (a diamond blade is recommended).
What you’ll learn here is just a bit more subtle than
preparing a routine supper – and we’ll be preparing
things you’ve probably never thought of as meals.”
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How do you bridge 
the gap between details

and the big picture?

Imagine a puzzle with thousands of tril-
lions of pieces, in a vast box. On the

cover is a picture that shows what the
completed puzzle ought to look like. But
opening the box, you discover that each
piece is so small it contains a single blurred
pixel, impossible to place in the larger pic-
ture on the lid. You might be left having to
fit single piece against single piece, hoping
they will snap together, trying to assemble
larger groups that show enough of the pic-
ture to make sense.

Such is our state of knowledge of the cell, says Rob
Russell. “We’re still a long ways from having a complete
molecular anatomy of the cell. That would mean start-
ing with the whole picture, zooming in on any section,
seeing what molecules are there and understanding how
they interact with each other.”

Microscopes provide the broad picture printed on the
lid. The box has been steadily filling up, thanks to
genome projects that are giving lists of all the potential
puzzle pieces.We even have crisp outlines of some of the
pieces, thanks to techniques like X-ray crystallography,
which are able to create detailed maps of single mole-
cules. Most of the pieces still have fuzzy edges, but
“structural genomics” efforts aim to define many more
of their shapes, at a rapid pace. So there is hope that
someday, scientists will at least have the edges necessary
to fit many more single pieces together.

Most of what happens in cells, however, is the work of
many more molecules, functioning as parts of “molecu-
lar machines”. These are so large and complex that it’s
nearly impossible to capture their details with X-ray
techniques, and yet they are still too small to see in
enough detail through the microscope.What’s missing is
an instrument that spans the gap.
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Towards a complete molecular
anatomy of the cell
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Left: Luis Serrano, Rob Russell, Patrick Aloy,
Bettina Boettcher, Peer Bork, and Anne-Claude
Gavin.

Above: A detailed structural picture of a protein
superimposed on the fuzzier image produced by
electron microscopy.
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When working on a puzzle, one of the best ways to start
is to sort the pieces into sensible piles.That was extreme-
ly difficult until recently, when scientists made a huge
leap forward. Two years ago the company Cellzome and
EMBL examined about a third of the proteins in yeast,
coming up with a huge list of the molecules they work
with. This was possible because of the efforts of other
EMBL groups: Bertrand Séraphin’s lab gave scientists a
way to draw protein complexes from cells without losing
most of the pieces in the extraction process; Matthias
Wilm’s lab has steadily improved mass spectrometry
techniques, which identify the proteins in the machine.
The result is a parts list of many of the cell’s molecular
complexes.

“But even if we know which two, or six, or eighty mole-
cules bind to each other,” Rob says, “we rarely know how
they fit together, and that’s critical to understanding
their function.”

* * *
To bridge this frustrating gap, Patrick Aloy and other
members of Rob’s lab decided to use a technique that
thrives in the middle range: the electron microscope. It
can’t show how individual atoms are arranged within a
molecule or a complex – the ultimate goal – but the pic-
ture often suffices to reveal amachine’s clumpy contours.

Just as you might be able to derive a lot of information
from a blurred picture of an automobile motor, if you
already know what single parts look like, the informa-
tion in electron microscope pictures can be useful in
showing where specific parts lie in molecular machines.

The group teamed up with Bettina Böttcher, Luis
Serrano, Peer Bork, and scientists from Cellzome in a
major project to photograph many of the molecular
machines that had been discovered in yeast. Combining
the smallest visible features in the puzzle of the cell with
knowledge about how single parts fit might produce
detailed information about the structure of a machine as
a whole.

They had already proved the principle: last year, Patrick
and his colleagues captured electron microscope images
of a yeast complex called the exosome. Its assembly plan
was amystery, but it was related to another protein com-
plex in bacteria that was well understood. The two
machines continued to perform similar functions in cells
despite being separated by vast stretches of evolutionary
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Patrick Aloy and Rob Russell

“Even if we know which two, or six,
or eighty molecules bind to each
other, we rarely know how they fit
together, and that’s critical to
understanding their function.”
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time, so the scientists hoped that they had retained a
common architecture. (You might be able to diagram a
Mercedes engine from a very blurry image, if you can
compare it to a sharp picture of the motor of a BMW.)
“That’s the ideal case,” Rob says, “where a protein com-
plex in one organism closely matches the structure of a
single protein in another.”

Under the electron microscope, the two machines had
very similar shapes. Adding information about the phys-
ical and chemical properties of exosome proteins estab-
lished some ground rules by which they might bind.The
combination of these types of information gave
researchers a clear idea of its building plan.

Now the work has
shifted into higher
gear; the scientists have
used the same strategy
to model over 50 yeast
complexes. As well as
revealing new features
of several of the
machines, the study
has provided insights
into how some assem-
blies interact with each
other – like suddenly
figuring out how larger
blocks of the puzzle
snap together.

“In some cases, we
already knew where a
few of the pieces
belonged – the ques-
tion was, how did the
others fit in?” Rob
says. “For example, the
yeast exosome contains
extra proteins that
aren’t found in bacteria. And under the electron micro-
scope, you see some extra lumpy stuff in the complex –
that probably shows where those molecules are.”

predict how two will fit. It helps if you can draw paral-
lels between unknown shapes and known ones – which
you might be able to do if you are clever at reading their
codes – enough to fit them together.

The same thing can be done if you want to study how
entire machines interact to work together. If you can
make a reasonable guess about what parts of proteins are
exposed on a surface, you may well be able to match
them to the molecules on the outside of another
machine. “In some cases we know these assemblies work
together,” Rob says, “but there has been no mechanical
account of where they link to each other.”
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Comparing assemblies in yeast to their closest relatives in many
other species, using several different techniques, allowed Rob
Russell’s group and their collaborators to obtain detailed struc-
tural pictures of many new protein complexes. They have also
discovered cross-talk between many different molecular networks
– like watching major chunks of a puzzle come together.

That’s useful to scientists who would like to know how
exosomes perform their main job: breaking down
unwanted RNA molecules. How does the complex find
and dock onto RNA? What explains the chemistry that
breaks them down? To answer those questions, you have
to know how the machine is put together.

Understanding the basic orientation of the pieces helps;
if you know which sides of two puzzle pieces are sup-
posed to fit together, it’s much quicker to snap them into
place. While scientists may never have directly observed
a fit between pieces of a protein complex, they can often

Another new discov-
ery was an intriguing
link in the assembly
line that processes
molecules in the cell
nucleus and then car-
ries on the work in
the outer compart-
ment of the cell, the
cytoplasm. One set of
machinery reads in-
formation in DNA
and transcribes it into
RNA molecules; an-
other set translates the
RNA into proteins.
Comparing the parts
lists of the yeast and
human machines,
Rob and his col-
leagues discovered a
connection that may
show how transcrip-
tion and translation
complexes talk to
each other.

“One of the pieces of the complex that produces RNA
also seems to belong to the protein translation machin-
ery,” Rob says. “We’re extremely interested in compo-
nents that can fit into more than one complex. Most of
our knowledge of machines comes from studying mole-
cules that snap together and stay fused their whole life-
times. But most machines probably aren’t like that;
they’re taken apart, pieces are pirated, and that may be an
essential step in how larger assembly lines in the cell
work. This method gives us some very interesting hints
about how big complexes interact with each other. The
cell is not only a vast puzzle, it’s a very dynamic one, and
that’s another crucial thing to understand on our way to
describing its ‘complete anatomy.’”
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The EMSD expands to
incorporate electron
microscope images

When large, fuzzy objects enter
the database
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If you want to see snapshots of protein
machines, like those Patrick Aloy and

Rob Russell have been studying, you can
now look them up on the Internet.
Among the many other types of biological
data that it provides, the European
Bioinformatics Institute has now added
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images obtained by cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM)
to one of its databases.

Until now, visitors to the European Macromolecular
Structures Database (EMSD) have been able to obtain
detailed data about the physical structure of proteins.
Usually that information comes from X-ray crystallogra-
phy experiments, where the goal is to achieve the high-
est possible resolution. In the best cases, the structure
will reveal the position of single atoms within amolecule
or a complex. That permits detailed insights into mole-
cules: how they bind to each other, the chemical proper-
ties that control their activity, and other aspects of their
functions.

But getting information at this level of detail usually
requires obtaining proteins in crystal form, which is
often difficult or impossible with large molecules and
complexes.With methods like cryo-EM, researchers can
sometimes obtain lower-resolution pictures that still pro-
vide useful information: they may show the overall shape

of a molecular machine, for example. That may allow
scientists to fit bits and pieces of more detailed structures
into maps.

Other scientists would profit from these images if they
could get to them easily. This led Kim Henrick and the
EMSD team to propose a project that would add lower-
resolution structures to the database. They received ini-
tial funding from the European Union to do so. Now
scientists can add images obtained through EM and view
those submitted by others by going through the project
website.

“Anyone who has obtained three-dimensional images of
molecules using cryo-EM can use our new web deposi-
tion system,” says Richard Newman, who has been
working on the project with Kim’s team. “That involves
more than simply uploading their images. To make the
data most useful, we have to capture information about
what’s in a structure, how the experiments were designed
and carried out. The scientist who created the image
knows all of that, and the submission process is set up to
capture his or her expertise.That’s done in an interactive
way thanks to submission tools designed by Mohammed
Tagari.”

Cryo-EM information is different than atomic-resolu-
tion data on proteins. Richard says you can think of an
image as a transparent box, filled with small blocks,
arranged in the shape of the protein complex or the
object. The size of each block represents the pixel size –
the maximum resolution of the picture. That will be
lower than most structures obtained through X-rays –
where scientists aim to achieve one-Ångstrom resolution,
the diameter of a hydrogen atom. The very best electron
microscope pictures have a pixel size of a few Ångstroms.

The resource opened to submissions in 2002 in a pilot
phase, and researchers submitted data on viruses, ribo-
somes and chaperonins. The database currently holds
about 70 structures. “The work will continue to expand
and be maintained through funding from the European
Commission, under a new network of excellence,” Kim
says. “Its focus is specifically three-dimensional electron
microscopy. That will allow us to bring in more deposi-
tions, especially from Europe.”

The more data that is submitted, the more useful the
database will be, Richard says. The journals Nature and
Nature Structural and Molecular Biology have already
agreed that authors of papers need to put their structures
into the database as part of the paper submission process.
This step was a key factor in turning other EMBL data-
bases – of genes and proteins, for example – into key
resources for the scientific community. The EBI expects
other journals to follow suit soon.
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Left: Kim Henrick. Above: the EMSD
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Mapping the cellular internet

Following the 
evolutionary footprints 

of interacting molecules

It wouldn’t do much good to have eyes
without having all the other things that

permit them to work: lenses, nerves that
pass along signals, a brain to make sense of
the information. When it comes to find-
ing food and reproducing – the key to
natural selection – “blind is blind.” If sight
helps an animal pass along its genes, then
evolution will favor animals with the nec-
essary components of their eyes intact.
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The same principle applies to functional objects within
cells, such as biochemical processes or molecular
machines. If it takes four proteins – or fifty – to get
something done, then cells that produce them all will
have better chances of survival than cells with missing
pieces.

“Evolution doesn’t usually break up successful partner-
ships,” says Peer Bork. “Of course the basic unit of evo-
lution remains the gene, but natural selection also acts
on groups of molecules. That idea can be used to read
and interpret the information in genomes.”

His group and that of Christos Ouzounis at the EBI
have become experts at searching DNA sequences for
evidence that molecules have been inherited together –
usually a sign that they work together in carrying out
tasks in the cell. It’s a valuable shortcut for biologists try-
ing to decipher the functions of many newly-discovered
genes.

But scanning genomes for such molecular collaborations
is complex because the tracks may have been swept away
as DNA evolves. Genes may undergo mutations, or be
lost, or duplicated, or physically moved around.Most of
this damages an organism and it won’t survive. But some
types of change are helpful: if genes that work together
become neighbors in the DNA, they’re less likely to be
separated again and lost. (If essential parts of an eye were
widely scattered through the body, injuries in many dif-
ferent places could knock out the whole system.)
Separate genes can even become fused, meaning that
instead of making two small proteins, the cell will now
produce a single larger one.

“There’s a third type of rearrangement that can be help-
ful,” Christos says. “Suppose two proteins need to be
produced together. Producing molecules in specific tis-
sues is usually handled by control codes written in the
DNA close to the gene. Those bits of code can undergo
mutations just like the rest of the DNA. So grouping
genes nearby means that only one control code is neces-
sary – one less thing that can go wrong.”

These three ways of grouping genes can be detected as
patterns in the genome, but finding each one requires its
own computational strategy. Over the years, Peer’s and
Christos’ groups have written programs to tackle them.
“Each of these programs may be useful on its own,”
Christos says. “But many of your predictions will be
wrong, and the key is to filter those out.”

* * *
One way to solve the problem is to combine the best
pattern-seeking algorithms of each type. That was the
approach that Christian von Mering and Evgeny
Zdobnov from Peer’s group and Sophia Tsoka from
Christos’ decided to take. Combining methods into a
single powerful tool has allowed the two teams to make
a large set of predictions that they could test against the
bacteria E. coli.This is biology’s most extensively-studied
organism, meaning that researchers know a vast amount
about its biochemistry – a good proving ground for
hypotheses. “The best method will be one that’s unsu-
pervised – you give the computer a set of rules, and it
goes out and finds meaningful biological information
without any extra information,” Peer says. “You need to
know quickly whether you’re barking up the wrong tree,
and you’ll find out by comparing such blind answers to
what we really know.”

The program compared a large number of complete
genomes – 89 in all, the more the merrier. The method
asked whether genes’ positions in the DNA were ran-
dom or whether, over large stretches of evolution, they
had taken advantage of the benefits of moving closer
together.

“E. coli has 4,290 known genes,” Christos says. “We
could draw parallels to almost 19,500 related genes in
other organisms. The result is a vast network that pre-
dicts two million interactions between proteins.”

The trick was to get the computer, on its own, to inte-
grate these predictions into a larger picture of complex
biochemical processes in the cell – a bit like looking at
the links on single internet pages and trying to make a
map of several immense websites. “We hoped the com-
puter would find smaller, highly-interconnected mod-

Left: Christian von Mering, Francesca
Ciccarelli, Evgeny Zbodnov, and Peer
Bork. Right: Christos Ouzounis
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ules that reflect what we already know about how pro-
teins work together in cells,” Sofia says. “Scientists
already understand quite a bit about cellular processes
and protein complexes in bacteria – would the algo-
rithms pick those up?”

“The method found more than half of the known path-
ways and processes,” says Christian. “That’s far better
than a random result. That number is high enough that
if the computer makes a prediction – and the study
turned up many, many completely new ones – you
should treat it seriously, because it’s likely to represent a
real functional process in the cell. This takes us to a level
where pure computational predictions are becoming just
about as accurate as large-scale experimental methods to
discover interactions between proteins.”

Since the completion of the analysis, experiments have
proven that some of these interactions do take place in
bacteria. Other predictions look very strong because,
while they haven’t been demonstrated in E. coli, they
have been found in other organisms.

And in some cases, the algorithms seem to have turned
up completely new biochemical ‘assembly lines’ – such as
stepwise alterations of proteins. “We also found some

very intriguing links between different processes – for

example, the synthesis of an enzyme and the system that

creates the building blocks of DNA,” Christos says.

The study may say something deeper about evolution.

“The method is better at predicting some types of func-

tional units than others,” Peer says. “That probably isn’t

chance. For example, it’s easier to discover processes that

put things together than those that break them down.

That may be meaningful in terms of evolution: assembly

may need to be more tightly controlled than disassem-

bly. Another thing is that it is much easier to find pro-

teins that physically link to each other than those that

work as separate steps in a process – proteins that direct-

ly interact are much more clearly recorded in the

genome.”

There are surely limits to what can be read from a

sequence alone, but most bioinformaticists feel we are

far from reaching them. As Ewan Birney of the EBI puts

it, “It must be possible to look at a genome and ‘read’ the

organism that it contains. After all, a fertilized egg cell

can do it. How much will we learn, how fast?”
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Studying patterns of
gene inheritance
through 89 genomes
has allowed Peer
Bork, Christos
Ouzounis and their
colleagues to fill in
some of the blanks in
our knowledge of
biochemical
pathways in cells.
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Twenty years ago, researchers decoded
the first genomes of very small organ-

isms – viruses, followed by the much larg-
er genomes of bacteria, then finally yeast,
flies, humans, and other animals. In the
meantime, scientists have the complete
DNA sequences of over 800 viruses, 140
bacteria, and 23 members of our own evo-
lutionary family, the eukaryotes. The gene
sequences have been stored in EMBL-
Bank and other primary databases
(GenBank in the US and the DDBJ in
Japan), accompanied by information such
as where genes are located in the genomes
and what proteins they are known to
encode.

Research accumulates new information about genes and
proteins and the databases are revised to keep up, but the
original genomic sequence is seldom updated. And
researchers may still find it difficult to access everything
that is known about a particular gene. “What’s been
missing,” says Paul Kersey of the EBI, “is a comprehen-
sive and standardized resource that links this informa-
tion.”

Two years ago, the European Commission funded a
major project called TEMBLOR, coordinated by
Graham Cameron at the EBI; the major aim of the proj-
ect is to create new tools that integrate biological data.
Under the grant Paul has headed the development of a
new resource called Genome Reviews that attempts to fill
in some of the gaps.

“Genome Reviews enhances the sequences submitted to
EMBL-Bank (or GenBank or the DDBJ) by cross-refer-
encing them to many other resources,” Paul says. “For
example, it’s now possible to hop straight from the
genomic sequence to the proteins encoded there, main-
tained in UniProt, or information about other proteins
that share a particular motif or domain; those are found
in InterPro.”

Proteins often undergo modifications after they have
been produced, and the resource gives researchers the
ability to track them.

“In total, the number of cross-references has increased
from roughly 650,000 in the corresponding part of
EMBL-Bank to 2.5 million in Genome Reviews,” Paul
says. “Perhaps most importantly, we’ve invested a great
deal of effort in standardizing annotations.Original sub-
missions were often very inconsistent in the way they
described things. Standardization makes it much easier
to compare data across genomes. We’ve also added 4.5
million ‘evidence’ tags showing where data came from –
that’s a key to evaluating the quality of information.”

Under Rolf Apweiler, the EBI is developing a user inter-
face called Integr8, giving researchers access to the infor-
mation in Genome Reviews and the other EBI data
resources. The standardization effort carried out by Paul
and his team will make it much easier for scientists to
understand that information in an integrated way. The
resource complements other projects like Ensembl,
which offers many of the same possibilities for the
genomes of humans, mice, flies, and other eukaryotic
animals.

Everything you always wanted to
know about the prokaryotic world

Cross-linking hundreds 
of genomes at the EBI
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...if we’d known then 
what we know now 

about the adenovirus 

Shortly after arriving at EMBL in 1982,
new Director General Lennart

Philipson was confronted with the
quandry of choosing a logo for the
Laboratory. He picked a theme from his
past work – the adenovirus. “The 252
hexons on the surface made me think of
all the laboratories in Europe, with EMBL
as a red spot, now fully integrated in
European science,” he says. “The location
of the red spot is close to its position on
the European map.” (See the interview on
page 83.)

That special red spot in the EMBL logo has fascinated
Stephen Cusack, Head of the Grenoble Outstation, for
many years. Like Lennart Philipson, he has long been
interested in the adenovirus. About fifty variants of the
virus infect humans, generally leading to mild respirato-
ry, intestinal, or eye infections.

The adenovirus is shaped like a Sputnik space capsule.
“In more technical terms, its capsid – the outer shell of
proteins that encloses the DNA genome – is not spher-
ical but shaped like a regular icosahedron with twenty tri-
angular faces and 12 vertices,” Stephen says. “The 20
faces are made of the major capsid protein called the
hexon, 12 of which tile together to form a flat triangle
(hence a total of 240 hexons in the virus). However, to
get a closed shell, the vertices where the points of the tri-
angle meet have to be made of proteins that form a pen-
tagonal structure called the penton base. This is just like
the hexagons and pentagons on a football.”

“For us,” he says, “the red spot represents the penton
amidst a constellation of green hexons.” His group and
collaborators in Grenoble have been particularly inter-
ested in the detailed atomic structure of the penton pro-
teins; they want to understand how adenoviruses are
assembled and how they interact with receptor proteins
on the cells they infect. This work could eventually have
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What the EMBL logo 
might have looked like

EMBL ANNUAL REPORT 2003/2004

Left: a recent reconstruction of the surface of the
adenovirus, which was the inspiration behind the
EMBL logo. The “great red spot” has long been an
interest of Stephen Cusack (above) and his group.
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practical benefits in medicine. Researchers are using the
virus in gene therapy – as a means of delivering mole-
cules into diseased cells. Turning it into an effective tool
for medicine will require targeting it to specific types of
cells, organs, or tumors, and that means being able to
manipulate its interactions with cells.

* * *
Under the electron microscope, a long, slender fiber can
be seen extending from each penton, like the antennae
of the Sputnik. The fibre, whose length varies with ade-
novirus strain, is made of three tightly-interwoven copies
of a protein; it stretches outwards ending in a knob-like
head, like a pin. The first step in an infection is for this
head to bind to the primary receptor on the surface of
the cell. For the next step – for the virus to enter the cell
– the penton base protein has to interact with a second-
ary receptor.

Up until now, Stephen’s team mostly worked on the
structure of the shaft and head of the fiber protein and
its interaction with the primary receptor on the cell sur-
face, which for most types of adenovirus is a protein
called CAR. However, some adenoviruses don’t use CAR
– for example, the strain Ad37, which causes an eye dis-
ease called severe conjunctivitis. Wim Burmeister and

Delphine Guilligay in Stephen’s team, in collaboration
with a Swedish virology group in Umea, obtained crys-
tals of the Ad37 knob. Exposing these crystals to X-rays
enabled them to get a detailed atomic picture of the
knob bound to a sugar molecule called sialic acid, which
is often found on proteins on the cell surface. The
Swedish group has claimed that this sugar is the primary
receptor for Ad37. “The sugar molecules fit very well to
the knob,” Stephen says, “but researchers are still debat-
ing whether another surface protein is involved in virus
binding to cells.”

However, buried in a computer file in Stephen‚s lab was
some tantalizing data from several years ago; they had
obtained one good crystal of the penton base protein of
another strain of adenovirus, Ad3, and measured X-ray
crystallographic data from it. “The data weren’t suffi-
cient to produce a structure,” Stephen says, “and the
crystals were irreproducible.” But he never gave up
thinking about the red spot.

Then Chloe Zubieta, an American post-doc with an
EMBO fellowship, arrived in Stephen’s group, and she
drove the project forward in a spectacular way. “She
made the wise decision to switch to another strain of
adenovirus, Ad2,” Stephen says. “Within a remarkably
short space of time, she was able to get the first crystals.
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Structures made in Grenoble: the adenovirus fiber (left),
the penton base (below), fiber and base (right), and the
dodecahedron (far right).
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But it required considerable perseverance to turn these
initial poor crystals into reproducible crystals that would
yield a useful structure.”

Here a piece of technology designed at the Outstation
would lend a hand: engineers and researchers had built a
microdiffractometer, capable of taking X-ray measure-
ments from very small crystals. Using data from the
microfocus beamline at the ESRF, the scientists were
able to obtain the first atomic structure of the penton
base. “What was actually solved was not the structure of
a single penton base but a symmetrical particle, called a
dodecahedron, composed of 12 penton bases,” Stephen
says. “It’s like taking just five-sided patches and sewing
them together into a football – rather than using them
as plugs between hexons. If you look at cells infected
with some types of adenovirus – notably Ad3 – you’ll see
that such structures do occur naturally. It’s quite com-
mon that when a cell assembles viruses, it also puts
together incomplete or misformed copies.”

Guy Schoehn, a collaborator from the CNRS, had just
used the cryo-electron microscope and image processing
techniques to create a low-resolution structural picture
of the dodecahedron. That image, Stephen says, was
essential in getting us started in generating the higher-
resolution, atomic structure of the penton base.

“The atomic structure shows several interesting fea-
tures,” he says. “First, the penton base protein has an
architecture similar to the hexon protein, although this
was not evident before, suggesting that both viral pro-
teins have a common ancestor. Secondly, the peptide
motif of the penton base that interacts with the second-
ary receptor is seen to be in a long floppy loop on the
surface top of the molecule. Thirdly, there is a clear cen-
tral hole, five-armed like a star, where the fiber protein
ought to fit.

“However, here is another intriguing problem,” he says.
“The fibre is composed of three identical proteins, with
three tails that somehow fit into the pentameric hole in
the penton base. How does this happen? Chloe made
crystals of the penton base together with the short pep-
tide that forms the tail of the fibre.More crystal data was
painstakingly measured on ID13. The results showed
very nicely how the fibre tail binds specifically to the
penton base and that this requires movements (confor-
mational changes) in the structure of the penton base.”

Understanding the assembly of the penton hasn’t been
completely resolved, he says. There are five potential
places for the tails to bind to the base, and in the exper-
iment all five were bound to single fiber tails (rather than
three of them tied together). In reality, the ratio will be
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three-to-five. So it is still not entirely clear how a trian-
gular peg fits into a five-fold hole,” Stephen says. While
this may be of only academic interest, the new knowl-
edge of the penton base structure could be of consider-

able use for engineering adenovirus for gene therapy

applications.

* * *
“We are pretty close now to creating a new atomic reso-
lution version of the EMBO logo!” Stephen says. “Now
we have at hand the atomic structures of the green hexon
(done some years ago by another group), the red penton
base and the protruding fiber. In addition, this year Guy
Schoehn and student Celine Fabry have obtained a
three-dimensional cryo-electron microscopy image of
the complete adenovirus at the astounding resolution of
12Å. By carefully fitting the high resolution X-ray struc-
tures of hexon and penton base into the lower resolution
EM model of the whole virus, one can obtain for the
first time a quasi-atomic model of the complete aden-
ovirus capsid. This not only permits us to see in detail
how the 240 hexons and 12 penton bases fit together but
also reveals the location of additional minor capsid pro-
teins that cement the major ones together to give a very
stable and resistant viral structure.”
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Above: Stephen Cusack, Guy Schoehn, Chloe Zubieta
on their way to fitting a triangular peg into a pentagonal
hole.
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How did the EMBL logo come to exist?

Before coming to EMBL in 1982, I had had a group in
Uppsala whose focus was adenovirus research. At EMBL
I felt I had to embark on a new topic in cell biology;
therefore, here at the EMBL, my group focused on
growth control in mammalian cells. But the adenovirus
was still on my mind, and I came
back to it when I left for the
Skirball Institute in New York in
1993. There we finally cloned
and characterized the receptor.

When Konrad Müller asked me
for a logo for EMBL, it was nat-
ural for me to think of the aden-
ovirus and claim that the 252
hexons represented all the labo-
ratories in Europe, with the red
spot being EMBL, now fully
integrated in the European map.
The location of the red spot was
close to its position on the
European chart.

I have, as you have previously
noted, a flair for bringing the
past with me to the future. The
name “Operon” was also an
attempt to recognize a European contribution and
simultaneously allude to all the arias being executed in
the EMBL “opera house.” The only remaining attribute
I left behind was the “Philipson lane” or mall, which still
exists. When the building was erected I insisted that
there must be a passage to the back of the auditorium for
latecomers so that they would not disturb the speakers.
This was against the advice of the architects and the
builders and it also took away some seats from the
Operon. On the other hand I believe both the speakers
and the latecomers are happy with the arrangement.

Would you share a funny anecdote about your time
here?

When Thomas Graf recruited the son of the German
President Richard von Weissäcker as a student, in the
mid-1980s, the President, along with Minister of
Science and Technology Riesenhuber, the
Ministerpräsident of Baden-Württemberg, and various

other officials felt obliged to
visit the EMBL. The laboratory
looked like amilitary camp with
police on all the roofs and in the
driveways! The visitors were
happy with the presentation of
selected senior scientists and
EMBL became well-known in
its host country Germany for
the first time.

Have you “exported” any of
the EMBL style/atmosphere
to other institutions that you
moved to later?

Upon leaving EMBL I attempt-
ed to create a replica in New
York at the NYU Medical
Center called the Skirball
Institute.
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Alumni interview        Lennart Philipson

A legacy and a logo

What was the most exciting development during

your time at EMBL?

The fact that the Laboratory truly became a collabora-

tive center of excellence in Europe.

How relevant is EMBL today and for the future of
science in Europe and the world?

The EMBL demonstrates that research led by active sci-
entists yields the best product, a lesson still to be learned
by many politicians. I believe that Europe must con-
struct additional centres of excellence based on the same
principles. The continued success of EMBL may show
the way to the creation of several European Institutes of
Life Sciences, distributing life science funds within the
currently discussed European Research Council, togeth-
er with EMBO and other Life science organisations. A
European NIH may be a proper goal for the future. It
requires, however, that EMBL manage a constant reju-
venation of its staff, always focusing on relevant and
interesting topics at the forefront of science. This may
lead to a common life science base for the expanded EU.
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How the EBI 
gave the world fast,
reliable information

about SARS

A Bioinformatics
Rapid-Response Team

Normally the European Bio-
informatics Institute doesn’t think

of itself as a “help hotline” for medical
emergencies. But disease researchers
across the world are becoming increasing-
ly dependent on the services that the EBI
provides. There’s no telling when a new
disease will arise, what organisms will be
involved, or how it will affect the human
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body. When something happens, scientists need instant
access to high-quality information, and service providers
need to be able to cope with sudden, unforeseeable
requests.

While EBI resources haven’t been set up specifically with
such situations in mind, they are now able to deal with
them. The recent outbreak of the SARS virus (severe
acute respiratory syndrome) is a case in point. Within a
day of the first reports of the new disease in the
European press, web pages had been created, drawing
together information that might be vital in helping med-
ical researchers understand what they were confronting.

This wouldn’t have been possible without a highly-
organized External Services team. It’s run by Rodrigo
Lopez. A lot of this work is shared with Petteri Jokinen,
Head of systems and networking at the EBI; just across
the hall, a team of trained biologists are adding informa-
tion about proteins to the Swiss-Prot database. The
physical location is a good metaphor for External
Services’ role at the EBI: the group sits directly at the
interface between data, the scientists that curate it, the
machines that house it, and millions of users world-
wide.

Filling the needs of the research community means keep-
ing track of both science and technology, adjusting the
needs of research to state-of-the art hardware and inter-

net technologies. Most days those needs are fairly pre-
dictable. But if you set up resources right, they can also
be mobilized in an emergency. Rodrigo and his team
have a track record of forward-thinking that proved itself
when SARS came along.

* * *
Things have come a long way since Rodrigo’s team was
formed three years ago. “We’ve developed from a sort of
academic, project-based style of doing things to a corpo-
rate style,” he says.

An example is the fact that the EBI is now connected
robustly and redundantly to the outside world. That
wasn’t always the case.One of the first days after Rodrigo
moved in, a worker was digging a hole in the ground in
the car park, directly under his office window. The noise
was intolerable, and he went to the window to see what
was going on.

“Suddenly I heard a new noise, a loud BOIIING,” he
says. “The next thing I heard was a voice from the office
next door, saying, ‘Oh no!’”

“That was me,” says Petteri Jokinen. “I think what I
actually said was much stronger.”

The worker had inadvertently punched into an under-
ground tube; one of the teeth of his digging machine

Left: Rodrigo Lopez. Above: the EBI, on the Wellcome Trust Human Genome Campus.
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had penetrated the pipe and snagged a cable. As the two
of them watched in horror from their windows, the man
pulled back and forth on his machine, trying to free it.
In the process, the cable broke. Suddenly the EBI van-
ished from the Internet.

“He’d snapped the one and only optical cable connect-
ing us to Cambridge – to the world,” Rodrigo says. “It
couldn’t be patched. The only way to repair it was to
thread a new cable – all in one piece – four miles
through the tube, all the way to the next hub at Sawston.
That took about forty-eight hours.”

Now the EBI has two high-speed lines connecting it to
Cambridge and another directly to London – separate
tubes. There has been no down-time since. “And there
won’t be,” Rodrigo promises grimly.

* * *
The “corporate” approach involves more than reliable
connections to the outside world. The EBI urgently
needed a setup that could grow from accommodating a
few thousand researchers a day to tens of thousands of
them. That proved to be a conservative estimate. Now
well over a million requests for information come in to
the EBI every day.

Managing this enormous task has required internal dis-
cipline. Each new project blends science and service,
web design and hardware. Those areas are cleanly sepa-
rated; External Services is responsible for planning and
keeping the overview.

“We pick up a new project as early as possible, like col-
lecting mushrooms in the forest,” Rodrigo says. “As soon
as something looks like it may mature, we have to ensure
that it can be adequately served outside. This means
building good contacts and bridges, but not overlapping
functions. A bioinformatician should be free to do
bioinformatics and research; he shouldn’t be running
web servers and doing system administration six months
into his project.”

Once External Services was running smoothly, some of
the EBI’s researchers had begun to wonder about pro-
viding new, specific types of information. “We have all
of this information,” someone said at a weekly meeting,
“why don’t we pull it together and provide services for
health-related problems that are relevant to our data?”

* * *
The question hung in the air for a while. In the mean-
time, Rodrigo and his group had spent their “spare time”
creating a new website called 2can. There has been an
urgent need for a basic level of information about EBI
data resources – as a growing number of wet-lab biolo-
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gists turn to bioinformatics for answers to their ques-
tions, the field can no longer speak an arcane language
of experts. 2can was developed to open bioinformatics to
amuch wider range of users.The site offers visitors back-
ground information about genomics, genetic diseases
and several other general-interest topics. As good as it
was, nobody anticipated that it was about to become a
major gateway to information about a new disease.

SARS hit the European press one morning in 2003. An
Italian researcher had contracted a mysterious disease
while in China; he was flown back to Italy for treatment,
where he died two days later. Alarmist headlines suggest-
ed that a deadly new disease was about to threaten the
world.
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It was the first that EMBL scientists had heard of SARS,
although information about the virus had been steadily
flowing into the EBI. Scientists in China, site of the first
outbreak, had already identified a new virus and begun
analyzing its DNA sequence. As genes had been found,
their sequences entered the DNA databases in Hinxton.
But this happens thousands of times every day, and there
had been no reason to take particular notice of SARS.

That changed the instant the BBC carried the news;
requests for information began streaming in.Was there a
complete genome of the virus?Was there any data on the
proteins it contained? Was it closely related to other
viruses, which might provide helpful information about
treating victims?

“We had data, but it wasn’t necessarily easy for non-spe-
cialists to find,” Rodrigo says.He began putting up web-
pages under 2can to pull together information from data
resources such as EMBL-Bank, UniProt and InterPro
and needed expert advice. “What was interesting was the
fact that so many people at the EBI knew things,” he
says. “A lot of people here now working on bioinformat-
ics came from research labs. They said, ‘We can do this;
we’ve done similar things for yellow fever, foot and
mouth and other diseases.’”

The site quickly grew and gained attention; Rodrigo and
his team were fielding constant requests, particularly
from China. “Some contacts were already well-estab-
lished, because of a project called EMBnet,” he says. “A
professor in Beijing got in touch and said they had a lot
of people working on SARS – could they run data on
our machines? Then the NCBI in the United States got
in touch and asked how they could help. They did com-
parisons of genes from many different viruses and pro-
vided information... So very quickly we had the best syn-
thesis of data in the world, one that many people need-
ed.”

While the project has produced sharp insights into the

virus that causes the disease, it has also been an intense-

ly valuable exercise for the EBI.One of the major themes

of the Outstation has been to draw together all the dif-

ferent types of information it hosts, an integrative pic-

ture that is necessary to understand a disease. Some sci-

entists needed information about the relationships of

SARS proteins to molecules in other viruses, hoping for

hints about their functions; that’s the job of the InterPro

resource. Others wanted precise diagrams of molecules

on the surface of the virus, hoping to see how it entered

cells – information that might be derived from the

European Molecular Structures Database (EMSD).

The EBI urgently needed a setup
that could grow from
accommodating a few thousand
researchers a day to tens of thousands
of them. That proved to be a
conservative estimate. Now well over
a million requests for information
come in to the EBI every day.
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Tracing the evolution 
of the virus may give 

an answer

Did the severe acute respiratory syn-
drome (SARS) virus pose a serious

threat to the world? Articles in the
European press made the dire prediction
that it could develop into a deadly, world-
wide plague. But was there any scientific
evidence for this?

As Rodrigo Lopez and the EBI External Services group
drew together information about the virus and made it
accessible to the international research community, they
knew they were making only a first step. Assessing the
real danger from SARS – and finding a treatment –
would depend on analysis: determining what animal it
had come from, how easily it jumped from that species
to humans, and how fast mutations might spin off high-
ly contagious new versions of the virus.

Those are evolutionary questions, which put them
squarely within the interests of Nick Goldman, head of
an EBI research group. Nick discussed the virus with
Pietro Liò, long-standing member of his team; they had
worked together at the University of Cambridge for six
years before moving to the EBI. Pietro has just returned
to the University as a lecturer in the computing depart-
ment. But before he left, they decided to try to track
down the evolution of the virus.

They weren’t the first to try, Nick says. Researchers in
the U.S. and China had already compared gene
sequences from different versions of the virus.This often
gives scientists enough information to draw a rough
family tree. There are, however, two problems with the
approach.

First, comparing sequences is amatter of algorithms and
math. Scientists use different methods to analyze evolu-
tion, and a specialty of Nick’s group is to compare and
evaluate various models. Studying the initial approach
that had been tried with SARS, he thought the virus
needed another look.

How dangerous is SARS?

Left: Nick Goldman charts the family history of
the SARS virus (above).
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Secondly, humans have acquired most disease-causing
viruses from animals. Viruses reproduce and evolve very
rapidly, and at some point mutations have allowed them
to jump to humans and survive in our cells. Scientists
probably only know of a small fraction of existing
strains, and by the time the first virus is isolated from
human tissue, it may no longer look much like any ani-
mal versions we know of.

Parts of it might not have changed very much, however.
“Features that are vital to its survival – that help it enter
cells, reproduce inside them, and escape to infect other
cells – shouldn’t change too much, or it will die out,”
Nick says. “On the other hand, if it stays too much the
same, it will probably be identified by the host’s immune
system and defeated that way. If a virus has jumped
across species, chances are it has found a clever balance.”

So drawing a good evolutionary tree requires picking the
right genes to look at. Nick casts around for a metaphor.
“Today’s non-uniform day at my daughter’s school. It’s
always a problem for her to pick out what to wear.What

she chooses has to match the current fad – but it should-
n’t match too closely; it still has to be distinctive.”

From that point of view, the strains of SARS that have
been found in humans are still wearing the school uni-
forms; they are so similar that they appear to be direct
descendants of the same parent. More information can
be obtained by comparing the human form with animal
viruses. Yet here the virus may have had such a long time
to change its wardrobe that everything looks wildly dif-
ferent – too different to make sense of. Despite early
reports that human patients had been infected through
contact with chickens, SARS hadn’t yet been clearly
connected to a virus from birds. Another animal might
have been responsible for the disease.

* * *
From the surface of the SARS virus sprout long spike
proteins; the first step in an infection is for the tip of a
spike to bind to a protein on the surface of the cell.
When this happens, most of the spike is sheared off,
leaving a stump. It binds to other proteins on the cell
membrane; their surfaces become fused together, and
then the virus is drawn inside.

The spike is so crucial to survival that it has evolved
more slowly than most of the rest of the virus. A quick
examination suggested it might fit Nick and Pietro’s cri-
terion of being not-too-similar and not-too-different.

They performed what’s called a sequence alignment –
somewhat like reading a text in Italian and one in
Spanish, word-by-word, to see if one is a translation of
the other.While there may be a great difference between
the two, if there haven’t been too many revisions, the
relationship should still be obvious.

The information in a viral genome mutates randomly,
letter-by-letter, until over the course of evolution a great
deal of its chemical alphabet has changed. Yet the spike
protein exhibited something odd: the beginning of the
text had been very poorly preserved, but sections farther
down improved a great deal. As if one translator had
started off doing a sloppy job, then been replaced by
people who worked more and more carefully.

Below: Different sections of a single molecule from the SARS virus evolve at dramatically different rates; some will be
more useful than others in tracing the evolution of the virus. Analyses of different sections produce slightly different family
trees (right) of various strains of the virus. Studies of the S2 section yield the top tree; looking at S1B yields the bottom.
The results are crucial in understanding how the virus made the jump from an animal to a human infection.

S1A S1B S2 c
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“This could make things strange if you’re trying to use
this one protein to draw a family tree for all the relatives
of the SARS virus,” Nick says. “In the worst case, you
would end up drawing different trees for each part of the
protein. Here’s where it’s important to have different
models of evolution. Most methods focus only on the
sequence – the chemical alphabet – but that can change
a lot.What’s less likely to change is the overall shape that
the protein folds into – sort of the overall meaning of the
sentence. There might be a lot of ways of translating it,
you can substitute letters and words and still keep the
overall meaning. But certain elements you can’t change:
in proteins that would fundamentally alter the chemistry
of the molecule, and the virus probably wouldn’t get into
cells any more.”

It would be nice, then, to add details about a molecule’s
shape to evolutionary studies, and that had been one of
Nick and Pietro’s projects. A few years earlier they had
created a computer program called Passml-TM, which
could put these types of information together. Now they
applied the program to the spike protein.

Quickest to evolve is one end of the spike protein. The
other end has hardly changed at all. Interestingly, it is the
slowest-evolving part that is targeted by the current anti-
SARS drugs, Nick says. Unfortunately, they break down
quickly and are hard to manufacture.

Between these two sections is a section which evolves at
a moderate pace – good middle ground for an evolu-
tionary study. It’s also ideal, Nick says, because scientists
know how it is shaped. Passml-TM could integrate that
information into the analysis.

Their study draws an extensive family tree, placing
SARS closer to the mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) and a
pig virus called HEV than to the infectious bronchitis
virus (IBV) found in birds. Chinese researchers were
starting to suspect that the disease hadn’t jumped over
from chickens after all.

The grouping of SARS family members that Nick and
Pietro have come up with suggests that the virus has
remained flexible in the way it infiltrates cells and organ-
isms. There are also hints at a new target for drug devel-
opment.

“These viruses attack two main types of tissues,” Nick
says, “the respiratory tract and the gut. This is not nec-
essarily a case of it having evolved from one basic pattern
of infection to another; often two closest relatives in the
family tree behave differently. And sometimes a single
strain of the virus maintains the ability to attack both tis-
sues. What’s really interesting is that in TGEV, a coron-
avirus in the pig, two small changes can make a new ver-
sion of the virus that attacks the other tissue. Just two

mutations in the spike protein change it from a form
that severely affects the gut to one that attacks the respi-
ratory tract. The first of these diseases is fatal, and the
second one isn’t.”

Human forms of the virus can also, apparently, affect
both types of tissues. In our species, the respiratory
infection is worse. Nick and Pietro’s work suggests that
specific parts of the spike – those that control crucial
interactions – would make good targets for anti-SARS
drugs.

It might seem like a long way, Nick says, from mathe-
matical models of evolution to cures. But is it really? If
something in a virus stays the same, in spite of all the
pressures on it to change, it’s crucial. As SARS has
shown, it’s not enough to try to track those changes
within human victims. Someone is going to have to
climb the evolutionary tree.
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Many of his colleagues think that
Giulio Superti-Furga ought to take

up juggling, or tightrope walking. It can’t
be that hard, they say. Certainly not as
hard as keeping up two careers – one as a
visiting team leader at EMBL, and one as
Head of Site and Senior Vice President for
Biology at the company Cellzome. Giulio
is proud of the EMBL position, proud of
the Laboratory’s connection to the compa-
ny, and he refuses to let go of the ball.

“Paradoxically, I do one thing better because of the
other. At least both organizations are on one campus,”
he says. “When I go back and forth, I don’t have to re-
park my car.”

Maybe it’s to keep things straight in his mind that at
each job, he works on a different end of the spectrum of
molecular biology. At Cellzome he’s engaged in large-
scale efforts to describe the components and functions of
molecular machines, such as a monstrous physical and
functional map of the human TNF-alpha pathway,
recently elucidated by his team. Research at the compa-
ny aims to uncover the molecular context of drugs and
proteins.Mostly, this involves studying large networks of
interacting proteins.

But at EMBL Giulio has devoted years to understanding
details within two proteins called Src and Abl. These are
classical oncogenes: molecules which have subtly-differ-
ent versions that lead to cancer. Each is equipped with
an on-off switch; either position has an influence on
messages that control cell division and other behaviors.
Giulio and his EMBL team want to understand the
physical and chemical properties that flip the switch, as
its misfunction can lead to cancer.

* * *
Both Src and Abl are signaling proteins that receive
chemical information from other molecules and pass it
along. Eventually messages reach the genes, and the
result might be that a cell starts dividing. If Abl or Src are

Not quite twins

Why does a drug 
have different effects on
very similar molecules?

Left: A typical day in the life of Giulio Superti-Furga.
(And no, there is no human cloning going on at
EMBL!)

Above: research into a cell signaling molecule
called c-Abl has given Giulio and his team insights
into disease and the efficacy of drugs.
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defective – which is the case for some well-known muta-
tions – their switch gets stuck in the “on” position, and
then it sends signals to divide all the time, resulting in
cancer. That’s what happens in a disease called Abelson
leukemia.

Both are activated by a transformation called phosphory-
lation. A chemical tag gets added to a particular site in
the molecule, changing its overall shape. As parts of the
molecule get moved around, new surfaces are available,
and they attract a new clientele of proteins. The end
result is to pass a message – comparable to passing the
baton in a relay race. The baton might be transfered to a
new partner, changing its shape, and sending it off to
communicate with a new set of molecules. In the
process, the molecule that has lost the baton gets reset to
its inactive form.

Giulio has been interested in Abl for a long time, but for
years his group focused more closely on Src. The pro-
teins are so similar, he reasoned, that anything he learned
about one would help explain the other. Step by step, his
team assembled a picture of how Src is activated and
turned off again. The real mechanism lies inside, like a
flint hidden deeply within an intricate, overly-ornate
cigarette lighter. If the major subunits of the protein,
called domains, are properly sandwiched against each
other, Src is quiet. But virtually anything that pulls a

domain out of place switches Src on again.This can hap-
pen if one of the outer surfaces of the molecule becomes
attached to another protein.

Giulio’s group discovered that the position and assembly
of the domains inside Src give the molecule the capacity
to shut itself down. There exist, however, oncogenic
forms of the protein – such as a virus that infects chick-
ens – where the assembly is disrupted. Comparing the
different forms showed the scientists why this variant
remains active all the time.

But here the parallels between the two molecules broke
down. Abl’s internal structure is subtly different, mean-
ing that even its inactive form resembles the active form
of Src. However, the molecule can still normally be
switched on and off. The mutation that leads to
leukemia is caused by a defect that fuses Abl to another
protein, called BCR, locking the molecule in its trans-
mitting mode.

Yet one more difference is seen when an anti-leukemia
drug called STI-571 is used to block the molecules’ com-
municative activity. It effectively switches off Abl, but
does not even bind to Src.

“An enigma,” Giulio says. One he’s unwilling to drop.

Similarities and differences between the signaling
molecules Src (left) and Abl (above) have given Giulio
Superti-Furga insights into how the proteins are switched
on and off, transmitting crucial information within the cell.
These structural pictures are helping to show why a drug
affects the two proteins differently. Right: Oliver
Hantschel and Giulio.
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* * *
Recently postdoc Oliver Hantschel and Giulio teamed
up with John Kuriyan’s lab at the University of
California at Berkeley to do more studies of Abl. They
produced a new protein crystal to work with: the major
part of the self-regulating subunit of Abl.

“Structural analyses of this molecule showed that it looks
a lot like what we’ve seen in Src,” Oliver says.
“Shutdown happens because two subunits called SH3
and SH2 dock onto the catalytic domain, which is where
the chemical modifications take place.”

But there’s also a difference: getting the domains into
this position requires twisting an arm, making a tight
bend on one end of the protein. “That’s what’s really
interesting,” Oliver says. “It’s another chemical modifi-
cation besides phosphorylation that forces Abl to bend
this way.” A worm-like extension within Abl is modified

by the attachment of a fatty acid through a process called
myristoylisation. This myristoylated extension actually
acts as a long root that penetrates deep into the protein,
and twists the domains in a new way. Abl gets switched
off.

While Abl and Src have similar overall structures, there
are critical differences in the way the domains latch onto
each other. And that explains how a drug can have dif-
ferent effects on two proteins.

Giulio has a certain air of satisfaction when he discusses
the topic. But you can tell he’s still not completely satis-
fied, he’ll never be completely satisfied. This is clearly
one of those things where the deeper you go, the more
you find.

As we talk, the structures of Src and Abl lie side-by-side,
between him and Oliver Hantschel on the table. He
keeps looking back and forth. Back and forth.
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Left: Walter Witke. Note: Despite our best efforts, no
Klingon was available in Rome at the time we
photographed Walter.

We may get our looks 
– and our brains – 

from cells that let go 
and move on 

In spite of the fact that he’s just emerged
from a three-hour group meeting, and

that it’s raining – everyone in Monte-
rotondo has apologized for the weather
today – Walter is eager to talk about his
latest work. “It’s a story about the reason
that you and I look different,” he says. “It’s
also the reason we don’t look like
Klingons. Seriously. I’m a cell biologist.
When I got into science, I never thought
I’d be dealing with issues like that.”

Walter is a group leader in the Mouse Biology
Programme near Rome; he’s been there since the station
opened in 1998.His main scientific interest has been the
way the cell manages networks of proteins that give cells
their shape and structure. Called the cytoskeleton, this
system puts together tubes and fibers out of single mol-
ecules, breaks them down, rebuilds them in a variety of
forms. Isn’t it a long way from the shape of a single cell
to that of your head? Not as long as you might think, he
says.

Some of the fibers are built from protein subunits called
actin, and for years scientists have known that they play
a role in moving cells through the body. Fibers are con-
tinually put together and taken apart as cells grip each
other in tissues or crawl along surfaces. If you highlight
actin with a fluorescent tag, it often appears as a series of
rope-like lines that criss-cross the interior of cells and
attach them to their neighbors. Those surely need to be
cast off when cells have to move, which is necessary in all
kinds of situations, from the development of tissues to
the activity of the immune system.

Studies in the test tube and in cell cultures have shown
that cells are unable to move without actin and four key
molecules that bind to it. One of these partners is called
cofilin. A single variant of cofilin is found in yeast; mam-
mals and humans have three. Christine Gurniak and
Emerald Perlas from Walter’s group decided to try to

Sculpting faces and heads
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track down the functions of the most ancient, basic
form, n-cofilin. “What we knew is that it helps disas-
semble actin fibers,” Walter says. “But what does that
mean for the organism as a whole? Is it necessary, or can
its functions be replaced by other actin-breakdown mol-
ecules?”

As he boots up his computer to find some slides, he says,
“I really don’t understand this weather. Yesterday we had
a barbecue right out there. Did anybody tell you about
the barbecue?” Everybody had mentioned it. It must
have been some barbecue.

* * *
Before he can talk about cofilin, faces, and brains, Walter
has to deliver a short anatomy lesson, because he has to
explain what the neural plate is. “Mice are born after
three weeks in the womb – compared to nine months for
humans,” he says. “I’m going to show you some early
steps of their development. This slide shows a mouse at
about day seven of gestation – you see they don’t yet
have a head, or a spinal cord, muscles, a nervous system.
That’s all just about to happen, and it starts here.”

At this stage the future mouse looks like a thick worm,
and he runs his computer cursor over an area at the top.

In this region a special group of cells have grown into a
flat, disc-like shape; they will multiply rapidly, extending
down the body in a long strip, like a piece of paper
whose edges have slightly curled inwards. This curl is
called the neural crest and is critical, Walter says, because
all that’s needed to make the strip into a tube is for the
edges to grow farther towards each other and close. The
result is the neural tube, which will become the head at
the top and, lower, the spine.

One thing that is special about these cells is that they
produce n-cofilin, and whatever the molecule does is
important. A mouse that completely lacks the protein
still looks fairly normal until the ninth day of embryon-
ic development, but that quickly changes. The head and
spinal cord are about to develop.

He shows me two more pictures. “These were taken just
two days later,” he says. “Here’s a healthy mouse, and
here’s one where the embryo doesn’t produce cofilin.
They look quite a bit different, especially up here in the
head region, and if you look closely at the spine.
Emerald did this anatomy. See the opening? The curl
hasn’t closed into a tube.We think it’s because cells aren’t
moving properly towards each other.”
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The spine and brain region remain open. This closely
resembles spina bifida, a condition that is often fatal in
humans, caused by defects that also disrupt patterns of
cell movements.

The developmental pattern fits with a molecule that
helps break down fibers, he says, because cells that
intend to sail off probably need to cast off mooring lines
attaching them to their neighbors. Additionally, motion
may depend on keeping actin very dynamic inside the
cell: the ability to create thick bundles of strands that
push on the membrane, creating a ripple, then break
down so that fibers can be built somewhere else.

Is it really movement of the cells that stops the neural
tube from forming? “Closing the structure depends on
cell division as well as motility,”Walter says. “If you take
cells of each type, put them into a test tube and track
them overnight, you see a big difference. Cells from ani-
mals with cofilin migrate at a fast rate – they can wander
hundreds of micrometers overnight. Cells without it stay
put, in fixed clusters.”

This lack of mobility, he says, may be the cause of other
defects that appear in the body pattern. For example, in
mice without cofilin, the spine takes on a zig-zag form.
In the head, cells in the neural crest are supposed to form
blood vessels; without cofilin, they don’t. And the skull,
the cartilege of the face, lips, ears and other features are
deformed, because they originate as cofilin-producing
cells in the neural crest.

More than just our looks depend on cofilin – so do our
brains. Christine and Emerald have been working with
conditional knockout mice, which allow researchers to
control when and where cofilin will be produced in the
animal’s body. One of their current projects is to study
mice whose cells produce cofilin until birth, and then
stop. “We know that actin is involved in wiring up the

brain, in helping direct the way that axons connect up
cells,” Walter says. “We want to see what effects cofilin
has on these processes.”

Another thing that goes wrong is the placement of
somites – pockets of cells that need to be carefully lined
up on either side of the spine. “Somites contain generic
stem cells; they’re used to make tissues and send signals
that tell other cells to develop, throughout the body,”
Walter says. “If they aren’t placed properly, boundaries
between tissues won’t form in the right places. The mice
also fail to develop muscles. The conditional strains of
mice will help us trace some of the effects on patterns.”

He points out another place that n-cofilin is produced,
in two important members of the immune system. T-
cells and B-cells distinguish between the body’s own tis-
sues and foreign invaders. Before they are released into
the bloodstream, to go on the prowl for infectious
agents, these cells go through an important process of
maturation and selection. Only certain types are set
loose. “We have some very strong preliminary results
that show that these cells don’t escape,”Walter says, “and
we are trying to determine whether that’s because they
aren’t able to move properly.”

If you put all these pieces together, he says, the pattern
suggests that n-cofilin in the mouse is widely connected
to switching the cell from a resting state to amobile one,
and vice versa. “Obviously understanding the principles
behind that basic transition is essential,” he says. “It’s
what makes the difference between a localized tumor
and a metastasized cancer, for example. It’s fundamental
to the development of our nervous system, our spine,
and our muscles. And not to forget,” he says, “it’s what
keeps us from looking like Klingons.”

Left page: Christiane Gurniak

Left: N-cofilin plays a role in structuring the head,
brain, and nervous system of mice. Without it,
cells don’t move properly, and these structures
suffer defects. Above left: A lack of n-cofilin
renders certain types of cells immobile; with the
protein, they migrate quickly (right).
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Switching on and off 
a mosquito’s resistance

to a deadly parasite

In 1880, the French military physician
Charles Louis Alphonse Laveran

touched off a furious scientific controversy
with a paper depicting a one-celled
microorganism he had found in the blood
of soldiers infected with malaria. This
organism, he said, was probably

Fighting malaria on the front 
of the mosquito 
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responsible for the disease. The claim ran up against a
recent and fiercely-protected dogma: Pasteur had proven
that bacteria caused some diseases, ergo they must cause
all diseases. Plasmodium, which Laveran had found, was
no bacteria.

Even those who believed Laveran had no idea how the
organism was being transmitted from person to person.
Finally Ronald Ross, an Englishman working in India,
proved that it was carried by a species of mosquito called
Anopheles. (The record of his experiments, many of
which would be considered highly unethical today, gives
fascinating insights into late nineteenth-century medi-
cine.)

In retrospect, Ross’ findings
seem like a great stroke of
luck: the source of the disease
was hard to find because very
few species of mosquito trans-
mit malaria. Additionally,
about three weeks pass
between the time an insect
drinks infected blood and can
pass the parasite to a new
host. It took an Italian named
Battista Grassi to show why.
His was one of many Italian
teams working on the disease;
malaria was devastating
Southern Europe, to the point
that his government called it
the most serious economic
crisis in the country’s history.

Grassi produced a set of draw-
ings showing that as
Plasmodium passes through
the mosquito body, it under-
goes strange transformations.
These represent a series of
developmental stages that are necessary for the parasite
to become infectious to humans.

Researchers at the time didn’t have the tools to under-
stand the mechanisms of the disease or why most mos-
quitoes are resistant – which might reveal weaknesses of
the parasite. They did what they could: massive public
health campaigns eliminated mosquito breeding

grounds; between those efforts and effective drugs, the
disease was largely chased out of Europe. But in Africa
malaria rages on, claiming millions of lives a year. It may
soon become an even larger problem due to global
warming, the parasite’s increasing resistance to anti-
malarial drugs, and mosquitoes’ resistance to insecti-
cides.

Now researchers have an entirely new arsenal of scientif-
ic tools at their fingertips. “We are witnessing an extraor-
dinary unification in the life sciences,” says Fotis C.
Kafatos, EMBL’s Director General and head of a research
group that has focused on malaria for more than a
decade. “Molecular biology, genetics, development,

medicine, computer science,
and chemistry are merging.The
combination offers entirely new
possibilities for tackling very
serious problems like malaria.”

There is perhaps no better place
at EMBL than his own lab to
witness this process of unifica-
tion. His group has actively
assembled the tools. Now it is
time, Fotis says, to take the
fight back to the mosquito.

* * *
Usually, as Plasmodium passes
through the mosquito’s body, it
is wiped out – explaining why
most species don’t transmit the
disease. Even Anopheles gambi-
ae, the most common vector,
can become resistant: some
insects in the lab, selected from
strains captured in the wild,
have lost their ability to infect
new hosts.

Left: George Christophides, Elena Levashina, Fotis C.
Kafatos, Stephanie Blandin, and Mike Osta. Above:
Charles Louis Alphonse Laveran.

This is undoubtedly due to mutations in mosquito
genes. Finding them and understanding how they func-
tion could provide valuable insights into the interaction
between the parasite and its host and reveal new weak-
nesses in Plasmodium. But just a few years ago, the tech-
nology necessary to answer those questions did not yet
exist. Fotis and his colleagues decided to push things
along; what they couldn’t develop themselves, they
would help other groups achieve.

The biotechnology shopping list was long and extreme-
ly challenging. The best hope of isolating specific “anti-
malarial” genes was to have a complete sequence of the
mosquito genome. Fotis helped sew together a major
international consortium to take on that task; the proj-
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ect was finished at the same time as other groups solved
the final sequences of Plasmodium.

One significant problem was how little researchers knew
about mosquito genetics compared to the fruitfly, which
had been thoroughly studied in laboratories for nearly a
century. Working with mosquitoes in the lab was more
complicated for many reasons – among other things,
breeding mosquitoes is labor-intensive and requires
much more space.

But the fruitfly wasn’t too far away on the evolutionary
tree, and now that both genomes had been completed,
what was known about Drosophila could serve as a
guidebook to the mosquito. This depended on being
able to match the most closely-related genes in the two
species. Fotis’ lab, working with Peer Bork’s group in
Heidelberg, Ewan Birney’s Ensembl group at the EBI,
and their many international collaborators, were ideally
situated to do this.

Parallels between the genomes could point out molecules
likely to play a role in mosquito immunity. And another
project going on in the lab, started a few years earlier,
might home in on them even more.GeorgeDimopoulos
and George Christophides had started
using DNA chips to watch how mosqui-
to cells reacted when confronted with
immune challenges. Then the lab used
the technology in a collaborative project
to compare the genetic activity of infec-
tious mosquitoes to that of resistant
strains of Anopheles. The result was a list
of genes that might be responding differ-
ently during infections by the parasite.

few days of infection suggested they were being attacked
by the insect’s immune system.

If the mosquito defenses worked like those of other
organisms, “recognition” proteins would play an impor-
tant role. The body attaches these molecules to
pathogens, marking them for destruction. At the begin-
ning of the project, no such factors were known in the
mosquito or any other insect. Postdoc Elena Levashina
(later a Staff Scientist and now CNRS researcher in
Strasbourg) found one: TEP1, similar to a recognition
molecule in humans and other higher animals. She and
Stéphanie Blandin, at that time a predoctoral student in
the lab, quickly found three moreTEP genes in the mos-
quito.

With the completion of the genome, the “gold rush” was
on: Anopheles would have 15 clearly different TEPs. At
first there seemed to be at least one more. What had
been tentatively identified as number 16 turns out to be
an alternate version ofTEP1, and it may just turn out to
be the star of the show.

At that point, the researchers had a major obstacle to
overcome. They now had a list of dozens of interesting
genes, but no experimental evidence that these mole-
cules had anything to do with malaria.

* * *
“Suppose you thought you had your hands on a key
gene, one that you believed makes a mosquito resistant
to the parasite,” says Stéphanie. “What you would want
to do is take an immune mosquito and remove that
gene. You would now expect the parasite to survive in
the mosquito, and maybe even be passed along to infect
hosts.”

“Molecular biology, genetics,
development, medicine, computer
science, and chemistry are merging.
The combination offers entirely new
possibilities for tackling very serious
problems like malaria.”

In the first few days after Plasmodium
enters a mosquito’s body, numbers of the
parasite drop sharply. If the mosquito is
immune, that number will drop to zero –
otherwise, enough survive to be passed
along to a new host. The sharp drop in
the number of parasites within the first
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It was a simple idea, but no one had a technology to shut
down the function of a mosquito gene. Several tech-
niques had been developed for Drosophila and the
mouse, but they had not yet been adapted for the mos-
quito. Stéphanie and her colleagues began working on
one.

One of the newest methods is to use a special version of
RNA (dsRNA, see the story on page 41). When intro-
duced into animal cells, this molecule blocks the pro-
duction of the corresponding protein. Stéphanie and
Elena led a project to adapt this technique and got it to
work by injecting molecules into mosquitoes.

Once it worked, they turned back to TEP1, because
experiments suggested it might have an important influ-
ence on the mosquito’s resistance to malaria.The protein
seemed to be connected to an important difference in
the way strains of the insect responded to infections.
And the experiments were about to reverse a popularly-
held hypothesis about how the parasite died.

In resistant mosquitoes, 100 per cent of the parasites are
killed at the stage when they cross the cell wall of the
mosquito gut. In susceptible mosquitoes, 20 per cent
survive. A high number of those that die are surrounded
by a layer of proteins, in a process called melanization.
Many researchers believed that this was a key step in

killing Plasmodium. However, Stephanie and her col-
leagues proved that the parasite was already dead by the
time it became melanized. Then they showed that TEP1
became attached to the organism before it died.

The protein gets attached to fewer parasites in an infec-
tious mosquito, and more of them survive – why? Here
the ephemeral TEP16 entered the story again. “We dis-
covered that the strains of mosquitoes had different ver-
sions of the TEP1 gene,” Stéphanie says. “It wasn’t two
different genes, as we originally thought – they were dis-
tinct variants of the same one. This is what you would
expect if the difference in mosquito resistance can be
traced back to one or just a few critical genes.”

While the scientists still don’t know exactly how TEP1
works – what its role is in killing Plasmodium – they
think they may have found a key difference in the two
forms of the protein. A close look at the structure of the
molecule shows that the main differences in the two
forms of TEP1 occur in a part of the protein that, in
related molecules, binds to pathogens. “This suggests
that the version found in infectious mosquitoes may not
bind as well to the parasite,” Stéphanie says. “So it
escapes and survives.”

* * *

Stéphanie Blandin screening mosquitoes under the microscope
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No one expects that TEP will be the end of the story –
Plasmodium, mosquitoes, and humans have been living
together for a long time, so there are undoubtedly many
genes in all three organisms that help determine the out-
come of infections.

Now that there was a way to manipulate mosquito
genes, Fotis called together a meeting of his entire lab.
The whole group, he proposed, would start sifting
through genes that had been found in the DNA chip
experiments and in the genome comparisons. It would
be necessary to create new RNAs, inject them into mos-
quitoes, and track the progress of an infection. They
would have to develop a clever system for screening the
insects.

How many genes did he want to look at? someone asked.

A hundred, he said.

There was a long moment of silence as everyone realized
the implications of what he was suggesting. The project
would be an immense amount of work, and it would
have to be done alongside many other important, ongo-
ing projects. But for years, the lab had been gearing up
towards this moment. They had all the pieces in their
hands. Finally they agreed that a plodding approach, try-
ing one gene after another, wasn’t the way to go.

Weaving together these strands of discovery and tech-
nology has taken time and an enormous effort on the
part of the group and their collaborators. In doing so,
they have delivered a powerful example of what Fotis
calls a new era in the molecular life sciences. Genetic
engineering, developmental biology, computing,
sequencing, and medicine used to be relatively distinct
fields. But they are quickly condensing, and out of the
intersection, a wealth of new methods are arising to cope
with challenges like malaria.

* * *
The screen studied several different characteristics of
mosquito immunity. Both resistant and malaria-suscep-
tible mosquitoes were infected with Plasmodium and
then injected with dsRNA.

One test was whether the parasite survived – looking for
signs that knocking out a gene would allow it to escape
destruction in resistant mosquitoes, or kill it in mosqui-
toes that normally carry the disease. Here the scientists
used a strain of the parasite which had a fluorescent
marker attached to it, clearly visible under the micro-

scope. They dissected mosquitoes and easily counted
numbers of living parasites in the gut.

Three additional genes had a strong effect on
Plasmodium: a molecule called LRIM, and two genes
called CTLs. Postdoc Mike Osta and George
Christophides followed up on the three in more experi-
ments. Interestingly, the molecules play very different
roles. CTL proteins seem to protect the parasite. “If you
take either of them away,” Mike says, “very few of them
survive.” LRIM, on the other hand, protects the mos-
quito; when the mosquito doesn’t have it, Plasmodium
thrives.

Mike points out the stages in Gassi’s drawings of the
Plasmodium lifecycle, stopping at the point where the
parasite enters the mosquito. “Within a day of being

Left: Injecting mosquitoes with dsRNA. Right: Gassi’s
drawings of the Plasmodium lifecycle.
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drunk up in ameal of blood, the parasites begin to devel-
op,” he says. “They pass through the wall of the gut to
enter the bloodstream. Once there, they form a bubble-
shaped capsule called an oocyst, and they reproduce in
there.”

Without LRIM, you turn a resistant mosquito into a
susceptible one, just like with TEP1. Parasites survive
and form oocysts – if they are protected by CTLs and
possibly other molecules. “We did find a relationship
between LRIM and the CTLs, when we took out both
types of proteins,” Mike says. “Without CTL the para-
sites drop their defenses, but that isn’t enough to kill
them. They’ll survive if LRIM isn’t around.”

* * *

Fotis and his collaborators announced the completion of
the Anopheles genome in the regal setting of the Royal
Institute of Medicine in London on Oct. 4, 2002. One
of the most memorable images of the event is a picture
of a huge model of the mosquito, with Fotis in the back-
ground.

When Fotis finished his brief remarks, the first question
from a reporter was, “How long do you think it will take
to translate this information into a cure?”

He emphasized that this would take many years – at least
a decade. But such predictions are becoming harder and
harder to make. Biology is truly becoming unified, and
there are few better places than Fotis’ lab to show how
rapidly things can happen when all the pieces are assem-
bled.
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Did bacteria steal 
animal genes in order

to colonize their bodies?

Colonists – and conquerors – almost
inevitably adopt customs and bits of

language of the cultures they overrun.
From artifacts that linger in a country’s
culture and speech, an anthropologist can
often reconstruct a history of contact
between civilizations.

The genomes of many organisms contain artifacts of
another type of culture clash: that between bacteria and
animals. These species have co-existed for about half a
billion years, growing increasingly dependent on each
other. Generally they have arrived at a peaceful form of
coexistence. But there have also been constant skirmish-
es and armed truces; bacteria evolve new ways of colo-
nizing animal bodies, and animals evolve new defenses
to prevent them from doing so.

This is strikingly evident in the mosquito, whose blood-
drinking way of life exposes it to a steady stream of
invaders; an analysis of its genome by EMBL groups
turned up 15 different versions of a gene called TEP that
are probably involved in insect immunity (see previous
story). Stéphanie Blandin and her colleague Elena
Levashina in Fotis Kafatos’ group were already investi-
gating the role of some of these genes in mosquito
defenses; they had found four of the molecules, which
were clearly related to immune-system genes in verte-
brates. Eleven new ones were a lot – it made Stéphanie
curious about how many she could find in other organ-
isms. So she dropped in on Toby Gibson’s group, who
are experts in searching genome data to track the evolu-
tion of genes.

The results were strange, Toby says. Relatives of TEP
appeared not only in animal cells, but also in bacteria.
There was nothing unusual about that – bacteria and
animals evolved from the same ancestor, and they share
many genes. But there was something odd about the pat-
tern of species that have the gene: it exists in virtually all
animals, while some bacteria have it. But it never appears
in other organisms, like plants or fungi.

The case of the captured gene

Toby Gibson, Aidan Budd, Stéphanie Blandin
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“What we saw suggested that bacteria have probably
stolen it from multicellular organisms,” says Aidan
Budd, a PhD student in Toby’s group. “So a piece of the
animal innate immune system – a weapon usually aimed
against them – now seems to be helping bacteria invade
our bodies.”

The idea that bacteria and animals may have swapped
genes isn’t new. Twenty years ago, scientists were trying
to understand the amazing speed by which bacteria
could develop resistance to antibiotics. They found that
bacteria could swap genes with each other, which meant
that they didn’t necessarily have to undergo mutations to
survive an antibiotic; they might be able to borrow genes
from each other. It didn’t take much of a leap of the
imagination to suppose that bacteria might have
acquired other genes as well, from the organisms they
infect.

But specific cases have been notoriously difficult to
prove. Doing so requires considerable evidence, which
may be hidden in the vast number of genomes that are
still incomplete, or may have been obscured by the fick-
le nature of evolution. As DNA is copied, genes are
duplicated and sometimes lost, which gives scientists
plenty of red herrings to sort through as they look for
proof of gene transfer between bacteria and multicellular
organisms.

“The best situation would be to find a gene that didn’t
exist in bacteria or single cells, which evolved late on, in
animals,” Toby says. “Then if you find it in just a few
strains of bacteria, you can make a good case that it got
there by theft.”

This looks like such a gene, he says.They’ve worked hard
with Fotis’ lab to build what looks like an air-tight case.

Bacterial a2M proteins (purple boxes), which were probably kidnaped from animal cells long ago, trap and disarm
molecules called proteases. These would otherwise chew up bacterial molecules and eventually destroy the organisms.
Toby Gibson and his colleagues have discovered that bacteria with a2Ms often have a second molecule, PBP1C (blue),
which probably helps mend the cell wall as it comes under attack from cellular defenses.
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* * *
The gene in question – related to mosquito TEPs – is
called a2-macroglobulin, or a2M. “This is one of the
major defenses animals mount against bacteria,”
Stephanie says. “Cells secrete it, and it traps molecules
that bacteria produce to help them infect cells.”

a2M is found universally in animals, but not in our sin-
gle-celled relatives, such as yeast. This means it probably
evolved as the first proto-animals made the dramatic
transition from one to many cells.

“They had a need for new defenses because their bodies
were developing inner spaces that would make excellent
breeding grounds for bacteria,” Toby says. “But such
invasions would often have bad effects on the animals.”

An organism’s first line of defense against bacteria is its
outer surface. Infectious bacteria contain protein-cutting
enzymes called proteases that allow them to breach tissues
or disrupt the immune responses of the host. a2M coun-
ters that by luring such enzymes in close and trapping
them. Later they will be chopped into harmless pieces –
thus preventing them from attacking the animal further.

If a2Ms were ancient molecules, you would expect to
find them in many different species, scattered through-
out the kingdom of bacteria as well as animals. But only
some bacteria have a2Ms – almost exclusively those that
are known to colonize animals.

“Your first assumption should always be that an organ-
ism inherits its genes via the normal route, from the par-
ent cell,” Aidan says. “But if that had been the case, this
pattern in bacteria didn’t make any sense at all.”

* * *
What did make sense, though, was a scenario in which
bacteria had once captured genes from the bodies of ani-
mals they colonized. If so, a2M was an especially inter-
esting molecule, because it would be a case of turning a
defensive weapon into an offensive one.

a2M’s ability to dispose of bacterial proteases clearly
makes the molecule useful for animals – but why would
it be helpful to bacteria? “Proteases are used by both
sides,” Toby says. “Cells also use them to attack bacteria.
So being able to trap and defuse proteases from the host
would aid an infectious organism.”

This is interesting, Toby says, because of something else
Aidan discovered while examining bacteria: most species
that contain a2M also have a molecule called PBP1C.
Two genes that are found together in so many species
usually signify that they work together; this supports the
idea that a2M is a bacterial defense mechanism, Toby
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says, because PBP1C’s function seems to be to repair
holes in the cell wall. “So putting these two elements
together gives bacteria a way both to ward off proteases
from the host and to repair damage to breaches of their
own cell wall.”

Toby sees clear medical applications. A key to fighting
disease is to show the human immune system how to
recognize infectious agents, which means pointing out
the molecules on their surfaces. Knowing that bacteria
contain a2Ms could have double benefits for therapies.

“Stimulating the production of antibodies against bacte-
rial forms of a2Ms would not only give the immune sys-
tem another way to identify the target,” he says, “the
antibodies themselves would block a2M activity.”

That would represent another victory in the arms race
between animals and bacteria.Not a final one, of course,
because we are permanent co-habitants of the planet,
and bacteria will always continue to spin off variations.
Some of these will inevitably produce new infections
because they will find our bodies ideal breeding grounds.
But the question is how fast researchers can recognize
and respond to a new challenge. Progress there, Toby
says, depends on intimately knowing the enemy and its
history of clashes with other species. He thinks
Shakespeare would have known what to do:

“Once more into the breach, dear friends, once more:
Or close the wall up with our protein dead.”

“All right,” he admits, “I have taken one slight liberty
with the text.”
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Tuberculosis is thriving,
and to beat it, we may

need a change of menu

This is a story that, tragically, we know
all too well from the evening news. A

criminal is caught in the act; and instead
of surrendering to authorities, he barri-
cades himself into a building, takes
hostages, refuses to talk. Negotiators enter
the building and are themselves taken
hostage. There ensues a standoff that can
continue for hours or days. The end may
be peaceful or violent.

You might just as well be talking about tuberculosis, says
Gareth Griffiths. The organism responsible for it and
many other mycobacteria barricade themselves in our
cells and cut off negotiations with cellular mechanisms
that could disarm them. The work of Gareth’s lab has
brought them face-to-face with a disease that is escalat-
ing at a rapid pace, and a patient’s chance of escaping
serious consequences are declining. Epidemiologists esti-
mate that one third of the world’s population is now
infected with tuberculosis, and the organism is learning
to evade the only truly effective defense – antibiotics.

Last year Elsa Anes (who is a collaborator from the
Faculty of Pharmacy at the University of Lisbon and a
regular visitor to the EMBL), Mark Kühnel and other
members of Gareth’s group went fishing for the molecu-
lar signals that help mycobacteria achieve a long-term
standoff within our cells. They found that the invaders
draw on help from an unexpected quarter.Gareth thinks
this might represent a weakness that can be exploited in
the search for new kinds of cures.

* * *
Macrophages are immune-system cells which circulate
in our blood, engulfing foreign particles and organisms.
That frequently includes bacteria, including harmless
strains of mycobacteria. When everything works well –
from our point of view – these are placed in a cellular
compartment called the phagosome, which is sealed off

A bacterial blockade

Above: actin fibers forming on the surface of a bead.

Left: Mark Kuehnel, Elsa Anes, Anja Habermann,
and Leila Staali stave off entry by their group leader,
Gareth Griffiths. 
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from the rest of the cell by a membrane and functions as
a sort of chemical garbage disposal system. Within the
phagosome, bacteria are systematically assaulted by tox-
ins, acids, and all kinds of chemical cutting devices. The
molecules and fragments left over at the end are harm-
less and can be disposed of easily.

Dangerous mycobacteria such as tuberculosis, however,
quickly barricade themselves into the phagosome and
mount an effective defense against most of the cell’s bac-
teria-busting tools. “We don’t know much about how
they achieve this,” Gareth says. “It most likely involves
lipids – the fats that make up membranes – and proteins
from the bacteria; they get inserted into the membrane
of the phagosome. There they probably play havoc with
the way the phagosome communicates with the rest of
the cell, cutting off its ability to draw in help to defeat
an infection.”

One result of this, he thinks, is that the infected phago-
some disturbs the growth of a dense network of cellular
fibers called actin. They have provided extensive evi-
dence that these filaments help phagosomes to fuse with
structures called lysosomes, and that’s an essential step in
killing bacteria. Acids and other defensive tools of the
cell often come packed in small membrane capsules;
these have to fuse onto the phagosome so that they can
inject their contents into the larger compartment.
Without actin filaments, which apparently serve as
tracks that allow compartments to crawl towards each
other, this is less likely to occur.

Gareth has been interested in phagosomes for a long
time, and several years ago he decided to create an artifi-

cial one that could be used as a kind of probe to test
ideas about how they worked in cells.

The important advantage of using these beads is an indi-
rect one: being light, they float in sucrose gradients, along
with their enclosing membrane, which allows scientists
to separate phagosomes very cleanly from other cell
organelles and components. Gareth and his colleagues
have used this system to make detailed analyses of
important phagosome functions, such as their interac-
tion with microtubules and actin and their fusion with
lysosomes.

The work revealed a great deal about how actin is assem-
bled into filaments; the scientists found a large network
of signalling lipids that controlled the process. “From
what we found, we can make a good case that these thin
filaments, growing outwards from the membrane of the
phagosome, can serve as tracks for the approach of lyso-
somes,” Gareth says. “That seems to encourage the
fusion of these two types of compartments in cells. Our
global analysis of phagosomes pointed us to a number of
lipids that, when added to the phagosomes in vitro or in
cells, would greatly stimulate the assembly of actin.”

The team decided to use this method to simulate phago-
somes infected with mycobacteria. “First we allowed the
beads to be sucked up into mouse macrophage cells,”
Mark says. “When we extracted them after a couple of
hours, they were covered with molecules from phago-
somes. A former post-doc of Gareth’s, MichelDesjardins
has recently shown by proteomics that the phagosomes
have about a thousand different proteins.

Above: Gareth and his group have created “artificial phagosomes” – latex beads coated with many of the molecules
found on the membranes of these cellular structures. They are using them to discover the roles played by some of these
molecules – for example, how  they stimulate the formation of string-like filaments of actin.

Right: Gareth studies a menu.
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To find proteins that influenced the cell’s actin network,
they put the bead phagosomes into the test tube and fed
them the building blocks of filaments. After a few min-
utes, 10 to 20 per cent of the beads were covered by
fibers. “But that number could be increased to about 60
per cent if we added certain types of lipids,” Mark says.
“So it’s not just the proteins that stimulate the formation
of filaments. In fact, it’s a large network of proteins and
lipids working together. Our work with the beads has
allowed us to point the finger at several specific lipids
that are involved in this.”

Now the scientists looked at real phagosomes – how they
behaved when they contained harmless bacteria that
could be killed. “We were able to reproduce the results
of the work with beads,” Gareth says. “Actin filaments
form around the compartments under the same types of
conditions; they’re being controlled by the same mole-
cules.” 

But phagosomes con-
taining deadly mycobac-
teria looked very differ-
ent – they could barely
stimulate the formation
of actin fibers. Had the
membranes somehow
changed? Were they no
longer communicating
properly with molecules
needed to string together
the filaments? If lipids
were the key players, the
researchers thought, they
might be able to restimu-
late growth of the fibers by adding the lipids that did the
same thing around the latex beads.

That’s exactly what happened. Actin-stimulating lipids
prompted the growth of actin from phagosomes infect-
ed with M. tuberculosis. This had a striking effect: nor-
mally, the tuberculosis pathogen shuts off the fusion of
phagosomes and lysosomes, but now they could merge
again. This loads the phagosome with enzymes that can
chop up bacterial molecules. Acid levels in the phago-
somes rise. And finally, dangerous strains of tuberculosis
and other mycobacteria die. 

He’s not a physician, he cautions, and a lot more work
will be necessary to transform the idea into therapies.
But there is a curious piece of evidence that you might
be able to do it through a change in diet. 

Ironically, that evidence comes from bad news rather
than good. “Just as some particular lipids help phago-
somes do their job, others help the bacteria,” he says.
“We found that omega-3 polyunsaturated fats cut down
the formation of actin filaments around the phagosome
and significantly increase the growth of the tuberculosis
bacteria in macrophages. This fat is necessary for our
bodies, to the point that it’s been recommended as a
dietary supplement – but it may be bad news for tuber-
culosis.” 

This concern is reinforced by another type of therapy:
antibodies against molecules that induce inflammation
are increasingly used to combat inflammatory bowel dis-

eases. Clinicians have
recently discovered an
unwanted side effect:
long-dormant forms of
M. tuberculosis are reacti-
vated in an increasing
number of antibody-
treated patients. 

If omega-3 sounds famil-
iar, you’re thinking of a
famous diet built around
it. But it looks like the
combination of the fat
and tuberculosis is a prob-
lem. Studies have shown

that foods rich in these lipids worsen tuberculosis infec-
tions in guinea pigs. People living in polar regions typi-
cally have more of the fats in their diet – they’re also suf-
fering from a higher rate of tuberculosis.

* * *
Gareth and his colleagues have found seven flavors of
lipids that combine to achieve this. “That strongly sug-
gests a possibility for therapy,” he says. “You might be
able to fight mycobacterial diseases by treating
macrophages with the specific lipids that we have iden-
tified.”

“It’s not anywhere near an open-and-shut case,” Gareth
says. “But it’s intriguing, and the bottom line may turn
out positive. If a change of diet can help out the tuber-
culosis bacteria, probably because it’s changing the lipid
content of macrophages, well, you might be able to
attack the organism through diet as well.” 

What would that diet look like? There’s still an unre-
solved problem, he says. “You have to practice a diet that
achieves the best compromise between the different de-
fense processes in the body, both in healthy people and
in those infected with pathogens such as M. tuberculosis,
or those who suffer from pro-inflammatory diseases. 

With tuberculosis on the rise, and the bacteria showing
an increasing resistance to traditional therapies, our
menus might need to change sooner than we think.
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Left: Wolfram Meyer-Klaucke

If we ever find life on Mars, Wolfram
Meyer-Klaucke wants to have a look

at it. 

He wouldn’t be the only one at EMBL aching to get his
hands on an alien life form, but Wolfram would have a
pretty good idea of what to do with it. He has a passion
for metals and how biological systems have evolved to
deal with them. And whatever else a Martian can do, it
will have to be able to cope with metal.

Iron is a challenge for life on our planet: it makes up 5%
of the earth’s crust, so it’s logical that organisms make use
of it; many of the chemical processes in our cells depend
on this and other metals. However, the vast majority of
terrestrial iron can’t be used directly, because it doesn’t
break down in water. Cells have learned to cope with
that, through a series of clever mechanisms that convert
it into a soluble form. They have also learned to control
it very carefully. Iron is so chemically active that even a
slight overdose will disrupt our biochemistry.

The surface of Mars is 14% iron, Wolfram says. If life
ever evolved there, it must have developed very clever
ways of coping with this rambunctious element.

Until they bring him an extraterrestrial to work on, he’s
perfectly content to study earthly animals and plants –
there’s plenty to do. At the Hamburg Outstation,
Wolfram employs a spectroscopic instrument called
EXAFS, set up on a beamline by Christoph Hermes’
group back in the 1980s. The method reveals fascinating
things about the relationship between molecules and
metal.

Most work at the Outstation focuses on putting crystal-
lized proteins in a laser-like beam of X-rays, measuring
how the rays are diffracted onto a detector, and using
that information to make structural diagrams of mole-
cules. EXAFS measures a different effect: how substances
absorb the beam at different energies. Each type of atom
does so in its own way. By watching the absorption pat-
tern, researchers detect “signatures” of neighboring
atoms and get a look at how the metals snap into their

EXAFS probes 
nature’s very complex

use of metals

Striking gold (or at least iron,
zinc, and cadmium) in cells
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immediate neighborhood. The method isn’t limited to
crystals, Wolfram says; metals can equally be looked at in
liquids, or entire tissues. 

His work has brought Wolfram into contact with
researchers from throughout Europe, working on a wide
variety of problems. So the day that the first Martian is
brought home by the European Space Agency – or
NASA, whoever’s first – they may well come knocking
on his door. 

* * *
Wolfram found his way to what he admits is a very spe-
cialized niche of biology because years ago, in an under-
graduate physics class, he got a look at a synchrotron. He
says he knew immediately that this was where he want-
ed to be. “The technological improvements and the
questions being addressed at synchrotrons are the most
dynamic part of applied science today. And it’s a
machine that you can still control on your own; you’re
not just a cog in a wheel of some huge physics experi-
ment that five hundred people are working on.”

An EXAFS experiment may show the bonds that trap a
single atom of zinc, for example, in a matrix of just a few
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amino acids. A large protein might contain thousands of
amino acids, so Wolfram’s view of molecules is more
focused than that of most biologists, who usually take a
more “applied” view of their functions in cells. “But the
most fascinating element inside a structure is the metal,”
he says. “When you consider what has to have happened
over the course of evolution to control metal metabo-
lism... Single atoms have to be handled by many differ-
ent genes, all working together to get something into
just the right conformation, at just the right time... It’s
staggering.”

His interests aren’t limited to such basic issues, however;
he is involved in several projects aimed at explaining
higher-level systems in cells. Many of a cell’s chemical
reactions depend on metals. And a huge question is how
organisms take up enough metal and stop again, before
they fall prey to toxic overdoses. 

Two recent collaborative projects illustrate what EXAFS
can do. One has to do with a plant that absorbs incred-
ible amounts of cadmium – amounts that would kill
most other plants. The other study reveals how bacteria
avoid taking in too much iron. 

“The iron project is interesting because it’s a good exam-
ple of how crystallography and spectroscopy can be com-
bined,” Wolfram says. “Ehmke Pohl here in Hamburg
and colleagues from the University of Colorado were
looking at a molecule called the ferric uptake regulator, or
Fur. This is the master control in bacteria of how much
iron they take in. It’s a fairly direct system: when there is
enough iron, it binds to Fur proteins, and they act as ‘off
switches.’ They switch off genes that normally help the
bacteria absorb the element. If there is little iron, they
bind poorly to DNA, so the genes remain active.”

How exactly does locking onto an atom of iron change
the architecture of Fur, changing its behavior around
DNA, and where does iron bind to the protein? An
analysis of crystals gave the scientists a static view of the
molecule in the presence of zinc. But in vivo it binds one
atom of iron and one of zinc. EXAFS showed that these
two metals probably have different functions and
showed their locations in the structure. The zinc seems
to have a bolt-like function, maintaining the overall
structure of Fur. Iron, on the other hand, seems to be
directly involved in the protein’s ability to lock onto
DNA. 

“The part of Fur that binds to DNA seems to work like
a hinge,” Wolfram says. “EXAFS shows that whether it’s
open or closed – and thus how well it can bind to DNA
– depends on whether iron is there or not.” So the
method has allowed researchers to move from a static
picture of a protein to a dynamic one, showing the pre-
cise effects of iron. It also explained part of the metal’s

Right: the Hamburg Outstation by night
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there. Some plants absorb vast amounts of metal – for
example, a leafy bush called T. caerulescens, holds the
world record for being able to take in cadmium – at full
capacity, cadmium may account for 1% of the content
of its leaves. This may function as a defensive measure,
making the plant highly toxic to both pests and animals.

“If an organism can absorb so much metal, we’d really
like to know whether it locks all those atoms it up in spe-
cific molecules, or if it sucks them into compartments
and just holds them there,” Wolfram says. This is one of

role in helping multiple Fur proteins link to each other,
which is an important step in controlling genes.

* * *
Another promising aspect of EXAFS is that it can be
used to study entire tissues. “That means you could
study spatial patterns – where metals are deposited in
plant leaves, or organs,” Wolfram says. “You can also
watch how those patterns develop over time. We don’t
yet have real spatial resolution; for that we’ll have to wait
for a more powerful beamline.” He won’t have to wait
long; it’s happening next door. The German Electron
Synchrotron Facility (DESY), where the Hamburg
Outstation is located, is about to convert a particle accel-
erator “ring” called PETRA into a source of X-rays that
can be tapped into by biologists.

Until that happens, scientists will have to be content
with comparing samples taken from different regions of
organisms to establish how much metal is concentrated

the questions that he recently worked on with scientists
from the Universities of Konstanz and South Bohemia.

They were not only able to map the zinc contents of dif-
ferent parts of the plant – mature and “old-aged” leaves
held the most, more than stems or roots – but also to
watch how T. caerulescens dealt with doses in various
amounts. One interesting finding was, for example, that
cadmium-laden plants also increased their uptake of
zinc. 

“This might be a survival strategy,” Wolfram says. “If
there is so much cadmium, it will ‘pollute’ molecules
that ought to be using zinc, and that would be disrup-
tive to biological processes. So the plant quickly draws in
as much zinc as it can, to even the score.”

They also discovered that cadmium seems to be trapped
by individual amino acids, becoming imprisoned in
large compartments in the cell called vacuoles, where
they won’t do much harm. Since EXAFS can’t “see” cells
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– yet – researchers haven’t di-
rectly observed cadmium clus-
ters in vacuole compartments.
But they already know quite a
bit about the molecules located
there, and their amino acid
composition, so Wolfram feels
they are on firm ground. 

“The alternative to locking
cadmium up in vacuoles would
be for the plant cells to manu-
facture a very high number of
cadmium-trapping molecules,”
Wolfram says. “That’s the strat-
egy taken by normal plants,
ones that don’t absorb so much
cadmium. It’s fine if the plant
deals with far lower amounts of
the element. But here, produc-
ing so many molecules would
cost cells a terrible amount of
energy.”

Younger plants may be able to muster up the energy, the

scientists found; less of the cadmium in their leaves is

trapped in vacuoles. So T. caerulescens may be changing

its strategy over its lifetime.

That’s the future, Wolfram says, tracking changes in

metals in tissues, over the entire developmental history

of an organism.

And someday it may help when studying the Iron-Eaters

of Mars.
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An “iron hormone” seems
to be at the root 

of common diseases 

Why grasse is green, or why our blood is red,
Are mysteries which none have reach’d unto.

In this low forme, poore soul, what wilt thou doe?

- John Donne, “Of the progresse of the Soule”

John Donne might not have believed
that it could be done – but now we

know why blood is red. Contrary to pop-
ular belief, it’s not really the iron. To get
the right color on the palette, you start
with the purplish pigment of haemoglo-
bin molecules, lighten that with transpar-
ent serum, then find the right tint by
adding some of the ruddy metal. If you
have trouble precisely matching the color
of blood, it’s because there has to be just
the right quantity of iron. And even the
body sometimes has trouble doing that.

We absorb iron from our food atom by atom, at a slow
rate. Once it’s in the body, virtually the only way to get
rid of it is through bleeding, or by shedding cells.
Otherwise it gets recycled over and over, so efficiently
that, conceivably, we might still carry a few atoms of iron
obtained from our mothers.

Group leader Matthias Hentze knows the figures by
heart. “The total iron content of our body is four to five
grams,” he says. “We absorb about one to two mil-
ligrams a day – and lose about the same amount. So you
can see how efficient the recycling process is.”

Iron is needed to help carry oxygen and to drive impor-
tant biochemical reactions in cells. But the same proper-
ties that make it valuable can make it dangerous: chem-
ically speaking, iron is very active – sometimes too
active. An overload of iron can be disruptive or even
fatal. So when the body senses that amounts of iron are
rising too high, it stops absorbing any more – providing
everything is working properly.

A bodily balancing act

Martina Muckenthaler and Matthias Hentze
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“Controlling those levels requires coordination between
several parts of the body and many types of cells,”
Matthias says. “That in itself makes iron regulation an
interesting problem for research. But there are also very
common, serious diseases related to defects in how the
body deals with iron.We’ve spent a number of years try-
ing to understand how things work and what goes
wrong.”

Last year the team discovered a key signal that passes
between the liver and the gut to control how much iron
is absorbed. Now Martina Muckenthaler and other
members of Matthias’ team, working with collaborators
at Harvard, have discovered that the same system can
affect the balance of iron during infections. It’s begin-
ning to look like they have their hands on a master con-
trol switch for the body’s iron levels.

* * *
Hemochromatosis, the most common genetic disease in
the Western world, stems from defects in a gene called
Hfe. People who inherit a mutated copy of this gene
from both parents develop “iron overload” because their
bodies become confused about how much of the ele-
ment should be absorbed. Studies of Hfe’s function have
given Matthias, Martina and their colleagues deep
insights into the way the body monitors and responds to
changes in levels of iron.

But other things can create iron imbalances. For exam-
ple, levels of the element in the blood often drop during
infections. This has an important function: infectious
microbes also need iron. As they multiply and spread,
they can draw it from the bloodstream, and one way for
the body to fight back is to lower the amount of iron in
circulation. Yet what is good to combat short-term infec-
tions can become dangerous in chronic conditions or
inflammations. Over the long term, it can starve the
bone marrow of this metal which is essential for blood
cells, leading to the anemia of chronic disease (ACD).The
anemia needs to be treated, Martina says, but since it’s a
part of the body’s natural response to disease, a therapy
may interfere with the work of the immune system.

She says that the body has two main ways to lower iron
levels; both happen in ACD, but researchers didn’t know
why. “One strategy is for the body to absorb less iron

from food. That doesn’t change things very fast because
most of our iron is being recycled. What works more
quickly is for cells to sweep up iron and hold onto it.
Macrophages in the blood, for example, do this.”

Hemochromatosis also disrupts these processes – in the
opposite direction. Might the two types of iron imbal-
ance have a common root? Investigating a system that
operates over great distances in the body, involving many
types of cells, can be incredibly complex; it would have
been virtually impossible three or four years ago.

But Martina has spent an immense amount of time with
Wilhelm Ansorge’s group and the Genomics core facili-
ty developing a DNA chip that she calls the IronChip –
capable of scanning the activity of hundreds of genes
that may be involved in the body’s use of iron. She could
now use it to take on ACD. And she knew where to
start: with mice that had hemochromatosis.

* * *
Matthias’ group has long cultivated relationships with
clinical researchers looking into iron-related diseases.
“The things we are discovering have a direct relevance to
human health,”Matthias says. “They need to be pursued
in the context of a clinic, where you can study both
processes in patients and possible treatments.”

When the body has too much iron, Hfe protein signals the
liver to produce Hepcidin and lower levels of the element,
by shutting down its uptake from food and its recycling.
The Hentze group discovered that Hfe also passes the
signal to produce Hepcidin during inflammations, leading
to anemia. No Hfe means no Hepcidin – and no iron
regulation – in both cases. 

Hfe

Hepcidin
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One collaboration is with the team ofNancy Andrews at
the Harvard Medical School, who have developed a
strain of “knockout” mouse that lacks the hemochro-
matosis gene. Mice without Hfe develop iron overload
and other symptoms of the disease. Using the IronChip,
Martina has identified genes that behave abnormally
when Hfe is absent.

The most remarkable of these is a gene called Hepcidin,
which normally gets switched on when iron levels rise,
but not in the knockout mice. This caught Martina’s
attention for several reasons. In normal mice, the liver
also produces Hepcidin during infections; it is an iron
hormone with antimicrobial activity. And scientists
knew that it could influence iron absorption in the gut
as well as the release of iron from macrophages. “It made
perfect sense that Hepcidin might be involved in ACD,
but no one knew that there was a relationship to Hfe –
that Hfe is required to switch it on during infections.”

So she now had a link between Hfe and Hepcidin, and
maybe ACD. Martina quickly placed a call to the U.S.
The hemochromatosis mice could be used to study ane-
mia. “We used a compound derived from bacteria –
known to stimulate immune reactions – to create an arti-
ficial inflammation in the mice, and then we watched for
changes in levels of iron,” Martina says. “The results
were very clean – normal mice produce Hepcidin, and

develop low iron levels in the blood. But in the Hfe

knockout mice, neither of these things happen.”

Otherwise, though, the immune system of the

hemochromatosis mice seemed to behave fine; most

genes were responding normally during inflammations.

That was exciting because it showed two important

things. “Hfe is required to change levels of iron,”

Martina says. “And maybe even more significantly, it

shows that there can be a normal immune reaction with-

out lowering blood iron levels, which causes anemia.”

The connection appears to be so direct, Matthias says,

that it suggests a logical new way to develop a therapy for

ACD. “It has been difficult to deal with ACD without

disturbing other parts of the immune system. Now it

looks like you may be able to maintain adequate levels of

iron in the bloodstream by blocking Hfe.

Hemochromatosis patients spend their entire lives with-

out Hfe and they only develop iron overload over the

course of several years. That tells us that we can interfere

with Hfe without causing any serious consequences –

including disturbing the rest of the immune response –

for several weeks or months.”

EMBL ANNUAL REPORT 2003/2004
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Exposing the rules 
by which proteins fold

into deadly fibers

You can never predict what people will
be talking about in Luis Serrano’s lab.

Over the years, he has established a diverse
colony of biologists, physicists and mathe-
maticians and put them to work on all
kinds of problems. They have transplant-
ed multiple genes into bacteria, trying to
discover how they influence each other’s
behavior. Or designed small artificial
molecules. Or created proteins that can
trap other molecules.

Something they talk about almost every day is the fun-
damental question of how a protein, which starts as a
shoestring-like chain of amino acids, ends up looking
like modern sculpture as it knots into a three-dimen-
sional shape. This form, which is the result of precise
folding, determines how a molecule functions in cells.

“You would like to be able to look at the sequence of
amino acids in a protein and predict the shape it will
assume,” Luis says. “But that’s a function of chemistry
and physics, and there are so many variables that the
problem is extremely complex.”

Uncovering rules that govern protein folding would be a
major step forward. Molecules’ three-dimensional struc-
tures are a key to the development of new drugs and to
understanding serious diseases that occur when folding
goes wrong. In Alzheimer’s disease, for example, proteins
link themselves into long fibers that block communica-
tion between brain cells; eventually the cells die, and that
can be fatal for the person. Several other diseases have
been linked to  similar amyloid fibers.

Under certain conditions in the test tube, Luis says, just
about any protein will form such fibers. While some
combinations of amino acids tend to do so more than
others, researchers haven’t been able to deduce a clear set
of rules. “There is also the question of why sequences
that could form fibers don’t usually do so in our bodies,”

Origami in the cell

Left: Luis Serrano and Manuela López de la Paz.

Above: When he’s not helping scientists with their
origami needs, Thomas Franz runs the Proteomics
Core Facility.
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altered. “We wanted a very simple molecule in which we
could introduce single variations – replacing each amino
acid subunit, one at a time – and study their effects on
folding,” Luis says. “STVIIE is six amino acids long.
Some changes stop the formation of fibers; some con-
tinue to permit it, and yet others even increase the ten-
dency towards fibers.”

The effort resembles an attempt to take a six-letter word
and respell it by exchanging each letter, one-by-one, with
20 other letters of the alphabet. Billions of different mol-
ecules were investigated. “As far as we know,” Manuela
says, “this is the only study that has experimentally
scanned every position in a molecule.”

The result is a pattern that could be converted into a
computer algorithm. Manuela says it detects whether a
particular protein contains one of the six-letter patterns
that could lead to amyloid fiber formation.

“Some positions within the molecule are key in deter-
mining this,” she says. “For example, it’s very difficult to
stop fiber formation by making a change at the edges of
the pattern – for example at the first amino acid. But you
can easily stop it by switching the contents of the fifth
position.” Amino acids also have an effect on their
neighbors: some variations that form fibers can be
blocked by other changes nearby. The new algorithm
detects and evaluates both.

Luis says. “This must be due to patterns within the pro-
tein that prevent it from happening.”

Luis’ group has put a lot of effort into designing com-
puter algorithms to ferret out the patterns that lead
fibers to form. But it is extremely difficult to do so look-
ing at natural proteins, produced in cells. Most proteins
are large and complex, and the causes may be hidden in
hundreds or thousands of subtle, unique differences in
the chemistry of each molecule. So recently staff scientist
Manuela López de la Paz and Luis took a new approach,
trying out variations of a small artificial protein that they
had designed.

STVIIE, as the molecule is called, was created as a prov-
ing ground to search for the keys to amyloid fiber for-
mation. In its basic form, the molecule readily forms
fibers, but this behavior changes if the molecule is

A protein consists of a
string-like chain of amino
acids; chemical interac-tions
between them cause the
molecule to fold into a 3-
dimensional structure that
determines its behavior.
Misfolding can lead to
serious diseases.

The result is a computer algorithm
that detects whether a particular
protein contains one of the six-letter
patterns that could lead to amyloid
fiber formation. Some positions in
the molecule are much more
important in determining this than
others.
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dangerous for the organism – unless it is surrounded by
protective sequences. What we found matches those
expectations in many specific cases – it confirms we’re on
the right track.”

Being able to reliably predict whether a change in a pro-
tein leads to amyloid fibers would be a major step for-
ward in the search for cures.

Is this pattern specific to STVIIE, or do similar features
cause other proteins to form amyloid fibers?The test was
to scan the sequence of both “healthy” and disease-relat-
ed proteins for six-letter patterns derived from the muta-
tional experiments on STVIIE. “You would expect to
recognize the pattern in proteins that have been linked
to amyloid diseases,” Luis says. “But it shouldn’t occur in
most normal animal proteins – that would be far too
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The year of the human chip

Human microarrays 
are starting to pay off 

in a big way

Afew years ago, researchers at Stanford
University in the U.S. announced a

new technology that could revolutionize
how scientists approach one of biology’s
most fundamental questions. Of all the
RNAmolecules that a cell can conceivably
produce – because its genome contains the
necessary information – which does it
actually create? under what circumstances?
and what events cause that set to change?
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For years Wilhelm Ansorge’s group had been at the fore-
front of developments in DNA technology; they had the
expertise in chemistry, sequencing, robotics and com-
puting that would be necessary to bring the technology
to EMBL, creating custom DNA chips. Several research
groups expressed interest and jumped on board in proj-
ects to create microarrays for their scientific projects.

So Wilhelm and his group at the Biochemical
Instrumentation Array Facility have helped EMBL
groups to produce several types of chips – assembling
collections of genes from organisms such as yeast, mos-
quito and fly, mouse and human. Along the way, they
have steadily been working on the Really Big Project, the
one that could make all those years of work on the
human genome pay off in a short time. Once the
genome was finished, it was theoretically possible to

Called DNA chips, or microarrays, the technology per-
mits scientists to compare gene activity in different types
of cells by measuring which RNAs are being produced.
A given cell probably produces proteins from about 20%
of its genes at any one time. A large proportion of these
are involved in basic tasks common to most types of
cells: housekeeping, transporting molecules around, pro-
ducing energy. But some of them are needed for more
specific things, by specialized cell types, under special
circumstances. Those are particularly interesting,
because they can provide hints about the genes that
guide cell division, differentiation, or the development
of tumors. They can also indicate how cells respond to
drugs or foreign substances. DNA chips can provide the
overall picture.

Wilhelm Ansorge’s group acts out a DNA chip. Left, clockwise from lower left: Jonathon Black, Christian Schwager,
Wilhelm Ansorge, Amir Abdollahi, Mechthild Wagner, Ute Wirkner, Jan Selig, Heiko Drzonek, Alexandra Ansorge.
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assemble a complete collection of known human genes,
including many newly-discovered and predicted ones,
on a single chip.

Yet there were several obstacles to be overcome before
such large project could be realized. One of them was
quality. “An essential step in making such a chip is to col-
lect a cDNA clone set whose sequence has been verified
and validated for all of these genes,” Wilhelm says. “At
the time we started, there was no such collection.
Samples had to be obtained from many different labora-
tories, and sometimes they were of poor quality.
Occasionally what people claimed was one gene turned
out to be something different.”

In 2002, through collaborations with several partners
including the German Resource Centre and Primary
Database, the German Cancer Research Centre
(DKFZ), and the University Polyclinic Heidelberg, the
group had assembled the clone set and accomplished the
production of the whole Human Genome Chip.
Systematic quality control was implemented at each crit-
ical step in production of the arrays.

Another obstacle was the problem of “missing spots”
occuring on all standard spotting systems, limiting
severely efficient production, particularly of the large
microarrays. This problem was solved by developing a
novel hardware system, allowing reliable production.
Further obstacles were solved by developing optimized
chemistry and protocols for surface attachment, efficient
hybridization protocols, and software tools for quality
analysis, control and tracking.

Now when the fundamental tools had been built all that
remained to be done was to use them in carrying out
good science.

That has begun to happen; Wilhelm and his colleagues
are engaged in numerous partnerships with labs at
EMBL and outside, including clinics and pharmaceuti-
cal companies, asking meaningful questions about
human cells. The dam has broken; over the past few
months, their work has started to produce a flood of
papers.

* * *
Peter Huber’s lab at theDKFZ inHeidelberg is using the
chips to study angiogenesis – the creation of new blood
vessels. For over a decade, researchers have recognized
that arteries and veins might be a weak point in cancer.
As a tumor grows, its cells need blood, and they get it by
building new blood vessels at an unnatural, accelerated
rate. If scientists could discover the method behind this
process, they might be able to block it, starving tumors.

The human body seems to have a natural blocking strat-
egy, involving a protein called endostatin; it impedes the
formation of new blood vessels. The molecular signals
that guide this process hadn’t yet been decoded. A
human chip could help, because it could record changes
in genes that might be related to building vessels; it
could also observe the effect that drugs had on the
behavior of these genes.

“In the meantime it has been suspected that endostatin
blocks the division of epithelial cells – which, among
other things, form the lining of blood vessels,” Wilhelm
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says. “So Peter watched how these cells responded to
endostatin. Analyzing the array data, combined with
those obtained from our protein and antibody arrays, we
got really remarkable results.”

The microarray studies showed that thousands of genes
are affected when the cells are treated with the protein.
71 of those molecules are already known to have a con-
nection to angiogenesis.Huber and his collaborators saw
that the effect was very global: production drops from
genes that help form vessels, and rises among inhibitors.

But it doesn’t have this effect everywhere – which is
promising for therapies. You wouldn’t want to complete-
ly shut down the body’s ability to make blood vessels
when there has been a wound, for instance. Drugs need
to be developed that will block only tumor-related ves-
sels.

The targets for such drugs may well lie in the data col-
lected from the experiments. Much work will be needed
to explain the functions of many of the genes that
respond to endostatin. But the Human Genome Chip
has now shortlisted the candidates, potentially saving an
immense amount of time.

* * *
Another collaboration with the Huber group aims to
uncover the causes of a deadly disease called fibrosis.Our
lungs are made of about 300 million tiny, sac-like alve-
oli whose very thin walls ensure an efficient passage of
oxygen into the bloodstream. In fibrosis disease, the
walls become scarred and alveoli are unable to function

properly. This is a common serious side-effect of radia-
tion and chemotherapies used to treat cancer.

The team used the DNA chips to identify molecules
active in the lungs of diseased mice. “There were indica-
tions that a signaling molecule called PDGF is involved,”
says Amir Abdollahi, a member of Peter’s group. “Chip
data showed a big increase in the molecules involved in
PDGF signaling during fibrogenesis – in fact, they are
always activated, they never shut off. So we wondered if
you could stop the development of the disease by block-
ing the signals.”

Using a compound known to block PDGF receptor
molecules, the scientists discovered that they could slow
the rate of scarring and increase the lifespan of the mice
– something that other types of therapy haven’t been
able to achieve. And methods for blocking PDGF signals
are already known, suggesting a possible therapy that
could be quickly investigated in the clinic.

* * *
Somewhere in our bone marrow hides a small but cru-
cial population of stem cells, capable of producing a
wide variety of blood cells and under special circum-
stances even heart muscle and many other tissue types
(see story on page 50). But despite decades of research,
it has been impossible to clearly identify a stem cell. In
the lab, these hematopoeitic progenitor cells (HPCs)
quickly differentiate into specialized types.

Anthony Ho’s group at the University of Heidelberg,
collaborating with Wilhelm’s lab, is now closing in on
them. When HPCs divide, they typically spawn daugh-
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ter cells with different characteristics: a “slow-dividing”
type and another that reproduces more quickly. The lat-
ter usually specializes, while slow dividers tend to remain
stem-cell-like. Using microarrays, the scientists hoped to
capture a profile of true HPCs.

The study has produced a list of genes that remain high-
ly active in slow-dividing cells. “The pattern is consistent
with ‘primitive’ functions and a tendency towards self-
renewal rather than differentiation,” Wilhelm says.
Another discovery: slow-dividing cells have a different
shape than those that differentiate. They are smaller and
elongated, with numerous protrusions at the cell mem-
brane; the differentiating cells are larger, rounder, and
rarely have protrusions. These features will hopefully
permit scientists to cleanly isolate stem cells, a first step
in closer studies that could lead to further, more target-
ed clinical applications.

* * *
Another project deals with one of the most common
health problems for young men: testicular cancer. An
analysis carried out in collaboration with Henrik Leffers
and Kristian Almstrup from the University Department
of Growth and Reproduction (Rigshospitalet,
Copenhagen), demonstrated that cancerous CIS cells
taken from patient tissues have stem-cell like features.
“Using genome-wide gene expression profiling, we iden-
tified more than 200 genes highly expressed in this tis-
sue,” Wilhelm says, “including many never reported in
testicular neoplasms.”

Some of the highly expressed genes identified in this
study are promising candidates for new diagnosticmark-
ers and a patent application has been filed.

Comparing this profile with patterns reported in embry-
onic stem cells (ESC), the scientists discovered a sub-

stantial overlap and a striking resemblance between CIS
cells and embryonic stem cells. “In particular we saw
that genes in regions of chromosome 17q and 12 were
over-expressed, and these regions have been reported as
unstable in human stem cells,”Wilhelm says. “The close
similarity between CIS and embryonic stem cells
explains how CIS cells can develop into so many differ-
ent forms and supports the idea that testicular germ cell
tumors originate in the embryo before birth.”

* * *
Neither last nor least, theHumanGenome Chip is being
applied to one of the most interesting questions in evo-
lutionary biology today – the question of how changes
in a species’ genes affect the set of RNAs and proteins
that are produced in cells, and how this affects the evo-
lution of species. Wilhelm and his colleagues are collab-
orating with Svante Päabo from the Max Planck
Institute for Evolutionary Biology in Leipzig, using
DNA chips to study gene expression in humans, chim-
panzees, Macaque apes and mice, hoping to advance our
understanding of how species evolve.

* * *
Wilhelm is quick to point out that alongside all the proj-
ects involving chips being carried out with external
groups, there are several important projects involving the
Human Genome Chip within EMBL. With Heiko
Runz from Rainer Pepperkok’s group, they are studying
the cellular cholesterol pathway, and other experiments
are looking at gene expression in the study of cellular
receptors, with Steffi Denger from Frank Gannon’s lab.
Even Wilhelm is amazed at the pace at which a new
technology, a dividend of the human genome project,
has straddled so many subdisciplines of the life sciences
and medicine.

Right: DNA chips are made
of glass slides with tens of
thousands of spots; each
one contains billions of
copies of a DNA molecule
from a single gene. mRNAs
that have been extracted
from cells and tagged with a
red or green marker float
across the spots, docking
onto corresponding DNA
sequences. A laser then
scans the spots to see which
genes are active in specific
types of cells.

Opposite page: a
workstation for the analysis
of DNA chip data.
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Heidelberg experiments
get a direct pipeline
to an EBI database 

An experiment may tell you a great
deal, or it may say almost nothing.To

understand its meaning, scientists ask
themselves why it was performed, how it
was done, and whether the results address
the basic question. Then there is another
step; as Matthias Hentze puts it, “I always
try to ask myself what else an experiment
has to say that I haven’t thought of ask-
ing.”

Speaking the common language
of microarrays
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Interpretation is especially important in microarray data
– each spot on a DNA chip is essentially a separate
experiment. “The information from any one spot may
be useful to another scientist working on a completely
different problem,” says Alvis Brazma of the EBI, “but
only if results are presented in a meaningful way, accom-
panied by sufficient information about how and why an
experiment was done.”

This problem led Alvis and his team at the EBI to set up
a database called ArrayExpress, housing not only the raw
output of microarray experiments, but also a wealth of
accompanying information necessary to interpret it. In
collaboration with a large group of international experts,
they developed a standard protocol called the Minimal
Information About a Microarray Experiment (MIAME),
information composed in a descriptive language called
MAGE-ML.

An increasing number of laboratories were doing
microarray experiments, Alvis says; without a common
descriptive language, an amazing amount of data would
be lost or be nearly impossible to make sense of. “Each
research group was in the process of developing its own
language,” he says. “Continuing that way would have led
to a ‘translation’ nightmare far more difficult to solve
than developing standards. And it is doubtful you’d ever
really be able to compare – with any certainty – the find-
ings of two different labs.”
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The data in ArrayExpress is growing at an incredible
pace, so more and more users need to “speak” MAGE-
ML. “They may find annotating the first few experi-
ments a bit complex,” Alvis says, “so we offer a support
service as well as a lot of information via the web.” The
goal is to marry the language directly to the machines
and users – who typically establish an experimental pro-
cedure and use it over and over again. Thus it has been
designed to plug into Laboratory Information Systems,
or LIMS. Alvis and his team created a “compact annota-
tion and submission database” called MIAMExpress,
which they offer for users to install at their local sites.

* * *
Christian Schwager and his colleagues in Wilhelm
Ansorge’s group inHeidelberg have been among the first
to take on the task of fully, locally implementing
MIAMExpress in the collection of experimental data.

“Last year we submitted our first data – from the
51,000-probe human DNA chip – to ArrayExpress,”
Christian says. “During the process it was obvious that
the best procedure would be to have the database
installed on-site. You could submit data via the web, but
the local solution would give us more flexibility.”

ArrayExpress already has well-established pipelines to
groups producing chip data, Alvis says, including labo-
ratories in Stanford, as well as the organization TIGR
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(US) and the RZPD (Germany). But this would be the
first local installation of MIAMExpress, and getting
things set up took work from many people on both
sides: Christian, Jonathon Blake, and Jan Selig from
Heidelberg, along with Mohammad Shojatalab, Niran
Wardena, Helen Parkinson, and Ele Holloway from the
EBI.

“With an on-site installation,” Christian says, “the sys-
tem is completely open to all EMBL researchers and
their external collaborators, and they can turn to us for
support. The result is an electronic ‘lab-book’ in which
scientists can directly record the steps of experiments. As
they do so, they are composing an ArrayExpress entry.
That streamlines the submission procedure. It also stores

data and images on-site so that scientists can continue to
work with their data right up to the point of submission
to the EBI.”

Another advantage of local MIAMExpress is that the
team can add analytical tools and other extra features
that help in interpreting data. The next goal is to create
what Christian calls a “full query” system, which will
allow researchers to integrate the results of different
experiments – including those of their colleagues. “Every
experiment is potentially a guide to interpreting every
other experiment,” he says. “But when you are dealing
with this much data, and this many different experi-
mental protocols, that’s an incredibly complex prob-
lem.”
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Jonathon Black, Christian Schwager, Jan Selig and a model of the Express they helped build between HD and the EBI.
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Suppose a cell were the world’s largest
building, and you needed to guess the

occupations of millions of people who
worked there, using only video cameras.
Knowing whether a person spent most of
his time in the central administration
office, the copy room, or the cafeteria and
who else was in the room at the same time
wouldn’t be a sure-fire way of determining
a person’s job, but it would be a good start.

Visions of cells

“Live cell chips” set out to
illuminate the proteome and

analyze gene function

Above: Rainer Pepperkok and Jan Ellenberg. Right:
scans of living cell arrays have revealed the cellular
locations of newly-discovered proteins. Clockwise from
top left: mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, nucleus,
microtubules. 
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Observing the locations of molecules in the cell doesn’t
reveal all the details of their functions, either, but it can
tell you a lot – far more than just having a full list of staff
(the genome) or knowing when a person enters the
building (the kind of information that you can obtain
from DNA chips).

So for several years, Rainer Pepperkok has dreamed of
illuminating the proteome, the entire collection of pro-
teins produced by the cell, especially all the new ones
that have been uncovered in genome projects. Learning
where each of them worked would be an enormous
shortcut to discovering their functions. He’s been puz-
zling over how to go about it for a long time.
Theoretically, the technology exists to tag every protein
with a fluorescent marker that permits it to be seen
under the microscope.

“But this is a laborious
job,” Rainer says. “You
have to prepare DNA with
fluorescent tags, get it into
cells, and then with most
methods you can only fol-
low a few molecules at a
time. The whole point
would be to do this on a
genomic scale, to do a fast
check of all of the pro-
teins, and once you had
their locations, you could
follow up with other kinds
of studies.”

He’s been watching biolo-
gy move progressively
towards automation, and
has even helped to develop technology that integrates
robotics and microscopy. But all along he has had the
persistent feeling that scientists aren’t being clever
enough. Jan Ellenberg and Philippe Bastiaens, who both
have also been heavily involved in developing new
microscope methods to automatically track the compo-
nents of cells, had been thinking along much the same
lines.
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would take time and money to get things going. Rainer
would start to set up a team to tackle the technical
aspects, and together they would look for grants to fund
projects using the technology. Rainer and Philippe
obtained funding through the German genome network
to develop and apply the technology on a medium scale.
Jan spearheaded an initiative to move into high-through-
put with a large-scale screen.

* * *
Making a microarray involves “printing” DNA on glass
slides; the standard practice is to wash the contents of
cells over it. The DNA molecules reveal the activity of
the cells’ genes (see page 126). But Sabatini had revealed
another possible use of virtually the same technology.

What if once DNA sam-
ples were put on the slide,
they were covered by living
cells? If you were careful
with how much DNA you
used, the scientists
thought, the cells might
absorb the molecules and
make use of them.

That’s what happens: cells
draw the DNA into their
nuclei and use it to pro-
duce new proteins.
Sabatini and his colleagues
performed the experiment
with DNA that carried the
code for a fluorescent GFP
tag. They prepared the
samples for the micro-
scope by “fixing” them,

and could see what cells did with the new molecules.

But preparing cells in this way kills them, freezing all the
proteins in place and yielding a snapshot-like view of
their locations. What about a protein that starts in the
cytoplasm and then gets imported into the nucleus, or is
secreted from the cell? Rainer and Jan wanted to watch
processes unfold. This would require keeping the cells
alive, which meant resolving several technical challenges.
The groups created a new, four-person team to take on
the task.That’s when an article by a scientist named David

Sabatini, from MIT, appeared in Nature. Sabatini’s lab
had developed an ingenious method of combiningDNA
chip technology with microscopy. It was immediately
clear to the three scientists that with a few modifications
to existing equipment, it should be possible to adapt the
method to living cells.

The researchers got together to discuss what to do. They
agreed that the project had enormous potential, but it

Holger Erfle demonstrates the result he worked out
together with Nathalie Daigle: a “spotting” machine,
and small glass boxes to hold the samples. “Here we
print the DNA on the slides in spots and then simply
grow the cells on top of them,” he says. “Can you see the
spots? On each of these grow about 400 cells. Once they
have integrated the DNA, we examine them under the
microscope.”
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The current chip can hold about 1,000 different spots –
each one functioning as a sort of mini-laboratory, per-
haps feeding cells a different gene. So you might have to
observe 400,000 cells on a single slide – and that makes
things complicated.

“Even keeping track of what’s going on in one spot
would be nearly impossible by looking at the microscope
images by eye,” Rainer says. “So all of this requires a high
level of automation, robotics, automatic recognition of
the images. Scanning each slide with a microscope cre-
ates an immense amount of data that has to be
processed, so there are computational issues to resolve as
well. We also want to do three-dimensional imaging,
using multiple colors of markers at one time, so this
requires technical developments with the microscope
that we are working on with Leica.”

Perhaps the most fascinating application, for which Jan
and Rainer have two grants pending, is to print the chips
with a special type of RNA (interfering RNA, or RNAi)
rather than DNA; when cells absorb these molecules
from the chip, they stop producing proteins from the
corresponding gene. So these “RNAi cell chips” will
allow scientists to do high-throughput experiments in
which they watch the effects when a cell loses a particu-
lar gene. Initially, Jan will focus on identifying genes that
are required for cell division, which will help to under-
stand the molecular basis of cancer and identify proteins
as potential targets for developing drugs.

The projects are being carried out as collaborations with
other institutes, Rainer says – particularly in creating the
special versions of DNA and RNA needed for the chips.
The first experiments are already being conducted with
groups from the German Cancer Research Center. The
group of Stefan Wiemann at the DKFZ has been mak-

Below: Chips are spotted with DNA or RNA, and then cells are placed on top of them.
The cells absorb the molecules – which might, for example, carry a fluorescent
marker. What happens to the cells may reveal something about the function of a gene.

Right: Jan Ellenberg, Rainer Pepperkok, Holger Erfle.
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ing GFP-tagged genes as part of the German Human
Genome Project; these molecules can now be used on
the cell chips. Another DKFZ team, the group of
Roland Eils, is developing a method to teach the com-
puter to automatically recognize the different regions of
the cell in which proteins are operating.

* * *
One collaboration between the groups of Rainer and
Philippe is already well underway. Philippe is interested
in identifying the molecules involved in particular types
of communication within the cell. Key processes such as
cell division or differentiation are often touched off by
signals from outside, and then the information is passed
along to genes through what may be a long series of
chemical “handshakes” between molecules. After the ini-
tial stimulation, dozens – even hundreds – of molecules
may be involved in passing along a given piece of infor-
mation. While researchers are familiar with many of the
participating proteins, they know that the list is far from
complete.

The researchers print a chip with newly-discovered
genes, marked with fluorescent tags, which are then
taken up by cells. They then stimulate key chemical
pathways and watch the behavior of the fluorescent pro-

teins. Precise measurements using a method called
FRET (see page 141) tell scientists when the molecules
are engaged in communicative chemical activity.

“Identifying these molecules is very important,”
Philippe says. “Suppose that the purpose of a signal is to
stop a cell from dividing. If there is a defect in one of
the communication molecules, the message may not get
sent correctly. And we know that some forms of cancer
or other serious diseases are the result of such defects. So
the better we understand the pathways, the better we
will understand when things go wrong.”

“The real implication of this technology is that it gives
us a big jump on proteomics,” Rainer says. “People have
been thinking of extending the DNA chip to ‘protein
chips’ to study interactions between molecules. That’s
complicated – it requires very pure proteins, and watch-
ing molecules interact on a chip doesn’t ensure that they
have anything to do with each other in cells. Going
directly to the cell skips many technical complexities –
it eliminates the requirement for very pure proteins, and
it also assures you of meaningful results. This puts pro-
teomics in the context of a whole cell. Also when drugs
or new compounds are being studied, it will help us
precisely pinpoint their effects on cells, before moving
up to studies with the entire organism.”
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What has been your relationship to the Laboratory?

Although I have never worked at the Laboratory, I’ve
had a very long relationship with EMBL on several dif-
ferent levels, and it’s had a deep personal meaning to me.
First as a PhD student, when I was studying at the
University of Heidelberg: it was quite a highlight to lis-
ten to all the seminars being held at the EMBL by the
stars in the field of molecular biology. But also impor-
tant to me at that time was to establish and maintain
contact with key scientists in virology like Kai Simons,
Henrik Garoff or Ari Helenius, admittedly at a leisurely
level: e.g. playing basketball with them.

A few years later, as a group leader based at the Centre
for Molecular Biology here in Heidelberg, I had the
most fruitful collaborations with colleagues like Erwin
Wagner. The infrastructure, which the EMBL provided
also for my own personal research, was outstanding and
extremely helpful.

And it seems I could not let go of the EMBL. Initially,
as the German delegate for the Ministry of Science and
Technology, and then as the chairman of the EMBL
Council. During this time, I very much appreciated the
continuous support by the Federal Ministry for the
EMBL, and I would like to take the opportunity to
express my thanks for this good collaboration.

I had the pleasure of being involved in discussions
regarding EMBL’s future for more than a decade.One of
the highlights was being able to assist in getting the five
years’ scientific program off the ground, which was final-
ly approved by the Council with additional funding for
the years 2001 to 2005. This program is not only pro-
ducing excellent science but it will also narrow – albeit
slightly – the ever widening gap in science funding
between the United States and Europe.

Finally, I also enjoy EMBL as the President of the Max
Planck Society (MPS). Both the MPS as well as the
EMBL, recruit according to standards which we like to
refer to as the Harnack principle: we aim to hire top sci-
entists who then have the freedom and the autonomy to
structure the respective research group according to their
needs or rather the need of the respective field. And here
again EMBL has been delivering. As a matter of fact it
allowed the MPS to recruit top scientists who were or
have been at the EMBL. To name just a few: Christiane

Nüsslein-Volhard, Tony Hyman, Herbert Jäckle,
Rüdiger Klein, Hans Lehrach, Hans Schöler, Kai
Simons, Martin Vingron, Marino Zerial. I wouldn´t
mind getting more like them!

Alumni interview        Peter Gruss

The power of an idea

“The five-year scientific program... is
not only producing excellent science
but it will also narrow – albeit
slightly – the ever-widening gap in
science funding between the United
States and Europe.”
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What is EMBL’s relevance in today’s Europe?

Victor Hugo said it so well: “Nothing is as powerful as
an idea for which the right time has come.”

In fact, the idea behind EMBL was so powerful that,
despite many hurdles in its path, the European
Molecular Biology Laboratory made it to conception,
and has now matured into adulthood. EMBL and
EMBC are perfect examples of how research can be
organized: No organisation and no politician suggested
that European molecular biologists should get together
and intensify their interaction at the European level – it
was scientists themselves. A small group of visionary
leaders formulated goals and principles including the
promotion of front-line research, the provision of
advanced training, the operation of specialized facilities
and the development of instrumentation. And in all of
these areas, EMBL has excelled.

Of course, more than just an idea was necessary to make
this vision a reality and to ensure its success; EMBL has
also required financial and political support. “Money
can’t buy ideas, but lack of it can prevent one having
them” – as Peter Medawar once remarked. It required
courage, foresight and vision on the part of both politi-
cians and scientists to overcome all the obstacles to build
this pioneering European institution.

Today, it has become obvious for everybody that this
model of an autonomous entity, financed by amultitude
of states, but strictly dedicated to scientific excellence,
has been a unique success, and we owe this to the three
successive Directors General, John Kendrew, Lennart
Philipson and Fotis Kafatos as well as of course to all the
members of EMBL for transforming EMBL into a world
capital in molecular biology.

At EMBL, scientists decide which scientific challenges
they deem most promising, which issues they want to
address, and which resources they deem appropriate.
That has been a successful strategy, and EMBL’s world-
wide recognition is measurable. Not just by the Nobel
prize awarded to Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard and Eric
Wieschaus, who conducted the critical experiments lead-
ing to the prize while working at EMBL. It can also be
demonstrated through objective bibliometric measures.
The scientific impact of work at EMBL, from its early
period until now, has been ranked extremely highly. A
very detailed analysis was published recently by the
Institute of Scientific Information, covering the period
1992-2002. EMBL had moved to first place in Europe
in the field of molecular biology. Only three institutions
in the USA were ahead of EMBL in terms of average
citations per paper. Finally, EMBL’s scientists are regu-

larly reviewed by their most outstanding international

peers. Over the past 30 years, they have proven that they

can not only stand up to the competition and reviews,

but in the process of doing their work they have also

become leaders in a wide variety of disciplines.

A number of qualities make EMBL as relevant as it has

ever been – if not more relevant – as we experience

amazing progress in the life sciences, and as the

European Union puts an increasing emphasis on the role

of science in the future of our society. As the

Commission reflects on the establishment of a European

Research Council, they will do well to keep EMBL and

the EMBC in mind. Between the national and the EU

science funding system, we scientists have something

extraordinary to show: a model European institution

that proves the validity of a bottom-up approach, that

proves how competitive research can be organized with a

minimum of bureaucracy, that proves how Europeans

can work together most efficiently, that proves how the

training of young scientists on the rise should be done,

and finally a model that has supplied most of Europe

with leading scientists in senior positions.

EMBL continues to be recognized as the flagship for

European molecular biology. If anything, its leadership

status has been enhanced in recent years, thanks to

vision and timeliness in shifting the emphasis towards

new frontiers: functional genomics in 2001-2005, and

systems biology for the coming 10 years.

This all was possible because scientists and politicians

created something together, something we all can be

proud of. And indeed – if anything – it clearly accentu-

ates the need for more of this on a greater European

scale.

“At EMBL, scientists decide which
scientific challenges they deem most
promising, which issues they want to
address, and which resources they
deem appropriate.”
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“I have never worked in EMBL, but since 2000 I have
served as a national delegate to EMBL Council. Then I
became Vice Chair, and since 2003 have served as the
Chair of the Council. Thus (ex officio) I have also been
heading the Scientific Forward Look Committee of
EMBL, and the Search Committee for the new Director
General. This has, of course, given me an excellent view
of the Laboratory and its past.”

What makes EMBL unique compared to other
institutions and organizations you are familiar with?

Although my role in the EMBL Council has been an
administrative one, scientific excellence is the best single
key word for EMBL. That evidences itself in many dif-
ferent ways, and it is especially apparent while defining a
forward look for EMBL and while interviewing poten-
tial candidates for the position of the Director General.

Scientific excellence, combined with the service and
training functions of the Laboratory and its unique
structure of research staff, are key arguments that nation-
al delegates use at home when recommending that
Governments increase their support for EMBL.
Particularly for the smaller member countries with lim-
ited resources, EMBL has a crucial role: as the most
important infrastructure in Europe in the life sciences, it
is providing key services to the research community. In
addition to the bioinformatics services of the EBI and
beam lines for structural biology at EMBL-Grenoble
and Hamburg, I personally consider the many services
and training courses that take place across the sites of the
Laboratory as key European infrastructures. There is an
increasing recognition of the importance of such activi-
ties, as evidenced by the fact that the number of existing
and new pan-European organizations seems to be
increasing. Of course, as they all seek national and EU
funding, the competition for resources is also increasing.

How relevant is EMBL today and for the future of
science in Europe and in the world?

Molecular biology has developed and changed so much
during the past 30 years, that it is certainly very impor-
tant for EMBL to continually, carefully review its posi-
tion in Europe. The fact that EMBL has maintained its
reputation for scientific excellence in global competi-
tion, and has continued to fulfill its infrastructural and
training functions, speaks very strongly for the contin-
ued need for its existence in Europe today. These func-
tions are likely to become increasingly important with
the enlargement of European Union. The training of
researchers at EMBL is likely to become an increasingly
important route for young scientists from new member
states to enter the European and global scientific com-
munity. The traditionally high mobility of EMBL alum-
ni will certainly remain an important component in
building and expanding the European Research Area.
Similarly, the services provided by the Laboratory are
likely to be particularly useful for new member coun-
tries.

Chairman of EMBL Council     Eero Vuorio

Keeping pace with biology
and an expanding Europe
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In tracking a rabbit, a cat, or something
else it would like to have for dinner, a

dog is guided by an acute sense of the
intensity of smells. It sniffs around until it
detects a stronger scent in one direction
than another, and it can do so in spite of a
lot of other background smells that would
confuse those of us whose noses are far less
discriminating.

A scent becomes more intense because there is a higher
concentration of pungent molecules in one direction

Molecular sensing

How are structures 
built in the right places 

within the cell?

Above: Philippe Bastiaens, Eric Karsenti,
and Philipp Niethammer

Left: Eero Vuorio
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than another. While cells don’t have noses, they have
other ways of sensing the intensity of molecules, and this
has an important influence on them. Steve Cohen and
his colleagues have helped to prove that multiple signals
at different strengths, coming from different directions,
give cells instructions on their location in a tissue, and
that tells them how to form structures in the body.

Philippe Bastiaens believes that single molecules behave
that way, too, when it comes to building structures with-
in cells. It’s been a difficult thing to prove, because it is
hard to map concentrations of single molecules inside a
cell. It’s even harder to show that this can lead to the for-
mation of cellular structures. But now he and Philipp
Niethammer, working with Eric Karsenti, have traced
one of the cell’s most impressive feats of engineering
back to changes in the intensity of a protein.

* * *
A cell at rest looks entirely different than one that is
dividing. During replication, or mitosis, the membrane
that surrounds the nucleus is disbanded and scattered
around the cell. DNA is compressed into enormous
knots – the chromosomes. And an intricate system of
microtubules is completely restructured.Normally, these
long protein chains serve as tracks along which mole-
cules can be delivered through the cell. In mitosis, they

become towing lines that draw chromosomes apart,
ensuring that the two daughter cells will each have a
complete set of DNA.

Shifting functions this dramatically means that micro-
tubules must be dismantled, and the building blocks are
then reassembled into a radically different shape that
looks like a spindle. This has fascinated Eric for many
years. “It happens because of the characteristics and
interactions of the single molecules in the system,” he
says. “What we would like to know is how those features
accomplish such an incredible feat of self-organization.”

The structures need to be built in the right places.
Between cycles of division, microtubules usually spread
outwards from “headquarters” near the nucleus called
the centrosome. As mitosis begins, this structure is
copied, and the two relocate to opposite sides of the cell.
When the membrane around the nucleus breaks down,
microtubules are now built between the two poles and
the chromosomes.

All of this depends on things moving to the proper loca-
tions and behaving correctly once they get there.
Philipp, a joint predoc in both Philippe’s and Eric’s
groups, wanted to know how molecules sense their loca-
tions in the cell, so he decided to use highly-refined
microscope techniques to map concentrations of mole-
cules that might be acting as signals.

One of these was a protein called stathmin, which has a
strong effect on microtubules. “Stathmin usually hinders
their formation,” he says. “It does so because it binds to
their basic building block, a protein called tubulin, and
locks it up. There have to be enough free tubulin mole-
cules around for microtubules to form.”

But sometimes stathmin becomes activated – other mol-
ecules change its chemistry, switching it on. When this
happens, it shakes loose tubulin, which thus becomes
available for building microtubules again. Philipp says
this could be a way that the cell controls the locations
where they are assembled. High concentrations of inac-
tive stathmin would create microtubule-free zones; that
would change rapidly if the molecule were activated.

During cell division, microtubule towing-lines need to
be built around the chromosomes. At other times, they
usually form at the periphery of the cell. “That suggests
two places where we could look for shifts in the activity
of stathmin,” Philipp says. “We thought we had the
technology to see it.”

* * *
Here’s where the clever microscope techniques could
provide a solution. Philippe Bastiaens is one of the pio-
neers of amethod called FRET. It starts with a technique
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that adds fluorescent tags to proteins; they can now be
seen under a laser microscope. “When a tagged molecule
is illuminated by the laser, it gives off energy in the form
of light,” Philippe says. “That energy can be measured
extremely precisely. Each molecule has a unique energy
profile, which allows us to identify it. And we also know
something about what it’s doing, because when fluores-
cent molecules come in contact with each other, some of
the energy of one is transferred to the other.That creates
yet another profile.”

A special characteristic of stathmin allowed the
researchers to build in a unique sensor to measure its
activity. They put different fluorescent markers on each
end of the molecule – like wearing two reflective stripes
when you go out jogging at night: a yellow one on your
head, and a cyan-colored one on your shoes.

“In the active form, stathmin is free, and it’s very flexi-
ble,” Philippe says. “That means the two sensors can
come close to each other – like bending down to tie your
shoes. But when it’s inactive and tied down by tubulin,
it’s very stiff and the two ends don’t approach each other.
So our measurements of how much energy the molecule
gives off tell us whether they are near each other and
thus whether the molecule is active.”

The scientists tracked the protein through the cell cycle.
In between periods of division, stathmin becomes acti-
vated near the front edge of the cell, where microtubules
play an important role in helping cells move.During cell
division, that region switches off. Now the zone of acti-
vation appears near the chromosomes. “The pattern
becomes progressively weaker as it spreads away from the
DNA,” Philipp says. “This gradient is necessary for a
proper signal to form.”

Changes in the concentration of active stathmin can
provide a guidance signal for microtubules. During cell
division it leads them in the direction of chromosomes,
which they need to attach themselves to. In quiet phas-
es, it directs them toward the edge of the cell.

This is a start, the scientists say, in laying down the floor-
plan for major structural rearrangements that help trans-
form a resting cell into a dividing one.While the signals
they have unveiled are controlled by other molecules,
whose behavior needs to be carefully studied, Philipp
and Philippe and Eric have discovered what may be a
very general principle. Proteins respond to different con-
centrations of key molecules in the cell, and those may
direct very complex feats of self-organization.

Where microtubules are
built depends on the
activity of a protein
called stathmin. 

When stathmin is
active, microtubules are
broken down into their
subunits and can be
rearranged into new
structures.

A method called FRET
showed that the pattern
changes for two key
events. In dividing cells
(above left and right),
microtubules are
directed toward
chromosomes. In quiet
phases, they are led to
the edge of the cell
(below). Colors show
different levels of
activity of stathmin.
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If you visit Carsten Schultz’s lab, it might
not be obvious that his group is busy

building cages. Not that there are any ani-
mals roaming around in need of capture.
Carsten is a chemist, and his group is
building cages that will be attached to
molecules.

The purpose behind their work is to develop tools, cages,
and things to help watch and manipulate a wide range of
biochemical events in the cell, especially those involving

Snake venom and edible cages

Getting a handle
on cystic fibrosis 

by tricking the cell
into swallowing probes
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and dyes attached to the key players in cellular signal-

ing.”

The process that is disturbed in cystic fibrosis is a good

example for disease impact in other cells. “You can think

of these complex systems in a cell as a tree with many

branches,” he says. “With a drug, you want to prune

only specific, defective tips of branches without damag-

ing the trunk. To make sure you’ve done that, you’re

going to have to be able to monitor as many different

branches of the system as possible.”

signaling. Diseases often disrupt chemical communica-
tion between molecules, and many drugs function by
manipulating signalling. Carsten and his colleagues
would like to watch what happens as they manipulate
the system – especially in cystic fibrosis, a lethal genetic
disease.

“In cystic fibrosis, a genetic defect changes the way ions
pass in and out of epithelial cells, the cells that line our
air passageways, the gut, and form the skin and other tis-
sues.We’d like to be able to watch as many events in ion
secretion as possible, and to do that we’re building many
different new types of probes, including cages and masks

Back row: Alen Piljic, Carsten Schultz, Andreas Schleifenbaum

Middle: Andrea Giordano, Christiane Jost, Heike Stichnoth, Shannon Black

Front: Michelle Bhairo, Sirus Zarbakhsh, Oliver Wichmann
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takes a trick to get them in, and that’s where the lab’s
skills at building masks and cages come in.

* * *
A sugar coating can convince children to take medicine,
and a chemical mask can be used to sneak charged mol-
ecules like inositol phosphates through the membrane.
The charged sites are hidden by chemical groups that
will be stripped off by cellular proteins once the probes
are inside. The chemists have a daunting word for these
groups: bioactivatable protecting groups. To keep it sim-
ple, Carsten says, just think of it as an edible mask.

Oliver Wichmann, a PhD student, needed such a mask
for other tools, namely building sensors to watch the
activity of a protein called phospholipase A2 (PLA2).

“This molecule does two things in one step: it passes on
signals inside the cell by digesting fat from our diet.
Some of the fatty acids liberated by the enzyme are con-
verted into hormones, for instance those which mediate
inflammation and generate pain,” Oliver says. “The
same enzyme is also a major ingredient of the venom of
bees, cobras, vipers, other snakes, and lizards, all over the
world. Monitoring what it does will be necessary to
develop drugs that can block it.”

Oliver attached two fluorescent tags to a phospholipid,
the fat molecule that PLA2 chews on.When this molec-

* * *
Carsten’s group has been working with a team at the
company Inologic (Seattle) to develop a strategy against
cystic fibrosis. One of the main functions of a cell’s
membrane and its protective mucus is to guard its inner
machinery, maintaining stability as the external environ-
ment undergoes changes – at times some wild ones. In
cystic fibrosis, a crucial element is disturbed.

Cells that line the air passageways are particularly affect-
ed. Their surfaces need to be coated with a very thin
layer of water, which is achieved by a careful balance of
releasing chloride and absorbing sodium. These sub-
stances move through passages in the cell membrane
called ion channels, which don’t behave properly in cystic
fibrosis. As a result, the water layer becomes too thin,
mucus becomes thicker, and the lungs fall prey to con-
stant infections.

Working with Alexis Traynor-Kaplan and her team from
Inologic, Carsten’s group has helped to develop artificial
versions of signaling molecules called inositol phosphates
that help to regulate the channels. Introduced into cells,
these molecules remain active a long time – in contrast
to drugs that manipulate the channels from outside. But
the problem is getting engineered inositol phosphates
inside. They are highly-charged, which makes it impos-
sible for them to pass through the cell membrane. It
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ular tool enters the cell the tags are closely connected,
and that produces a particular fluorescent (red) signal.
PLA2 cuts them apart, however, and now the signal
changes (to green). The change can be measured by a
technique called FRET (see previous story). So the sig-
nal is a faithful reporter of what PLA2 is up to. And that
will allow the scientists to measure the effectiveness of
drugs that are supposed to block its activity – and might
eventually prevent you from having inflammation or
pain.

* * *
One thing that would help would be to see what hap-
pens when the cell is suddenly flooded with a signaling
molecule. But how can you get a huge number of sig-
naling molecules into a cell and keep them quiet?
Carsten would like to throw a master switch and drench
the cell in a great biochemical spotlight.That’s where the
cages come in.

Carlo Dinkel and other members of the group have laid
the groundwork by constructing light-sensitive masks
attached to molecules; these hide essential features of a
molecule, blocking any signaling activity. But the pro-
tective cage is built so that it can be stripped away with
a single flash of light. Suddenly the bars fall down, the
molecules are exposed, and they launch a massive round
of chemical communication.

Masks, cages, and FRET. The tools that the group is
designing are fascinating in their own right, and
undoubtedly be helpful to other EMBL groups. That’s
one of the reasons for the Gene Expression Programme
to hire someone like Carsten. “But don’t forget, tools are
means to an end,” Carsten says. “We’ll have to monitor
many processes involved in a disease to get a handle on
what’s going wrong, and to avoid disturbing healthy
functions when we try to influence systems with drugs.”

Left: One of the sensors Carsten’s group has built,
designed to detect the activity of an enzyme called PLA2.
The probe is made of a phospholipid with two fluorescent
markers attached. As long as the markers are together,
they give off a red signal. But if they are separated –
which happens because PLA2 cleaves the phospholipid,
the signal becomes green. 

Right: A fluorescent probe has been used to watch PLA2
activity in developing medaka (fish) embryos. Green
shows the regions in which PLA2 is active, and has
cleaved the probe.
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How do molecules help
structure the cell? In old black-and-white films you’ll often

find a villian cloaked in black, aboard
one of those manually-driven railway cars,
the kind that’s powered by pumping a
handle up and down. He’s frequently
using it to transport a beautiful, trussed-
up woman whom he plans to lay across
the tracks. In real life, such cars often car-
ried engineers and railway crews to the
end of the line, where they lay new rails or
take care of problems.

A railway isn’t a bad metaphor for one of the cell’s major
transport system, says Thomas Surrey. Microtubules
serve as tracks for the delivery of molecules through the
cell. They’re put together from single units – tubulin
proteins, rather than rails. And motor proteins run up
and down the tracks, transporting things. Sometimes
their passengers, or even the motors themselves, have
engineering functions. For example, they may add pro-
teins to the end of a microtubule to extend it.

If you attach a fluorescent marker to tubulin proteins, an
amazing network lights up under the microscope. The
cell is full of thread-like tracks. If you then zoom in on
the edge of the cell, you’ll be able to see their tips grow-
ing and retracting constantly, as if testing it to see if
something is hot. “What you’re watching is a continual
assembly and breakdown of the ends,” Thomas says.
“The microtubule system is a constant battle between
growth and dissassembly – catastrophe is what we call it
when things come apart.”

Catastrophe is essential in the life of the cell, because the
whole network has to be broken down before cell divi-
sion. Free tubulin will then, for example, be reassembled
into a mitotic spindle that pulls chromosomes apart into
two new daughter cells.

The switch is so dramatic that many researchers regard it
as an archetype of how molecules become organized and
create structures in the cell, and several groups at EMBL

A dismantled railway 
and other catastrophies

Left: Damian Brunner, Emmanuel Busch, and
Thomas Surrey. 

Above: yeast cells that have delivered
molecules to the wrong places misplace the
site of cell division, leading to unusual shapes
instead of their proper cylindrical form.
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have devoted themselves to understanding it. Eric
Karsenti and Isabelle Vernos, Thomas and François
Nedelec, Damian Brunner, and several other groups
have studied microtubules for many years, and they have
racked up an impressive track record of discoveries about
the molecules that help to organize them.

Henrik Bringmann and other members of Thomas’
team, working with Isabelle Vernos’ group, recently dis-
covered that a motor protein helps to stabilize micro-
tubules. The tips are weak points, because that’s where
catastrophe starts. Just as a braid needs to be bound or
tied off so that its ends don’t unravel, something special
has to happen at the growing end of a microtubule.

Henrik and his colleagues were interested in the point of
contact between microtubules and chromosomes. If the
tips are unable to find and attach themselves to DNA, it
can’t be separated properly, and the result is inevitably a
disaster for the cell.

Most attention in studying this problem has been
focused on regions of chromosomes called kinetochores.
Chromosomes are the most compact form of DNA – it
is tightly knotted and bundled up as the cell divides –
and they usually look like arms extending from a waist-
like center. This central section is where most micro-
tubules attach themselves in order to pull the chromo-
somes apart; this is the kinetochore, and it is covered by
clusters of motor proteins called kinesins. They will play
an important role in dragging the DNA towards oppos-
ing ends of the cells, along microtubule tracks.

“The chromosome arms are covered with kinesins as
well, yet very little is known about their function,”
Thomas says. “Isabelle had shown that one of these,
called Xklp1, played a role in interactions between the
microtubules and the chromosomes. It also had an effect
on spindle pole extension. Xklp1 has several subunits,
and Isabelle discovered that one part helps attach the
protein to chromosomes. We decided to take a look at
the other end of the molecule – that’s the part that acts

as the motor, the part that comes in contact with the
microtubule, and we wanted to figure out how they
interact with each other.”

After demonstrating that Xklp1 is really a motor, capa-
ble of walking down the tracks, the scientists turned
their attention to its use of energy. They discovered that
the motor is fast, but not very powerful. “We call it a
‘rower’,” Thomas says. “It probably requires a whole
team of Xklp1s, stroking together, to move objects very
efficiently.”

Then Henrik and the group decided to see if the mole-
cule was doing anything else. They knew that some
motor proteins could influence the stability of micro-
tubules, so they began adding and subtracting different
amounts of Xklp1, watching for structural changes.
What they saw was surprising.

“The molecule basically freezes what’s happening at the
end of the microtubules,” Henrick says. “The tracks are
neither extended nor taken apart. That’s new – it’s the
first time anyone has found a protein that can stop both
processes.”

Further experiments showed that this seems to be
because the Xklp1 changes the structure of micro-
tubules. “It’s really seriously distorting them,” Thomas
says. “Together with Yiorgos Skiniotis we looked at
microtubules overloaded with motors under the electron
microscope and found out that the tips of the track
looked bizarre – very disorganized – and that all kinds of
ruptures and ‘derailings’ were taking place along the
route. That’s not a normal effect of motors, even those
that have something to do with destabilizing the struc-
tures.”

Thomas thinks it might explain something about how
microtubules capture DNA, as well as how motor pro-
teins evolved.

Xklp1 combines two properties that are usually found in
separate classes of motors: it travels down the tracks, and
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at the same time affects their structure. Usually the lat-
ter type can hardly bind to the microtubule at all and
barely moves along them. “Finding both functions in
one molecule is unique – it might be an evolutionary
link between the two types,” Thomas says.

* * *
Microtubules can’t be permanent, or they couldn’t play
different functions at different parts of the cell cycle; but
they have to last long enough and be built far enough to
do their jobs. They may need to guide chromosomes to
opposite poles, or they may need to build tracks from

the nucleus to the edge of the cell. That may be a long
way; fission yeast cells, for example, are shaped like long
cylinders. “Microtubules have two main functions dur-
ing the cell’s growth phase,” says Damian Brunner.
“They position the nucleus in the cell center, and that’s
crucial because it defines the future location of cell divi-
sion. And they deliver crucial molecules to specific sites
in the cell – ensuring that growth sites are exactly oppo-
site each other.”

If either of these things goes wrong, the result will be dis-
astrous for the cell. A misplaced nucleus, for example,
can cause the genetic material to be divided unevenly
between daughter cells. And if proteins are delivered to
the wrong place, the result is bent or branched cells.The
fate of the cell depends on properly organizing space,
and that’s the job of the microtubules.

Four years ago, while working in Paul Nurse’s lab at the
Imperial Cancer Research Fund in London, Damian
showed that yeast cells have a guidance mechanism that
aims bundles of microtubules in the right direction. A

Not the surface of Mars (left) – these are pictures
Thomas Surrey’s group made of how microtubules form
and break down over time without Xklp1 (top row) and
with the protein (bottom). Below: Damian Brunner and
Emmanuel Busch – looking for the right metaphor.
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protein called tip1p is an important player in this
process; it keeps microtubules intact as they search for
the ends of the cylinder. “Microtubules may reach the
edge of the cell in the middle, far from where they have
to go,” he says. “Without tip1p, they’ll stop right there
and begin breaking down, an event quite rightly termed
catastrophe. The molecules that they are carrying get
deposited in the wrong places, and so the growth zones
are mislocated.”

Emmanuel Busch and other members of Damian’s team
at EMBL have just discovered that another molecule,
called mal3p, assists tip1p in this process. “Tip1p and
mal3p have to work together to stabilize the structures
once they’ve neared the cell membrane,” Damian says.
“Mal3p’s job is normally to push the growth of the
microtubules. It does that fine until it reaches the edge
of the cell. Once it gets there, it needs tip1p to stay in
contact with the microtubules. Otherwise mal3p gets
stripped off, and they begin to break down.”

Emmanuel and Damian were about to discover that a
third molecule, a motor protein, was crucial in making
this work. “Paul’s lab had discovered that a motor called
tea2p also gets to the tips of growing microtubules and
somehow stabilizes them,” Damian says. “That also
depends on mal3p. It was interesting to find a motor
that has something to do with microtubule stability – it
made us wonder whether the three were working togeth-
er.”

Experiments demonstrated that usually tip1p hitches a
ride on the motor. When tea2p is removed from cells,

the cargo may remain on the track – like a train car – but

there’s no engine to carry it along.When both molecules

are present, it races towards the tips, where it stabilizes

the microtubule. “The problem is, that the train moves

much faster than protein engineers can extend the

microtubule,” Damian says. “In principle, the train

would just race off the end of the track. So you need

something to slow it down at the tip, and that’s what

mal3p is doing.”

“People are working hard to understand how motors can

stabilize and direct microtubules,” he says. “That’s been

an interesting issue ever since Eric Karsenti and other

scientists showed that motors are really key players in

setting up spindles and guiding cell division. Here we

have shown for the first time that a motor acts by trans-

porting a stabilizing cargo to the tip of the microtubule.

The end result is the correct definition of growth zones

and a properly positioned nucleus.”

“Because the same molecules also participate in the for-

mation of the spindle, we’re hoping that this work will

help us get a handle on that process, which is much more

complex,” Damian says. “It goes to show how crucial

spatial organization is for a cell – and in yeast as well as

human cells, key elements of the architecture are struc-

tured by microtubules and a set of molecules, conserved

over the course of evolution, that govern their behavior.”

The forms adopted by microtubules in yeast cells depend
on the cooperative activity of microtubules, motors, and
cargoes.
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EMBL/EMBO’s joint conference on Science
and Society 2003 was held in Heidelberg on
14-15 November with over 250 participants,
the maximum capacity of our in-house confer-
ence facilities.The audience was of twenty-four
different nationalities, comprising a great vari-
ety of professionals as well as many students.
Among the latter were the new students from
the EMBL International PhD Programme’s
course. As in previous years, EMBL PhD stu-
dents were urged to take advantage of the con-
ference and regard it as an extension of the
course programme. The ever-increasing inter-
est in this conference shows that it has gained
renown as an occasion to break down the bar-
riers in communication between non-scientists
and scientists in Europe. It does so by promot-
ing mutual interest, understanding, and dia-
logue on subjects that concern everyone in
modern-day societies.

Frank Gannon, the Executive Director of
EMBO, chaired the opening session of the
conference, entitled “Technological revolutions
in genetic information-gathering and applica-
tions.” As Frank framed the subsequent pre-
sentations and discussions in his introduction:
The human genome project has provided clear

evidence of the power of DNA sequencing
methodology, and the consequences of this
major experiment in biology are still being
examined.DNA array methodology and future
approaches based on proteins open completely
new possibilities.

The second session of the conference, “Genes
and diseases; the links and their consequences
for human freedom,” was chaired by Matthias
Hentze, Dean of Graduate Studies at EMBL.
In his introduction Matthias pointed out that
following an initial phase where “single gene
diseases” were identified and successfully stud-
ied, much attention has now turned towards
“multifactorial”, “polygenetic” complex dis-
eases. But while science’s progress towards the
understanding of the underlying causes of dis-
ease has considerably sped up in recent years,
that new knowledge has been slower in trans-
lating into cures for genetically linked patholo-
gies. This has led to a re-evaluation of expecta-
tions among both professionals and the public.
As Matthias put it in his introduction,
“Knowledge of the diagnosis of a serious dis-
ease associated with a poor prognosis can neg-
atively affect the quality of life of the individ-
ual concerned.”

Genetics, Determinism and Human Freedom
The 4th EMBL/EMBO joint conference on Science and Society, 14-15 November, 2003
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The second day of the conference opened with
a session on “Use and abuse of genetic infor-
mation in justice, security and the information
society,” chaired by Dr. Salvör Nordal from the
University of Iceland. In her initial statement
she pointed out that “the ethical questions
regarding genetic databases are many and
diverse. We have a tension between the issues
of the common good that these databases are
serving, and individual rights such as the right
to respect the individual and the protection of
personal data.”

The last session of the conference was entitled
“Fast forward: human trait modulation,
‘Genomes’R us’, designer babies and genetic
identity cards,” and it was chaired by free-lance
science writer Volker Stollorz. As he reflected,
“scientists are trying hard to understand the
reprogramming of genomes, cells and animals,
and the coming age of genetic and epigenetic
reprogramming opens up huge domains of
possible manipulations. Will this science lead
to us producing ‘designer babies’? Or humans
with new traits?” Steven Rose of the Open
University, UK, the keynote speaker in the ses-
sion, suggested that it would be a mistake to

under-rate the potential of current develop-
ments in both genetics and neurosciences in
providing new opportunities for control and
manipulation of nature, including human
nature. However, he cautioned that “genomes
are certainly not ‘us’ and we are unlikely to see
any ‘designer babies’ if that is taken to mean
babies whose genes have been technologically
manipulated to enhance desirable or reduce
undesirable traits.”

One of the highlights of the conference was a
lecture delivered after the conference banquet
by Jon Beckwith of Harvard Medical School.
He gave a fascinating personal account of
“Making Genes – Making Waves,” his experi-
ences as a leading figure within the world of the
life sciences.

Riding on the crest of the continued success of
these joint conferences we can all look forward
to the next, the fifth of these events scheduled
for 5-6 November 2004: “Time and Aging –
Mechanisms and Meanings” (www.embl.de/
ExternalInfo/SciSoc/joint_conference04/index
.html).

– Halldór Stefánsson

"Genetics, Determinism and Human Freedom" was this year’s edition of EMBO/EMBL’s annual
joint multidisciplinary event, which brings together over 200 scientists, social scientists, philoso-
phers, science communicators, policy makers, consumer associations and members of the pub-
lic in engaging debate. Clockwise from top left: Jean-Louis Mandel and Manfred Ackenheil dis-
cuss during a break between lectures; conference speakers John Durant, Steven Rose, Jackie
Leach Scully and Jean Weissenbach.
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On Saturday June 7, 2003 scientists, publish-
ers, librarians and members of the public met
at the Print Media Academy downtown
Heidelberg for a discussion on the future of sci-
ence publishing. The aim of this symposium
was to promote reflection and debate on how a
wide range of new technologies that are usher-
ing in a new Digital Age across the globe are
affecting, and will continue to affect, publish-
ing practices in science.

The event was structured around a series of
short talks followed by a panel discussion. After
Frank Gannon (Executive Director of EMBO)
opened the meeting, Science Historian Jean-
Claude Guédon (Professor at the University of
Montreal), delivered the keynote lecture. Jean-
Claude set the scene for the audience by sum-
marizing the history of science publishing. His
historical analysis demonstrated a number of
negative effects that have resulted from restrict-
ing free and universal access to published sci-
entific information.

Michael Eisen (Board of Directors, Public
Library of Science) described how dissatisfac-
tion with the current practices and standards in

publishing led him and others to found PLoS
for the promotion of freely accessible publish-
ing of scientific literature. Mike argued that
scientific publications should be viewed as fun-
damental to the research process, and that the
costs should therefore be transferred from
library budgets onto research grants.

Elsevier’s CEO Derk Haank represented the
commercial publishing industry. Derk dis-
cussed Elsevier’s policies on publishing and
mentioned that in 2004 all of Elsevier’s approx-
imately five million articles will be available
online.

Reflecting on calls for radical changes, Frank
Gannon expressed the view that such changes
should ideally be integrated as a part of an
evolving process, and that care should be taken
to protect the careers of young scientists while
reforming publishing standards.

All agreed that improving and reshaping pub-
lishing practices in science should be of major
concern to all scientists and, as internationally
renowned research organizations, EMBL and
EMBO should play an active role in that
endeavor.

EMBL/EMBO summer symposium
on the future of science publishing

Clockwise from left: The Print Media Academy in downtown Heidelberg was the site of the
EMBL/EMBO summer symposium on the future of science publishing held in June 2003;
speakers Iain Mattaj, Jean-Claude Guédon, Frank Gannon and Michael Eisen.
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EMBL Forum on Science and Society

Robert Marc Friedman, a professor of the History of Science at the
University of Oslo, gave a talk entitled “The politics of excellence: behind
the Nobel Prize in science” on July 3, 2003.

Giorgos Sakellaris from the Institute of Biotechnology, National Hellenic
Research Foundation, Greece, spoke on communication strategies on
biotechnology on July 8, 2003.

Jan van Aken from the University of Hamburg and the Sunshine Project
spoke on biological weapons in the 21st Century at EMBL-Hamburg on
September 8, 2003.

Frances Ashcroft a professor of Physiology at the University Laboratory of
Physiology, Oxford, UK told EMBL researchers about “Kissing the blar-
ney stone: using stories to tell science,” on December 1, 2003.

Abdulaziz Sachedina from the Department of Religious Studies,
University of Virginia, USA spoke about Islamic perspectives on cancer
genetics and gene therapy on December 11, 2003.

Jonathan Friedman from Lund University and École des Hautes Études
en Science Sociales gave a lecture entitled “Anthropology and the Natural
Sciences: from subatomic to global systems” on February 20, 2004.

TheHeidelberg Forum on the Biosciences and Society
is a collaboration between EMBL, the German Cancer
Research Centre, and the Centre for Molecular Biology
and the Medical Faculty of the University of
Heidelberg. It aims to promote public understanding of
science through a series of lectures organized for the
benefit of a variety of audiences. In October 2003, the
Heidelberg Forum welcomed Professor Rudolf Jaenisch
(pictured left) from the Whitehead Institute, in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, who spoke on the topic of
cloning and embryonic stem cells.

The EMBL Forum on Science and Society was launched in 1998 as an initiative among the
Laboratory’s staff to promote awareness of the impact that life sciences research is having on people,
their societies and their cultures. Events are open to the public, and aim to initiate reflection and
debate about issues related to the intersection between science and society.Here is a list of this year’s
guest speakers:
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EMBL’s European Learning Laboratory for the
Life Sciences (ELLS) has just celebrated its first
birthday after a busy, productive year. The
ELLS was created as a new education facility
both to bring teachers into the lab – for a
unique, practical encounter with today's fast-
moving molecular biology – and to give scien-
tists a chance to work with them. One goal is
that researchers will enjoy working with teach-
ers and will take this experience with them as
they move from EMBL to other institutes,
hopefully leading to sustained interactions
between laboratories and schools. As this hap-
pens, it will help bridge the widening gap
between research, schools, and the public.

ELLS is the result of a successful application to
the EC on the part of EMBL, EMBO, and the
EFB. EMBO coordinates the overall project,
aimed at creating new possibilities for teacher
training and developing and distributing new
education resources. Under the grant, EMBL
hired Science Education Officers Alexandra
Manaia and Alexander Picker, who have devel-
oped and conducted training events and made
creative new teaching materials.

How ELLS works

ELLS fosters direct interactions between teach-
ers and scientists. Small international groups of

high school science teachers come to take part
in practical courses called Learning Labs. A
typical course last three days, built around
hands-on practicals developed by ELLS and
our scientific groups, who then take part in the
course. The activities combine cutting-edge
science with simpler projects easily transferable
to the classroom. Topics range from studies of
single molecules to cell behavior, development
and bioinformatics – which few teachers have
encountered. Learning Labs are rounded out
by seminars, visits to facilities, exchanges of
teaching practices, discussions on the impact of
science on society and an exploration of web
educational resources.

The first four Learning Labs attracted 45
teachers from 10 European countries. An
amazing number of EMBL Groups – 15 – have
made essential contributions, helping by
designing and conducting practicals, revising
materials, giving seminars, offering technical
assistance.

The facility welcomes visitors: Sami and
Natasha Khuri, computer scientists from San
José University, California, joined ELLS one
month during summer and started writing a
bioinformatics activity. Alexander Picker,
Sophie Chabanis-Davidson and Aidan Budd
(Gibson Lab) continued working on the mod-

Bringing teachers and EMBL scientists together:
one year of the ELLS
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ule, incorporating it into the next courses. PhD
student Anastasios Ktousos (Kafatos Group)
developed a game using metaphors and flash-
lights to introduce large-scale gene expression
analysis. “The virtualDNAMicroarray” is now
a favorite among teachers. All the ELLS mate-
rials are available on the web at
www.embl.org/ELLS.

Teachers go home with new ideas and teaching
materials. Back in the classroom, they adapt
the activities and send pictures, reports, and
suggestions on how to make projects more
accessible to students. Scientists have also
found the programmes fun and useful:
“Helping to improve how science is taught to
our kids in school by working with teachers is
a really important and fun thing for a scientist
to do,” Jan Ellenberg says.

Exporting ELLS to the world

While many other laboratories, teacher train-
ing centers and schools would like to do ELLS-
type activities, they usually lack the infrastruc-
ture and staff to get started. ELLS seeds them
with ideas and projects they can adapt to their
particular needs. EMBL and EMBO may
become the hub of a wide network of institutes
that share ideas and develop new educational
resources based on cutting-edge science.

Once ELLS opened its doors, requests started
flowing in for visits and collaborations. Gillian
Brunt (Neumann group) and Alexandra

Manaia have visited schools in Germany and
Portugal. Alexander Picker organized and
taught two introductory courses in
Bioinformatics and Perl Programming for
teachers at the Staatliche Akademie für
Fortbildung und Personalentwicklung, in the
context of a collaboration with ELLS visitor Dr
Norbert Müller. Norbert has been assigned
part-time to the ELLS by the state education
ministry. ELLS has also participated in educa-
tion and scientific events at the EBI and
Hamburg Outstations, the ELSO Meeting
(Dresden), and national and international
teaching events.

Many training activities in 2004 will take place
abroad, at the Monterotondo and Grenoble
Outstations and top national research institu-
tions. Intensive collaborations are ongoing
with the Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciencia
(IGC) and Instituto de Medicina Molecular
(IMM) in Portugal. Another will be conducted
with the Instituto de Biologia Molecular e
Celular (IBMC) and Faculdade de Ciencias
(FCP) in September. And ELLS has established
a collaboration with Italy through EMBL
alumna Maria Luisa Tenchini at the Universitá
degli Studi di Milano and Life Learning
Center.

The full agenda means plenty of opportunities
for scientists and visitors to participate. It won’t
be surprising to have the same feeling – “that
time has flown” again – the next time the
annual report comes around.

Images from Learning Labs: upper left, Sami Khuri (left); lower right, virtual DNA chip project
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Aurelie Albertini, Florence Baudin, Rob Ruigrok and Guy Schoehn inspect plans for the new
PSB building to be constructed on the ILL/ESRF campus in Grenoble next to the EMBL building,
and completed in 2005. The building will house members of the PSB and the new Institut de
Virologie Moléculaire et Structurale.

Building partnerships across Europe
EMBL partnerships are close cooperative
affiliations between the Laboratory and
external institutions of comparable standard,
vision and international orientation. They
aim to combine the strengths of each partner
to create an interlinked system of excellent
institutions and thus enhance the develop-
ment of the molecular life sciences in Europe
and the world. New partnerships include a
collaboration with the Sars Centre in Bergen,
Norway (see section III of the Director
General’s report for more).

Partnership for Structural Biology, Grenoble

The Partnership for Structural Biology cele-
brated its first anniversary in December 2003
with the first PSB Science Day. The meeting
was organized by Stephen Cusack, head of
EMBL-Grenoble, and Sine Larsen, Scientific
Director of the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF), and was well
attended by approximately 120 people from
EMBL, the neighboring international insti-
tutes ESRF and Institut Laue Langevin (ILL),
the French Institut de Biologie Structurale
(IBS) and the Institut de VirologieMoléculaire
Structurale (IVMS).

Collaborations between members of the five
institutions have been running for many years
and the opportunity to bring these collaborat-
ing groups into closer spatial proximity will
further increase the efficiency of the operation.
At the core of the PSB is the development of
novel methods for high-throughput crystallog-
raphy. Each participating institute on its own
could only set up operations at a much smaller
scale. However, pooling resources and combin-
ing experience and equipment are allowing
researchers to meet structural biology chal-
lenges with a lot more power. The technical
developments focus on protein cloning, expres-
sion and purification, high-throughput crystal-
lization, automated data collection on the ID
23 beamline and isotope labeling of biomole-
cules for neutron scattering and NMR struc-
tural work. Combining the different technical
platforms with on-site expertise in molecular
biology, biochemistry and structural biology
will further enhance possibilities to tackle chal-
lenging structural biology problems.

Officially, the PSB started in November 2002
when the participating partners EMBL, ESRF,
ILL and IBS signed a memorandum of under-
standing. Preparations for constructing a new
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building next to the EMBL building on the
joint ILL/ESRF site have taken up most of the
first year and the construction started in June
2004. The building is scheduled to be com-
pleted in the summer of 2005 and will house
the members of the PSB as well as the newly
established IVMS.

The very close connections between the activi-
ties of the PSB and broader European initia-
tives such as SPINE (Structural Proteomics in
Europe), BIOXHIT and D-lab, together with
the involvement of other industrial and aca-
demic partners (notably Portugal) also demon-
strate that the PSB is not just a local affair but
very much in the spirit of “structuring the
European Research area.”

Molecular Medicine Partnership Unit

The Molecular Medicine Partnership Unit
(MMPU) was established by the Medical
Faculty of Heidelberg University and the
EMBL in January 2002 with the goal of devel-
oping an integrated research strategy between
basic molecular biology and medical research.

The MMPU originated from a long-standing
scientific collaboration between Matthias
Hentze at the EMBL and Andreas Kulozik at
theUniversity ofHeidelberg and was created as
a new pilot project to develop a bilateral col-
laboration into a significant, forwardly-orient-
ed effort in traditionally difficult territory. An
important aspect of the strategy of the MMPU
has been to develop bridges between medical
researchers and molecular biologists, as well as

between the University of Heidelberg and the
EMBL.

Over the first two years of operations, the
MMPU has assembled an international team
of molecular research-oriented MDs, postdocs,
PhD students, and technicians. Importantly,
research groups of the MMPU have access to
all of the EMBL´s research facilities, including
the scientific core facilities, as well as to the
resources at the Medical Faculty. Furthermore,
the MMPU is affiliated with the EMBL
International PhD Programme and is currently
training two of its students.

Scientifically, the MMPU focuses on pediatric
blood disorders that are caused by abnormali-
ties of mRNA metabolism, especially beta-tha-
lassemia and thrombophilia.

The general strategy of theMMPU to facilitate
biomedical research is increasingly gaining
momentum, attracting new groups with differ-
ent research interests and new collaboration
partners. Several other bilateral collaborations
between EMBL group leaders and members of
the Medical Faculty have been initiated: Peer
Bork and Magnus von Knebel-Döberitz
(oncology markers), Carsten Schulz, Frank-
Michael Müller and Marcus Mall (cystic fibro-
sis), and Matthias Hentze and Martina
Muckenthaler (iron metabolism).

Together with the University of Heidelberg,
EMBL has initiated a scientific review of the
MMPU as guidance to further development of
the Unit. This may serve as a seed for a new
Molecular Medicine Institute in the longer
term.

165

Matthias Hentze andMartina Muckenthaler examine the latest results from their iron metabolism
research project at the EMBL-University of Heidelberg Molecular Medicine Partnership Unit.
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Scientific training is a way of life at EMBL.
One of the most successful vehicles for this is
the Lab’s International PhD Programme. Each
year, students from across Europe and beyond
arrive at EMBL to do their training and take
advantage of the Lab’s unique international
and interdisciplinary environment. Here are
some of this year’s highlights:

Partnerships across Europe. The
Universities of Bergen, Copenhagen and the
Technical University of Denmark joined the
growing number of universities across Europe
to enter into partnerships with the EMBL
International PhD Programme, which means
they will award joint doctoral degrees with the
Laboratory. EMBL and the University of
Heidelberg’s partnership saw its first award of
joint PhD degrees, in ceremonies held in the
university’s magnificent Alte Aula in
November 2003 and April 2004. As part of the
partnership, a committee meets every few
months to ensure the smooth running of oper-
ations and to discuss opportunities for further
cooperation in the area of advanced training.

EMBL’s PhD Programme has also served as a
model on which other national universities,
research institutes and international organiza-
tions can base their own doctoral programmes.

A growing student body. When the
International PhD Programme was established
in 1983, the student body consisted of a hand-
ful of students joining EMBL groups each year
for training. Today, the number has increased
to more than 180, with up to 50 students being
accepted each year. To support this growing
student body, Milanka Stojkovic has joined
Tiziana Novarini as Graduate Programme
Administrator. They have been hard at work
serving as a first point of contact for students
in the Programme, applicants from all over the
world, our University partners and EMBL fac-
ulty.

Predoc selection week. Eighty-eight hopeful
candidates arrived at EMBL-Heidelberg’s door
on March 8, 2004, to participate in the annual
predoc selection week. This group had already
done well to make the first cut – they were
selected from a pool of 423 applicants. It was

EMBL’s International PhD Programme

Clockwise from top left: Preparing for interviews during the PhD Programme selection week in
March 2004; 37 students received acceptance letters and will join the PhD Programme in 2004;
Fotis Kafatos congratulates Luis Teixeira during EMBL’s PhD graduation ceremony in November
2003; Questions and answers at the 4th International PhD Student symposium held in
November 2003; Croatian PhD student Marica Grskovic received her joint EMBL-University of
Heidelberg degree in a ceremony in April 2004.
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an intense few days, filled with interviews,
making friends, and getting to know more
about life and research at the Lab. After the
final selection, 37 made it through and will
arrive at EMBL over the course of the next
few months to begin their studies.

Predoc course at the EBI. On November
24-26, 2003, 40 second-year predocs visited
the Wellcome Trust Genome Campus in
Hinxton for an introduction to bioinformatics.
The course involved lectures and tours
through the Sanger Institute’s genome
sequencing facility, as well as hands-on practi-
cals on protein structure prediction, expression
profiling and phylogeny. According to Ewan
Birney, head of the EBI’s Ensembl databases,
these PhD students are the first generation to
have full access to a broad variety of bioinfor-
matics tools allowing comparative analysis of
different genomes. The course will be repeated
every year and will include an extra day for stu-
dents to seek advice on bioinformatics prob-
lems related to their specific projects.

Annual EMBL PhD Symposium. The sym-
posium has fast become a major event, marked
in calendars of PhD students worldwide. The
2003 event, fourth in the series, was entitled “A
Life of Encounters: Recognition in Biology,”
and brought together experts from numerous
disciplines, ranging from molecular mecha-
nisms, cell-cell recognition and immunology, to

organismic recognition and behavior. “The
diverse mix of topics was rather unusual by
comparison to most conferences, but has
become a hallmark of our annual event, which
helped us to attract a really interdisciplinary
crowd of PhD students from across the
world,” says conference organizer Karsten
Beckmann.
Speakers were enthusiastic about the highly
interactive audience. “I’ve never had that many
questions!” remarked invited speaker Venki
Ramakrishnan. Poster sessions allowed partici-
pants to present their own work and provided
another good opportunity for interactions.
As in previous events, the symposium was
entirely organized by PhD students, who invit-
ed speakers, arranged the sessions and found
financial support. “We are grateful to the
numerous companies that supported us, as well
as to EMBO, which sponsored two of the
speakers,” says predoctoral fellow Christiane
Jost.
“We received a lot of positive feedback, both
from the speakers and the participants and we
would like to encourage all EMBL predocs to
participate in next year’s symposium. It’s a truly
unforgettable experience!” Karsten concludes.
The post-conference party provided an occa-
sion to celebrate a job well done. The fifth
PhD symposium, “Design of Life: Learning
from Nature,” will take place in December
2004.

Geographical distribution of applicants to the International PhD Programme in 2003 and 2004.
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EMBL Enterprise Management Technology
Transfer GmbH (EMBLEM) was established in
1999 to facilitate the transfer of innovations from
basic research at the Laboratory to industry. How
have technology transfer activities developed?

Things have developed on three fronts: within
EMBLEM, with our commercial customers
and partners, and within EMBL as a whole.
First, we have successfully established
EMBLEM as a professional, well-functioning
technology transfer company.We are constant-
ly streamlining all aspects of our work and have
put in place clear procedures and guidelines for
staff wishing to commercialize new inventions.
All income and expenditures stemming from
innovations at Lab are now channeled through
EMBLEM, so we have a clear idea of how
much income is being generated by and how
much is being spent on technology transfer
activities. We put inventions disclosed to us
through a critical due diligence process. For
example, we analyze inventions for scientific
merit, marketability, uniqueness and patent-
ability and develop a commercialization strate-
gy. We speak regularly with the scientific staff
across the different EMBL sites and help them
develop their ideas. Roughly 35% of patents
we file are licensed out within 12 months; over
40% of our total IP portfolio has been licensed.
The basic principle behind our strategy is to be
proactive both within the Lab (without being
invasive) and within the commercial market.

The second development is that our industrial
and commercial partners recognize EMBLEM
as an established and respected name in tech-
nology transfer in the Member States and
beyond. We have built a solid network of con-

tacts and partnerships in the Life Science and
Instrumentation markets and our industrial
customers appreciate doing business with us.
All commercial deals involving intellectual
property rights (IPR) are essentially routed
through EMBLEM.We ensure that our licens-
ing income stream is generated via a healthy
mix of fixed cash revenue (milestone or upfront
payments), equity stakes and royalty to ensure
that our activities have long-term sustainabili-
ty.We are considered a benchmark for technol-
ogy transfer from an international academic
setting and have hosted many delegations from
institutes and governmental agencies in the
Member States who are interested both in
learning about and applying our technology
transfer model. We also disseminate our
knowledge and experience in tech transfer mat-
ters as an active member of the Association of
European Technology Transfer Professionals.

The third aspect is a matured appreciation of
EMBL staff for tech transfer activities.We have
established clear and constructive guidelines
for staff to follow should they wish to commer-
cialize their inventions.We’ve also begun train-
ing initiatives across the Laboratory, including
a segment in the predoc course and a new
entrepreneurial seminar series where speakers
from industry talk about pharmaceutical and
life science R&D, venture capital and IP man-
agement. It has taken some time, but we are
seeing more EMBL scientists, from each of the
Units, participating in the tech transfer
process; they can clearly see the advantages of
using the EMBLEM skill set. Positive feedback
from EMBL inventors has certainly helped.We
now have at least one invention record a week,

Innovation Works™: EMBLEM and technology transfer

The DNA-Spinner is the result of a collaboration between EMBL scientists (left to right: Christian
Boulin, Vladimir Benes and Jürgen Zimmermann), industrial partners and EMBLEM.
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and we file 20-25 patent applications and 10-
15 software copyrights each year.

Given the current economic climate, does it still
make sense to support tech start-up companies?

Many novel technologies emerging from basic
research are “ahead of their time” and still need
a fair amount of development before they can
be launched as products or services on the mar-
ket. These sorts of technologies are well suited
for further development in a dedicated start-up
company. It always makes sense to support
start-ups if there is a solid idea, innovative
technology, an excellent business plan and an
exceptional management team to take the
company forward. EMBL has consistently
turned out high-quality innovations that have
formed a solid basis for licensing to established
companies, or in some cases, to EMBL start-up
companies. While many start-ups throughout
Europe have not survived the recent economic
downturn, the eight start-up companies in
EMBL’s portfolio are still alive and kicking.

Major projects this year?

We have been actively involved in several col-
laborative projects involving different industri-
al partners and EMBL scientists. One of these
project entailed the creation of a virtual com-
pany in which EMBL, PerkinElmer, Macherey-
Nagel, Hettich and EMBLEM formed an
interdisciplinary development team covering
the span of know-how required in automation,
biochemistry, centrifuge and application tech-
nology, intellectual property management and
marketing. The goal was to develop a high-
throughput DNA purification robot with an
integrated centrifuge.The input of all the part-
ners resulted in the development of the “DNA-
Spinner” platform and the prototype was up
and running within nine months. The “virtual
company” approach combined basic research
interests of institutions with the business inter-

ests of companies and gives participating scien-
tists a maximum of freedom and feeds partici-
pating companies with excellent know-how
without limiting their flexibility. The system
was launched on the market in October 2003
and is now available for the scientific and
industrial communities as a commercial prod-
uct calledMultiPROBE® II HT EX with inte-
grated robotic centrifuge.

EMBLEM also helped to establish the new
Chemical Genomics Core Facility at EMBL; a
joint project between EMBL and the DKFZ
(German Cancer Research Center). The idea
was to create a core facility where scientists
could create assays and lead compounds for
their targets and thus obtain research tools
which would otherwise be unavailable or too
expensive. The facility also adds value to intel-
lectual property that the Lab already has. If you
have a potential target and can identify and test
for lead compounds which have clinical appli-
cability, the value of the IP increases dramati-
cally. It’s a win-win for basic research and for
technology transfer.

What’s the future of tech transfer at EMBL?

With over 140 licensees spanning all conti-
nents, more than 200 active license contracts
and an IP portfolio encompassing roughly 200
IPR, we have a solid basis from which to grow.
We have extended our services to researchers
not based at the Laboratory, for example to
EMBL alumni across Europe, and are looking
into limited partnerships with other
EIROforum members. Our tech transfer
approach has proven tremendously successful,
has become an integral part of EMBL’s mission
and provides a vital service in the life sciences
to the member states.

For more, see www.embl-em.de

– interview with Gabor Lamm,
Managing Director of EMBLEM GmbH

EMBLEM’s tech transfer activities have increased steadily since the company was founded five
years ago.At the same time net patent costs to the Laboratory have decreased, a sign of a well-
functioning technology transfer strategy.
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These are
just a few 
of the more
than 3,000
EMBL
alumni
worldwide.

Where are
they now?
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A 11 10 2 7 5 35

B 10 4 3 1 2 3 23

CH 16 3 1 1 4 7 32

D 8 1 20 288 3 1 15 5 1 2 1 1 20 62 428

DK 2 1 11 1 1 5 21

E 2 8 67 2 5 1 6 14 105

F 12 9 145 2 1 4 2 1 8 1 12 197

G 1 2 2 20 1 2 2 1 5 36

I 1 6 18 8 1 154 3 1 8 14 214

IRE 4 2 1 15 4 5 31

ISR 1 1 5 2 9

N 1 1 14 1 17

NL 1 3 16 1 1 1 2 40 1 5 4 75

P 1 1 5 1 3 11

S 1 2 4 40 6 53

SF 1 4 1 1 1 4 32 1 45

UK 2 1 9 31 3 1 9 5 1 1 1 140 35 239

Eur 1 1 20 1 2 3 4 21 20 73

Other 3 27 2 6 2 1 19 133 193

Total 27 15 74 452 19 72 197 22 182 17 5 16 54 5 54 36 231 23 336 1837
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The table above shows the current locations of EMBL alumni. The 1,837 alumni listed here are those for
whom we have both the nationality and current country of residence on record. We are currently updating
our information on hundreds more. (In the table, Eur refers to European countries that are not EMBL
member states.

The table on the facing page shows the percentages of repatriation and immigration trends of EMBL alumni.
The percent of scientists who return to their country or region after spending part of their careers at EMBL
is high, overall approximately 64%. The countries most successful at attracting their alumni nationals to
return areNorway, Sweden and France. Approximately 36% of EMBL scientists move to a country other than
their own. Switzerland and Austria are most successful, on a percentage basis, at attracting EMBL alumni
overall.

Returning European scientists to the members states after training them in a stimulating, interdisciplinary
research environment is a core mission of EMBL.

Where are EMBL alumni now?
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Current residence
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Country Alumni from Country Alumni in Country

Total In Country % Repat. Total Non-Nat. % Immigr.

A 35 11 31 27 16 60

B 23 10 43 15 5 33

CH 32 16 50 74 58 78

D 428 288 67 452 164 36

DK 21 11 52 19 8 42

E 105 67 64 72 5 7

F 197 145 74 197 52 26

G 36 20 56 22 2 9

I 214 154 72 182 28 15

IRE 31 15 48 17 2 12

ISR 9 5 56 5 0 0

N 17 14 82 16 2 13

NL 75 40 53 54 14 26

P 11 5 45 5 0 0

S 53 40 75 54 14 26

SF 45 32 71 36 4 11

UK 239 140 59 231 91 39

Eur 73 21 29 23 0 0

Other 193 133 69 336 203 60

All 1837 1167 64 1837 668 36
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EMBL alumni represent an impressive group that has enormous potential to make a difference in European
science. The EMBL Alumni Association aims to increase this impact. The Association has several aims: to
facilitate alumni working together as a network for scientific exchange in Europe, to mutually benefit their
work and that of the Lab, and to help them keep in touch and participate in meetings, reunions and other
events. If you spent at least six months at EMBL and want to join the Alumni Association, all you have to do
is register at www.embl.org/alumni

When was the last time you sat down to chat with your ex-colleagues from EMBL? If you can’t remember,
then it’s time you registered for the EMBL Alumni Association Reunion, to be held in Heidelberg from
November 26-28, 2004.The event will bring EMBL alumni from across the world together for scientific talks
given by past and present staff, poster sessions and practical discussions about how alumni can help each other.
Book your seat in the Operon now, by registering at www.embl.org/alumni

EMBL Alumni Association: more than 800 members and growing
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More than 2,000 life scientists gathered in
Dresden on September 20-24 for the 2003
Convention of the European Life Scientist
Organization. The ELSO conference is the
only gathering of its size to bring together
researchers working on different aspects of life
sciences from across Europe. Highlights of
the meeting included a lecture by Sydney
Brenner and a major poster exhibition,
which gave scientists and industry plenty of
opportunity to exchange ideas.

58 high school teachers of chemistry and biology con-
vened at the Hamburg Outstation for the 3rd EU-
funded workshop of “Continuing Education for
European Biology Teachers,” held on August 21-23.
Sponsored by a joint EMBO-EMBL-EFB grant, the
event included scientific lectures, a session on
bioethics, two practical experiments, and an exhibi-
tion of materials and information about similar sci-
ence education initiatives and commercial sponsors.
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High school biology teachers from
Portugal, Italy, Germany, the UK,
and Switzerland gathered at EMBL-
Heidelberg on July 7-9 to partici-
pate in the European Learning
Laboratory for the Life Sciences’
first practical workshop.
Participants brushed up on
their lab skills, and learned all about
microtubules and what they do during cell
division and early embryonic development.

EMBL welcomed Ireland as
its 17th member state dur-

ing the summer Council
meeting. Joining
entitles Ireland to a

say in the develop-
ment and future
directions of the Lab,
and gives the country

wide access to EMBL
services and programmes.

a year in the life of EMBL
EMBL opened its doors to the public on
Sunday, June 29 for an Open House. Crowds
flowed through the halls to get an insider’s look at
life and work at the Lab. Activities included
hands-on projects such as extracting DNA from
bananas, examining different viruses under a
microscope, and a treasure hunt through the EBI’s
bioinformatics databases. Visitors discussed scien-
tific themes with EMBL staff over coffee and snacks
in the Science Café, while younger visitors enjoyed
special science activities in the Kinderhaus.
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The annual EMBL-Staff Assoc-
iation summer party held on
June 7, was a smashing success.
Turkish dancers,men in kilts, and
a bucking bronco all contributed
to the humming atmosphere.The
event was topped off by a mar-
velous feast prepared by Claus
Himburg and his kitchen staff,
followed by dancing till dawn.

Seven happy EMBL footballers
took home the silver cup at the
annual EMBL football tournament
held at the neighbouring Boxberg
football pitches on Sunday, June
8. Six teams from across the
laboratory kicked, dribbled and
sprinted their way through the
gruelling competition in swel-
tering summer heat.

The Wellcome Trust Genome Campus, home of the EBI, the
Sanger Institute and the MRC Human Genome Mapping
Project Resource Centre, held anOpenHouse from July 2-4 to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the discovery of the structure
of DNA and the completion of the sequencing of the human
genome. 1000 school children, local residents and VIPs, came
to see the exhibition. Highlights included a 10-foot DNA
model, hands-on biological experiments, and an exhibition-
wide competition to win a mountain bike.

A team of sportsmen and women from
EMBLEM and EMBL Ventures swam, ran,
and biked their way through Heidelberg in
the city’s annual “Heidelbergman” triathlon.
With a time of 2:48:56, they crossed the finish
line in 67th place. In doing so, they raised the
impressive sum of 6,125 euros for the
Waldpiraten camp for kids with cancer, located
across the street from EMBL.

What a scorcher!
As temperatures
soared during one of
the hottest summers
on record, Mustafa
Uyguner and his
building maintenance team
kept their cool, and turned
on the Lab’s air conditioning system.

September 17 saw the arrival of familiar
faces as members of the EMBL Alumni
Association board arrived at the
Heidelberg Lab for their biannual
meeting. On the agenda were the
establishment of local chapters,
fundraising activities, and plans for
the next general alumni reunion to be
held on November 26-28, 2004. For
the latest from the Association, check
out www.embl.org/alumni.

EMBL first-aid volunteers
learned to mend bumps, bruises
and broken bones as part of the
Safety Office’s first aid course,
organized in conjunction with
the Johanniter Unfallhilfe. The
two-day course gives helpers
from across the Heidelberg Lab
the training needed to handle
minor accidents and things that
go bump in the Lab.
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More than 80 scientists gathered at EMBL for the Modern
Methods in Cell Biology Course and Minisymposium. The
event was one of several organized during the year by EMBL
scientists with the help of the Lab’s courses and conference
office. Courses, conferences and workshops are an important
part of the Laboratory’s mission to train European scientists.

EMBL DG Fotis C. Kafatos was
appointed to the Pontifical Academy of
Sciences on November 9.He received the
papal insignia from Pope John Paul II dur-
ing the 400th anniversary celebration at
the Pontifical Academy Science in the
Vatican City. The esteemed international
and interdisciplinary scientific body aims to
promote progress in the mathematical, phys-
ical and natural sciences.

PhD student Mikko Taipale launched a
gene names website where anyone can
trace the peculiar origins of “gene
names.” Names range from the witty,
peculiar, amusing, imaginative, and
funny to the far-fetched, silly, mislead-
ing, tasteless, or simply unintelligible.
Check out the new resource at
http://tinman.vetmed.helsinki.fi

Group Leader seminars switched from Monday
to Wednesdays. Researchers from across the Lab
regularly attend the weekly seminar series (which
can be held at any of the five EMBL sites) that
reinforces EMBL’s interdisciplinary approach to
research. A highlight from the past: Juan
Valcárcel trying to splice a 10-meter RNA in the
Operon auditorium. (Unfortunately the scissors
were too blunt.)

The Italian Embassy in Berlin was the place
to be on January 29 as representatives from
EMBL gathered to meet with an international
group of scientific advisors from several coun-
tries. They discussed key elements of EMBL’s
excellence, including scientific highlights, serv-
ices, recruitment, international training and
education.The event was one of the first leading
up to the Laboratory’s 30th anniversary celebra-
tion in November 2004
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Physics and biology teachers flocked to Noordwijk in the
Netherlands during the second week of November for the
annual Physics on Stage science festival. They made loud
noises, blew things up, explored bizarre uses of magnetism,
and put on performances to demonstrate the best of
European high school science teaching. The event was spon-
sored by the EIROforum (that includes EMBL) and the
European Commission. A good time was had by all, espe-
cially by Eric Karsenti, who explained the wonders of micro-
tubules and self-organization in the keynote speech.

PLoS Biology was launched as the first fully
open access journal by the Public Library of
Science. Steve Cohen and his group were the
first EMBL researchers to publish a paper in
the journal. PLos Biology publishes top-quali-
ty peer-reviewed articles and is free – all you
need is an Internet connection.

EMBL’s Heads of Units and Senior Scientists gathered
at the Grenoble Outstation on January 27 and 28 for
their regular bimonthly meeting to discuss develop-
ments affecting the Laboratory. After they had made
their way through the list of agenda items, which
included the new EMBL Centres and ways for technical
staff at the Lab to collaborate, they visited the site of the
future building adjacent to the EMBL building, that
will house researchers working in the Partnership for
Structural Biology.

On October 17, the foundation for the National Institutes of
Health and the Bill andMelinda Gates Foundation announced
the first 14 scientific challenges that will be the focus of the
“Grand Challenges in Global Health” initiative. Fotis Kafatos
was one of the experts to participate on the GCCH scientific
board, whose task was to identify the challenges to be
addressed in the 200-million US$ medical research project.

Staff at the Adriano Buzzati Traverso Campus
in Monterotondo celebrated the completion
of the new mouse facilities in early November
with a “mouse warming party.” The 450 m2

extension onto the existing buildings boasts
state-of-the-art cages (up to 6,500 of them!),
and will house all of the research programme’s
mice under one roof, allowing staff and care-
takers to work more efficiently in their jobs of
investigating mouse models of human disease.

On a cold winter’s afternoon, a week before Christmas,
EMBL parents and the Kinderhaus team gathered in the
Operon for the first ever Christmas Bazaar. Staff bought
decorations and gifts made by children, parents, and rela-
tives to raise funds to buy equipment for the Lab’s childcare
facilities. Plätzchen, truffles, cakes, coffee and Glühwein
tempered taste-buds while guests enjoyed a festive per-
formance of the “Nativity play.”

The EMBL Alumni Association announced
the award of the EMBL Alumni Association’s
first postdoctoral fellowship. The fellowship
is sponsored by the Swedish Foundation for
Strategic Research; ex-Director-General
Lennart Philipson was instrumental in secur-
ing the position. He hopes the initiative will
serve as a pattern for how individual member
states can profit from the interdisciplinary
research environment at EMBL.
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EMBL staff gathered on January 31 for the
annual Burns’ Night celebrations. Though
Burn’s night is officially celebrated on January 24,
EMBL scotsmen and others delayed the festivities
by a week so that Master of Ceremony (and EMBL
Scientific Director) Iain Mattaj could return from
his official Laboratory missions to preside over the
piping in of the haggis, and deliver his heart-felt ren-
dition of the Holy Wullie’s Prayer – in his nightshirt.

Polish science teachers Jerzy Jarosz and
Aneta Szczygielska spent the first two weeks
of March at EMBL-Heidelberg visiting
research groups and learning the latest
about the life sciences. The visit was a prize
for their presentation on embryonic devel-
opment in chicken eggs at the EIROforum’s
Physics on Stage science festival held in
Noordwijk in November 2003.

March 18 saw the signing of a new cooper-
ation agreement between the EMBL and
the DKFZ to establish a joint Chemical
Genomics Facility. The state-of-the-art
facility will give scientists the ability to
screen small molecules to identify biological
inhibitors and drug precursors. The facility
will be housed at EMBL, and will be used
jointly by scientists from both institutes.

Witches, devils, forest trolls and swamp ghosts
traipsed through the streets of Germany in April
to celebrate Fasching. The yearly celebration is a
cross between Catholic Carnival and ancient
pagan rites of spring, in which revelers adorn
themselves with elaborate costumes and take to
the streets to sweep winter away. EMBL’s Kinder-
haus kids donned their finest Fasching gear and
got in on the fun.

Press officers from the EIROforum
organizations met in Heidelberg on
May 12 to exchange ideas, share experi-
ences, and discuss ways to work together
in the future. The day-long meeting
began with participants summarizing the
press activities at their organizations –
sharing best practices, success stories, and
tips for securing press coverage for activi-
ties at each institute. They also discussed
ways to work together to spread the word
about EIROforum projects.
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EMBL’s Proteomics Core Facility welcomed its first
non-European visitor – Chartchai Krittani from
Thailand’s Institute of Molecular Biology and
Genetics. Chartchai used the facilities to identify pro-
teins involved in the infection pathway of the
Yellowhead virus. This virus represents a particularly
dangerous threat to the economy of Thailand since it
affects shrimp, the country’s number-one export.

EMBL musicians dusted off their trumpets, triangles and
tambourines and took to the stage onMarch 8 to perform
in the first ever EMBL music night. The talented bunch
collected donations during the concert and have acquired a
piano, which may be used by EMBL staff for musical inter-
ludes while gels are running.

Structural biologists gathered in Hamburg on April
26-28 to get to work on BIOXHIT, a 10-million-
euro project for structural biology which combines a
strongly focused research programme with network-
ing, training, and mobility of staff under a single
management structure. More than a quarter of the
project funds will go to the EMBL units inHamburg
(project coordinator), Grenoble and Hinxton.

EMBLEM GmbH kicked off a new Bioentre-
preneur seminar series on April 1 with a lecture by
Dirk Vetter, the CEO of Complex Biosystems
GmBh and co-founder of Graffinity Pharma AG.
The lectures are aimed at EMBL scientists interest-
ed in pharmaceutical and life sciences R&D and
tech transfer issues including intellectual property
rights and venture capital financing.

EMBL’s Gene Expression Programme and theMolecular
Medicine Partnership underwent review in May. Group
Leaders presented their work to a committee of external
experts appointed by the Scientific Advisory Committee
(SAC). EMBL programmes are reviewed every four years
to evaluate the progress made in their research area and to
obtain recommendations for future directions.

A group of local seniors visited the Laboratory on
Wednesday, May 13 to hear about the latest from the life
sciences. George Christophides took time out to tell them
about some of the malaria research that he and his
colleagues are working on in the Kafatos lab.

EMBL researchers exchanged their lab coats and
shoes for parkas and mukluks and headed off to the
Meiringen-Hasliberg resort in Switzerland for the
annual Cell Biology and Biophysics Programme ski
trip. Highlights of the trip included daredevil skiers
Damian Brunner and Achilleas Frangakis flying
through thick banks of fog and a really gooey cheese
fondue. Pine trees cooperated and stayed out of the
way, and everyone returned with bones intact.
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Appendix 1: Contract between the EMBL and the
SARS International Centre for the Establishment
of a Partnership in Marine Molecular Biology

Molecular Biology will contribute to addressing the crucial challenges of preserving and utilizing marine living
resources. Life processes in the ocean and their evolution represent fascinating opportunities for discoveries concern-
ing fundamental questions in biology, including the provision of new model systems collected from the sea. The
constant progress of molecular techniques, which today permit genome-wide studies of biological functions, allows
molecular biology to spread from classical terrestrial model organisms to a variety of marine species and communi-
ties.

Synergistic efforts in these directions are the aim of a partnership between the European Molecular Biology
Laboratory and the Sars International Centre for Marine Molecular Biology.

The Partners

The EMBL:
The EMBL is an international organization founded in 1974 with its headquarters in Heidelberg and other
European sites at Hamburg, Hinxton, Monterotondo and Grenoble. The EMBL’s mission is to conduct
basic research in molecular biology (currently conducted by 105 faculty member in 9 Programmes or
Outstations); to provide essential services to scientists in its Member States; to provide high-level training to
its students, staff and visitors; and to develop new instrumentation and methods for biological research. The
vast majority of EMBL's scientific and administrative personnel are on term contracts and are expected to
leave the institution, usually to a destination in a Member State; when they do so, they carry along a unique
combination of experience and skills. The scientific networks created by EMBL alumni have contributed
heavily to the development of a truly international scientific community throughout Europe. EMBL pur-
sues a proactive technology transfer policy through its wholly-owned commercialization company,
EMBLEM GmbH.

The Sars International Centre:
The Sars International Centre was established in 1997 in Bergen to conduct basic research in marine molec-
ular biology, as a department of the Bergen University Research Foundation (Unifob). Until 2002, it
received core funding for  five independent research groups in a single programme called “comparative
molecular biology”. New contracts with the major contributors to the Sars Centre budget (see enclosed doc-
umentation) allow an expansion of the Sars Centre to at least eight research groups in the current scientific
programme, and continuation of activities until 2012 with mid-term evaluation of scientific achievements.
Along with its own scientific activity, the Sars Centre will also establish new marine living and molecular
resources, and build a graduate school in marine molecular biology. Scientific positions at the Sars Centre
are not tenured and groups are subjected to turn-over after 6 years unless a prolongation is offered.
Recruitments are international with no privilege for any particular country. The Sars Centre Director
receives advice from an International Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC).

Outline of the Partnership

The objective of the EMBL/Sars Centre partnership is to facilitate and institutionalize scientific exchange
and support in areas of common interest, or where one partner has a recognized expertise, which can be
shared for the benefit of the other partner.

For example, EMBL has long experience in organising PhD studies in molecular biology, widely recognized
research strength in areas such as Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology and Functional
Genomics, and a strong international network in which the Sars Centre can be inserted for its own benefit.

From Norway, a leading country for the exploitation of marine living resources, the Sars Centre conducts
scientific projects, trains young scientists and develops resources in marine molecular biology which will be
made accessible to EMBL.
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Implementation of the Partnership

Scientific advice:
The SAC is composed of seven active scientists, in majority from European countries. It advises the
Director of the Sars Centre and its funding agencies on scientific strategy, periodically monitors scientific
progress of research groups, and proposes ranking of applicants for group leader positions.

During the period of the partnership, two EMBL scientists will be member of the SAC.

Scientific evaluation:
Scientific progress of the Sars Centre will be evaluated in the year 2007 by an international board of
experts, in the perspective of its continuation until 2012.

The evaluation board nominated by the Research Council of Norway will include two members from a list
proposed by the Director-General of EMBL. This evaluation will also examine progress in the EMBL/Sars
Centre partnership.

Graduate School in Marine Molecular Biology:
The Sars Centre will establish an international PhD programme in Marine Molecular Biology, in collabora-
tion with the University of Bergen (UiB) and with EMBL. Students will receive research training in groups
at the Sars Centre. Theoretical and practical courses will be partly based upon current UiB education pro-
grammes, but will also include inputs from the Sars Centre and foreign institutions including EMBL.

An agreement is being negotiated between UiB and EMBL for the award of Joint PhD degrees. This degree
is primarily for EMBL students who receive training in the broad scientific areas that are of interest to the
Sars Centre. In addition, Sars Centre students in the Graduate School of Marine Molecular Biology who
perform a substantial part of their research and research training at EMBL will be considered for the Joint
degree. Admission to the Joint Degree Programme requires approval by both UiB and EMBL. The applica-
tion procedures and other formalities related to the joint EMBL/UiB degree and to the future Sars Centre
PhD programme will be prepared by specific working groups and made official in separate documents.

EMBL will support the Sars Centre in the recruitment of PhD students through advice, information con-
cerning the EMBL/Sars Centre partnership in the EMBL PhD Programme booklet and other mutually
agreed steps. EMBL will also support the Sars Centre in its applications for additional PhD studentships.

Scientific interactions:
Joint scientific meetings will be organized by the Sars Centre and EMBL to exchange information on cur-
rent projects, stimulate in a bottom-up manner future collaborations between the scientists of the two insti-
tutions and others, and thus assemble a scientific community of critical mass interested in various areas of
marine molecular biology.

Collaborations will be encouraged by both partners. Where possible, they will be facilitated by allocation of
funds for personnel exchange and institutional support for joint applications. Common priorities of both
institutions at present include research in functional genomics, and in molecular, cell and developmental
biology of model organisms.

Access to facilities:
The Sars Centre and EMBL will facilitate for their partner the access to their facilities, instrumentation and
databases.

Facilities at the Sars Centre include zebrafish and Oikopleura breeding stations, and plans are to expand the
number of marine species in culture and experimentation. The Sars Centre is also part of a consortium of
marine facilities in the Bergen area, including vessels and marine sites with specific environmental qualifica-
tions. These facilities will be accessible to EMBL scientists, and to the extent possible its other partners,
through applications co-signed by the Sars Centre.

Facilities made accessible by EMBL include genomic, proteomic, functional genomic and advanced light
microscopy facilities in Heidelberg, and specialized Outstation facilities such as structural biology beamlines
at Hamburg and Grenoble, and core databases at the EBI.
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Promotion of the partnership:
Both institutions can refer to the partnership in their promotional material, including for job offers.

Duration of the partnership:
The partnership will be coordinated by both Directors of EMBL and of the Sars Centre. The partnership
will take effect on the day of its signature, for a duration of six years.

Bergen, June 19th 2003

Prof. Fotis C. Kafatos Prof. Daniel Chourrout Prof. Kåre Rommetveit
Director-General, EMBL Sars Centre Director Director-General, UiB

Appendix 1
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Appendix 2: EIROForum Statement of Intent

The European Commission and the following European intergovernmental scientific research organisations:
CERN , EFDA , EMBL , ESA , ESO , ESRF , ILL *, collaborating together in the frame of the
EIROforum charter.

– whereas the European Council at Lisbon (in March 2000) set out ambitious objectives for the develop-
ment of Europe’s economy to become the leading knowledge-based economy in the world, and, in that
context, launched the European Research Area,

– whereas the European Council at Barcelona (in March 2002) formulated the goal of reaching the 3%-
level of the GDP for R&D investments in the European Union by 2010, in order to achieve the Lisbon
objectives,

– recalling the establishment by these European intergovernmental scientific research organisations of
their EIROforum collaboration to play an active and constructive role in promoting the quality and
impact of European research,

– recognising that these European intergovernmental scientific research organisations have attained leader-
ship in specific areas of scientific research, by

– developing and operating world-class science infrastructures, a decisive competitive element for Europe’s
scientists,

– fostering collaboration among Europe’s scientists and harmonising the efforts of their respective scientif-
ic communities, including networking national research institutes,

– facilitating co-operation and knowledge transfer as well as initiating development of large projects and
programmes with Europe’s hi-technology industry,

– providing training possibilities for young scientists in an international environment with state-of-the-art
equipment,

– attracting world-class scientists from overseas,

– undertaking important actions on a European scale in the field of public understanding of science,

– recognising that several of these European intergovernmental scientific research organisations conduct
significant research operations in third countries and that, by virtue of their scientific eminence, all of
the organisations have relations beyond the borders of the EU, thus actively contributing to the interna-
tional visibility and standing of the EU in policy areas of importance to the long-term and sustainable
development of society,

have agreed to collaborate with the aim of furthering the development of the European Research Area by:

1. consulting each other whenever appropriate, while respecting relevant internal rules, for example by
inviting representatives to relevant meetings, and where feasible, enabling short-term exchange (second-
ment) of staff,

2. exploring synergies and conducting joint activities that, where appropriate and without prejudice to the
rules and regulations of the Framework Programme, are deemed useful to further the realisation of the
European Research Area and the Framework Programme of the Community, 

3. building on the collaboration under this Statement of Intent by concluding, where appropriate, individ-
ual agreements between the European Commission and the members of EIROforum.

Signed by the members of EIROforum and the European Commission on October 30, 2003

The EIROforum Organizations are: European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), European Fusion
Development Agreement (EFDA), European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL), European Space Agency, (ESA),
European Southern Observatory (ESO), European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) and Institut Laue-Langevin
(ILL)
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24 January 2003

Mr. Valéry Giscard d’Estaing
President, European Constitutional Convention

Dear Mr President,

I am writing as Chairman of the EIROforum, the coordination body for Europe’s seven major intergovern-
mental research organisations in the physical and natural sciences. The EIROforum Council, consisting of
the Directors General or equivalent, wish to express our appreciation that, in the preliminary draft for a
constitutional treaty published on 28 October 2002, ‘encouragement for technological and scientific
progress’ is identified as one of the objectives for the European Union (Art. 3). We also wish to communi-
cate our sincere hope that further elaboration of this objective in the final constitutional proposal will
ensure the necessary deeper engagement at the level of the European Union in science and technology. This
will be of paramount importance for the future of our continent, by enhancing our economic base and
standard of living, including social and health aspects. Equally, it is crucially important from a cultural
point of view, as science is an intrinsic part of our common European heritage and constitutes ‘the engine’
of the knowledge society.

The challenges that face society and the researchers and the research institutions of Europe are such, that
pan-European initiatives and actions are increasingly called for, as is manifest from the current undertakings
towards creating a European Research Area.

We believe that a serious, long-term engagement in science and technology by the European Union is called
for, complementing and adding value to the national and intergovernmental actions, which remain essential
and also require reinforcement, consistent with the Lisbon declaration. Our view is that the global chal-
lenges mandate significant action at the European level, aiming to further human knowledge, as well as tar-
geted research and technology development.

We sincerely hope that the constitutional treaty will give sufficient weight to the European Union, in order
to ensure an appropriate and balanced development of science and technology in our continent.

I thank you in advance for your consideration of this matter.

Yours sincerely,

Prof Fotis C. Kafatos

EIROforum Chairman

Director General, European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL)

For Information:
Dr Catherine Cesarsky
Director General, European Southern Observatory (ESO)

Prof Luciano Maiani
Director General, European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN)

Dr Jérôme Paméla
Director General, European Fusion Development Agreement (EFDA)

Dr Antonio Rodotà
Director General, European Space Agency (ESA)

Prof William G. Stirling
Director General, European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)

Dr Colin J. Carlile
Director General, Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL)
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